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This Special Issue, “Molecules from Side Reactions II”, belongs to the section Organic
Synthesis of the journal Molbank and was launched in 2021, after the first edition, “Molecules
from Side Reactions”. “Molecules from Side Reactions I&II” have collected brief papers
dealing with the synthesis and characterization of molecules obtained from unexpected
and/or unpredictable synthetic routes.

Research concerning side products deserves to be published for at least these two
main reasons: (1) side products can be useful starting points and/or intermediates for new
syntheses and (2) the rationalization of the reaction conditions through which they were
formed might allow for a better understanding of reaction mechanisms.

It is pleasing to see that both Special Issues have been considered useful forums of dis-
cussion for research addressing side products by organic chemists of different nationalities.

Within two years, “Molecules from Side Reactions II” collected 17 papers, with Italy be-
ing the country that contributed the most research (Figure 1). The geographical attribution
was derived from the affiliations of corresponding authors.

 

Figure 1. Geographical distribution of manuscripts belonging to the Special Issue “Molecules from
Side Reactions II”.

This Special Issue’s topics cover the following aspects of organic chemistry:

• Synthesis of heterocycles;
• Synthesis of carbohydrates;
• Synthesis of modified nucleosides;
• Mechanisms of reactions;
• Green Chemistry;
• Chemistry of natural substances.

A summary of the research results published in this Special Issue follows.
Politano et al. found that the treatment of ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate with

4-acetamido-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxoammonium tetrafluoroborate produced,

Molbank 2023, 2023, M1740. https://doi.org/10.3390/M1740 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/molbank
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unexpectedly, ethyl salicylate instead of ethyl 2-oxo-3-cyclohexene-1-carboxylate (contri-
bution 1). The discovered methodology has the following advantages over conventional
oxidative dehydrogenation reactions [1]: (1) the conversion is metal-free, and (2) the oxoam-
monium salt oxidant is environmentally friendly [2].

Tetrazoles are non-natural heterocyclic compounds endowed with interesting biolog-
ical properties [3]. To obtain these compounds, Sepsey Für et al. studied the reaction of
pyridazinethiones with hydrazine (contribution 2). Together with the expected E and Z
stereoisomers of the desired hydrazones, they surprisingly recovered small amounts of the
Schiff bases obtained after the reaction of the hydrazones with acetone present in traces in
the glassware.

With the aim to decorate the bioactive isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline scaffold [4], exploiting
a Claisen–Schmidt-type condensation reaction [5], Rodríguez et al. obtained a new N-{2-[(3-
oxo-1,3-dihydro-2-benzofuran-1-yl)acetyl]phenyl}acetamide derivative as a side-product
(contribution 3).

Multivalent carbohydrates can recognize proteins on cell surfaces and induce biolog-
ical effects [6,7]. Multivalency has been mimicked artificially by synthesizing polymers
containing carbohydrates, functionalized with linkers at the end of which a polymerizable
acrylamide moiety can be introduced [8]. When Miyagawa et al. studied the acryloy-
lation reaction of 6-aminohexyl α-D-mannoside (contribution 4), they isolated both the
desired N-hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl acrylamide and the unknown N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-
acetylmannosyl) acrylamide monomer, which contains two hexyl mannose units and one
acrylamide group.

Rachid et al., noted the unexpected formation of an oxazole ring during the synthesis
of a copper(I) cyanide network polymer. The research was conducted using single-crystal X-
ray diffraction analysis and disclosed a complex architecture with a network of interatomic
interactions (contribution 5).

Nascimento et al., described an interesting conversion of lupulone [9] into an annulated
pyrazole through a hetero-cyclization reaction performed with phenylhydrazine. The
structure of the obtained polycyclic heterocycle was ascertained through NMR spectroscopy
(contribution 6).

Marzano et al., presented the structural analysis of a side product recovered during
the attempts to alkylate the inosine N1 position regioselectively [10]. The N1-alkylated
inosines were revealed to be fundamental building blocks for the preparation of cyclic
inosine diphosphate ribose (cIDPR) analogs [11–13] to be exploited as potential intracellular
Ca2+ ions mobilizers [14,15]. The side product was identified as an O6-alkylated inosine
regioisomer through NMR analysis (contribution 7).

Amrane et al., treated 1-(4-chlorophenoxy)-4-methylphthalazine with the PCl5/POCl3
system to perform the CH3→CCl3 conversion. Unfortunately, a side dichloro methylphos-
phonic dichloride derivative was obtained as a single product (contribution 8).

A two-step conversion of natural betulin [16,17] to 19β,28-epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-
2-furoate was realized by Lugemwa through a rearrangement in the E-ring followed by
esterification on the A-ring of the obtained allobetulin (contribution 9).

Straniero et al. contributed to the Special Issue with three papers. In the first pa-
per, the authors unexpectedly isolated (3-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-
yl)methanol instead of the corresponding epoxide upon the exposition of 2,3-dihydronaphtho
[1,4]dioxine-2-carbaldehyde to the Johnson–Corey–Chaykovsky reaction conditions [18]
(contribution 10).

In the search for novel antimicrobial agents acting through the inhibition of the pro-
tein FtsZ [19], Straniero et al. also reported the synthesis and characterization of threo
and erythro isomers of 6-fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-
dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamide, obtained as side products when the two iso-
mers of the 2-(oxiran-2-yl)-2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxines were reacted
with 2,6-difluorophenate (contribution 11).
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Straniero et al., also found an unexpected conversion at room temperature of a pyridine
derivative into the corresponding N-benzylated pyridinium salt and attributed the transformation
to the presence of the unreacted benzyl bromide in the crude mixture (contribution 12).

The reaction of 3-methyl-2-thioxoimidazolidin-4-one with 1,3-dehydroadamantane
afforded an unexpected side product, namely (Z)-2′-((adamantan-1-yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-
2′,3′-dihydro-[2,4′-biimidazolylidene]-4,5,5′(1H,1′H,3H)-trione, which was characterized
by Burmistrov et al. via single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis (contribution 13).

While searching for applications in small molecule activation reactions, a new binu-
clear manganese complex with two different N,O-ligands was synthesized and character-
ized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis by Khrizanforova et al., (contribution 14).
The authors found an interesting ligand environment in the crystal structure in the proxim-
ity of the two manganese centers.

Cely-Veloza et al. reported on a successful good-yielding microwave synthesis of a
small series of diethyl 2-((arylamino)methylene)malonates, which were originally produced
as side products of a three-component reaction (contribution 15). Interestingly, two com-
pounds showed better IC50 than the positive control against the phytopathogens belonging
to the family of Fusarium oxysporum.

In the paper published by Burcă et al., the authors explored the reactivity of triazoles,
which are a class of five-membered heterocycles with remarkable biological properties [20].
In detail, they found that a new triazol-3-one unexpectedly formed following the reduction
reaction of a heterocyclic thioketone with sodium borohydride in the presence of small
amounts of water (contribution 16).

Aitken et al. characterized for the first time, through NMR and single-crystal X-ray
diffraction experiments, a new dibromodisalicylaldehyde obtained as a side-product when
studying the Baeyer–Villiger oxidation [21,22] of 5-bromo-2-methoxymethoxybenzaldehyde
with m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (contribution 17).

All the papers submitted to this Special Issue have been rigorously pre-checked by
Guest Editors (GEs) before being sent for peer-review. The GEs especially thank the
reviewers for verifying the correctness of the proposed side structures through a careful
analysis of the experimental data reported in the manuscripts. It is pleasing to see that the
acceptance rate for “Molecules from Side Reactions II” was 94%, which highlights the very
high quality of research submitted to this Special Issue. Lastly, the GEs also wish to thank
the Editor in Chief for accepting the Special Issue proposal and the Editorial Office staff for
providing all the necessary assistance to carry out this project.
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Abstract: The conversion of ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate to ethyl salicylate using an oxoam-
monium salt is reported. The dehydrogenation reaction is operationally simple and compares
favorably with previous literature examples for the same transformation and expands the scope of
oxoammonium salts as reagents for oxidative functionalization processes.

Keywords: oxoammonium salt; dehydrogenation; phenol; recyclable; ketone

1. Introduction

Oxoammonium salts are stable, metal-free oxidants that are recyclable and can be
used under mild conditions. They and their nitroxide analogs have been employed ex-
tensively for the oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids [1–7].
The most widely used oxoammonium salt is 4-acetamido-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-
oxoammonium tetrafluoroborate, 1 (Figure 1) [7]. Moving beyond simple alcohol oxidation,
1 can also be used as a reagent for a range of oxidative functionalization reactions [8–11].
These include oxidative esterification [12], amidation [13], and the preparation of nitriles
from aldehydes [14]. It is also possible to couple 1 with visible-light photocatalysis in a dual
catalytic system [15–22]. When using 1 in a stoichiometric perspective, one transformation
of particular interest is the dehydrogenation of ketones (Scheme 1) [23,24].

Figure 1. Oxoammonium salt 1 and its hydroxyammonium and nitroxide analogs 2, and 3.

R and R' = Me, allyl, propargyl, cyclohexenyl

35-68%

Δ

R = aryl

53-98%

 

Scheme 1. Dehydrogenation of ketones using oxoammonium salt 1.
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Ene-triketones have been prepared by oxidation of diketones [25], and perfluoroalkyl
ketones can be converted to their α,β-unsaturated analogs [26]. Reactions are performed in
the presence of a nitrogenous base such as pyridine or 2,6-dimethylpyridine (2,6-lutidine).
A superstoichiometric quantity of the oxoammonium salt is required because, in the
presence of a base, the hydroxyammonium byproduct, 2, initially formed undergoes a
comproportionation reaction with a further aliquot of 1 to generate two equivalents of
nitroxide 3 [27,28]. Thus, a sacrificial equivalent of 1 is required in order to affect complete
dehydrogenation of the substrate. The spent oxidant can be easily removed by filtration at
the end of a reaction and converted back to 1 [29].

In an attempt to expand the scope of previous methodologies, we sought to use 1 for
the dehydrogenation of a range of cyclohexanones. This transformation is traditionally
performed using hypervalent iodine reagents [30] or by palladium catalysis [31]. We
wanted to see if 1 could be used as an environmentally benign alternative. As a sharpening
stone for probing this reaction, our attention focused on ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate,
4, as a substrate. However, rather than obtaining ethyl 2-oxo-3-cyclohexene-1-carboxylate,
5, as the product, we observed the formation of ethyl salicylate, 6, a well-known phenolic
compound (Scheme 2) [32–36]. We report this serendipitous discovery here.

 

Scheme 2. Conversion of β-ketoester 4 to phenol 6 rather than α,β-unsaturated β-ketoester 5.

2. Results and Discussion

Our discovery arose when we performed the reaction of 4 with 3.6 eq. of 1, using 5 eq.
of 2,6-lutidine as a base. Heating an acetonitrile solution of the reagents at 50 ◦C for 96 h led
to an almost equimolar ratio of phenol 6 and unreacted starting material 4 (Table 1, entry
1). Increasing the loading of 1 to 7.5 eq. and reducing the reaction time to 24 h, resulted
in complete conversion to 6 (entry 2). Performing the reaction in absence of 2,6-lutidine
was not successful, indicating the importance of the base (entry 3). Reducing the reaction
temperature to 25 ◦C slowed the reaction considerably, it taking 72 h to reach completion
(entries 4 and 5). Operating at 50 ◦C but reducing the oxoammonium salt loading to 5 eq.
required extending the reaction time to 72 h (entry 6). Attempts to perform the reaction
catalytically in 1 using a number of secondary oxidants were not successful. In order to
improve the efficacy of the stoichiometric protocol, we wanted to reduce the reaction time.
To achieve this, we turned to using microwave heating under sealed-vessel conditions as
a tool. This way we were able to reach 100 ◦C simply and safely and could reduce the
reaction time from 24 h to 30 min and obtain a near-quantitative conversion (entry 7). These
became the optimal conditions for the protocol.

Our attention turned next to the isolation of the phenol from the product mixture.
With an organic base and byproducts from the oxoammonium salt in the mixture, isolation
of 6 involved a series of extractions. The product mixture was first diluted with water
and then dilute hydrochloric acid added. An extraction with petroleum ether removed
non-acidic byproducts. The organic layer was then washed with dilute sodium hydroxide
in order to extract the product as the phenoxide anion into the aqueous phase and leaving
organic byproducts, spent oxidant, and any unreacted starting material in the organic
phase. Acidification of the aqueous extract with dilute hydrochloric acid liberated the
phenol which was then extracted using petroleum ether. Removal of the solvent gave 6 in
40% isolated yield.
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Table 1. Optimization of reaction conditions for the conversion of β-ketoester 4 to phenol 6 a.

Entry 1 (eq.) 2,6-Lutidine (eq.) Temperature (◦C) Time (h) Conversion to 6 (%) b

1 3.6 5 50 96 51
2 7.5 5 50 24 100
3 7.5 0 50 24 0
4 7.5 5 25 72 53
5 7.5 5 25 72 95
6 5.0 5 50 72 92

7 c 7.5 5 100 0.5 100
a Reagents and conditions: ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate (4, 0.5 mmol, 1 eq.), acetonitrile (2 mL, 0.25 M in
4), requisite quantity of 1 and 2,6-lutidine, stirred at the desired temperature in an oil bath for the allotted time.
b Determined using GCMS. c Performed using microwave heating.

The fact that phenol 6 is formed in the reaction of 4 with 1 is noteworthy in light of the
two other literature reports of this transformation. One employs an o-iodoxybenzoic acid
derivative bearing a trimethylammonium group [30]. A comparable yield of 6 is obtained
in the oxidative dehydrogenation of 4. The other approach involves the use of 10 mol%
of palladium chloride in conjunction with 2 eq. of chloranil as a terminal oxidant [31].
The phenol product is obtained in 95% yield after 18 h. Compared to these reports, our
methodology has the advantage that it is metal-free and that the oxidant is cheaper, easier
to use, recyclable, and non-toxic.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General

All microwave-heating reactions were performed using a CEM Discover SP microwave
unit (CEM Corporation, Matthews, NC, USA), in closed-vessel configuration. Temperature
was measured by means of an IR temperature sensor located below the reaction vessel.
NMR spectra (1H, 13C) were obtained in deuterated chloroform at 300 K using a Brüker
DRX-400 400 MHz spectrometer (Brüker, Billerica, MA, USA). 1H-NMR spectra were
referenced to residual CHCl3 (7.26 ppm) in CDCl3. 13C-NMR spectra were referenced to
CDCl3 (77.16 ppm). Reactions were monitored by an Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara,
CA, USA) 7820A Gas Chromatograph attached to a 5975 Mass Spectrometer.

3.2. Chemicals

Ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate [CAS 1655-07-8] was purchased from Acros Organ-
ics (Geel, Belgium). 2,6-lutidine [CAS 108-48-5] was purchased from Oakwood Chemical
(Estill, SC, USA). Acetonitrile [CAS 75-05-8] was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Petroleum ether [CAS 8032-32-4] was purchased from Fisher Scien-
tific (Hampton, NH, USA). Deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) [CAS 865-49-6] was purchased
from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Tewksbury, MA, USA). Oxoammonium salt, 1, [CAS
219543-09-6] was prepared using a literature procedure [29].

3.3. Synthesis of Ethyl Salicylate (6) [CAS 118-61-6]

Ethyl 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate [CAS 1655-07-8] (4, 1 mmol, 1 eq), 2,6-lutidine [CAS
108-48-5] (5 mmol, 5 eq), 4-acetylamino-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxoammonium
tetrafluoroborate (1, 7.5 mmol, 7.5 eq), acetonitrile (3 mL) and deionized water (1 mL) were
added to a 40 mL-capacity glass tube equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The reaction
mixture was sealed with a cap and placed into a CEM Discover SP microwave unit. The
content of the vessel was heated to 100 ◦C and held at this temperature for 30 min, the
microwave power automatically fluctuating to hold the reaction mixture at the desired
temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred constantly. After the allotted time, the
reaction mixture was allowed to cool to below 50 ◦C before taking the vessel out of the
microwave unit. An intensely colored solution was obtained at this point. The product
mixture was transferred from the glass tube to a separatory funnel whereupon water
(2 mL) was added, followed by 1 M HCl (5 mL). An extraction with petroleum ether was
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performed (5 × 10 mL) in order to remove non-acidic byproducts. The organic layer was
then washed with 0.5 M NaOH (2 × 25 mL) in order to extract the product in phenoxide
anion form. At this point the color of the solution changed from yellow to green. The two
basic aqueous fractions were collected and acidified with 2 M HCl until a pH of less than 3
was reached (~30 mL acid). At this point the solution turned a cloudy yellow color. This
solution was extracted with petroleum ether (3 × 30 mL). The combined organic extracts
were washed with brine (~30 mL) and dried over Na2SO4. The solvent was removed under
reduced pressure by rotary evaporation affording pure phenol 6 as a yellow oil (66 mg,
40%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ ppm 10.84 (s, 1H), 7.85 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.8 Hz, 1H),
7.45 (ddd, J = 8.8, 7.2, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 6.98 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 6.88 (ddd, J = 8.2, 7.2, 1.1
Hz, 1H), 4.41 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 1.42 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H).13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ
ppm 170.36, 161.83, 135.73, 130.05, 119.22, 117.70, 112.79, 77.48, 77.16, 76.84, 61.55, 14.33.
GC-MS: (EI), m/z (relative intensity, %), 166 ([M]+, 39), 121 (28), 120 (100), 92 (37), 65
(11). Spectral data for this compound are consistent with those previously reported [37,38]
(Supplementary Materials).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we report the conversion of β-ketoester 4 to a phenol 6 using oxoammo-
nium salt 1. The reaction is operationally simple and compares favorably with previous
literature examples for the same transformation. This serendipitous discovery opens the
door to further exploration of the dehydrogenation of ketones to generate phenol products
and work is currently underway in our laboratory to this end.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. 1H- and 13C-NMR, and GCMS spectra
of product 6.
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Abstract: After making a new series of spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazinones with high Fsp3 character
available, the new target was to synthesize derivatives comprising nitrogen-containing heterocycles,
such as triazolo or tetrazolo rings. The corresponding thioxo derivatives (1a,b) seemed to be good
starting materials for the synthesis of tetrazolo derivatives. The reaction of the pyridazinethiones
(1a,b) with hydrazine surprisingly resulted in Schiff bases (3a,b) deriving from the reaction of
hydrazones (2a,b) with acetone.

Keywords: pyridazinethione; spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazine; hydrazine; acetone; Schiff base

1. Introduction

The molecule bank of a company might play an important role in the early phase of pre-
clinical drug discovery. To find a hit, a high-throughput screening (HTS) campaign may be
a useful tool [1]. In the design of new compounds for a molecule bank, the application
of some widely used rules (Lipinski rule of five, Veber’s rule) [2–4] and other concepts of
medicinal chemistry, such as the role of aromatic rings or bioisosteric nitrogen-containing
heterocycles, are of key importance [5–8]. Lovering introduced the Fsp3 character, which
usually shows a good correlation with logP and other physicochemical parameters [9,10].
With the consideration of the above aspects, a series of spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazinones
with high Fsp3 character and advantageous physicochemical parameters was
synthetized [11–13]. Starting from 2-oxaspiro[4.4]nonane-1,3-dione and 2-oxaspiro[4.5]-1,3-
dione, the ketocarboxylic acids were obtained by Friedel-Crafts or Grignard reaction. The
ring closure took place with hydrazine or its derivatives: methylhydrazine and phenyl-
hydrazine. A few of the obtained dihydropyridazine derivatives were alkylated. The
corresponding pyridazinonethiones (1) were prepared by the reaction of pyridazinones
with phosphorus pentasulfide [14] (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of hydrazone and tetrazolo derivatives starting from spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazinethiones.

2. Results and Discussion

We wanted to extend this compound family with further examples, combining the
spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazines with nitrogen-containing heterocycles, such as triazole or
tetrazole. The hydrazone derivatives of 1a,b may be important intermediates for the
synthesis of tetrazoles. To obtain these compounds, the reaction of pyridazinethiones
(1a and 1b) with hydrazine in tetrahydrofuran was studied [14]. In the case of the
chloro and methyl derivatives, the E and Z stereoisomers of the desired hydrazones
(2a (R = CH3, yield: 59%) and 2b (R = Cl, yield:61%)) were obtained surprisingly with
a small amount of a side product (3a and 3b), which is the Schiff base of the expected
hydrazones with acetone (3a,b). The structures of the isolated by-products were estab-
lished by detailed 1H and 13C NMR and HRMS studies. The hydrazones (2a R = CH3 and
2b R = Cl) might have been the intermediates, which reacted with the trace amount of
acetone present in the glassware. Reacting the hydrazones (2a R = CH3 and 2b R = Cl) with
sodium nitrite, the corresponding tetrazole derivatives (4a R = CH3 and 4b R = Cl) were
obtained smoothly [14]. According to the database SciFinder, the compounds 3a and 3b

(R = CH3, Cl) are new compounds, which may be valuable members of a molecule bank.
Table 1 summarizes the most important physicochemical parameters of 3a,b. Interestingly
the Fsp3 character of compounds 3a,b is high, but the logP and clogP values (4.6–5.2) are
not advantageous enough.

Table 1. The physicochemical parameters of the hydrazone derivatives.

Starting
Material

R1 Product Fsp3 LogP ClogP TPSA

1a CH3 3a 0.53 4.59 5.03 49.11

1b Cl 3b 0.50 4.66 5.24 49.11
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General Information, TLC, Preparative TLC

Hydrazine hydrate [10217-52-4], tetrahydrofuran [109-99-9], dichloromethane [75-
09-2], heptane [142-82-5], methanol [67-56-1] were purchased from SigmaAldrich. TLC
was carried out using Kieselgel 60 F254 (Merck 1.05554.0001). The analytical samples for
NMR and HRMS studies were purified by preparative TLC using Kieselgel 60 F254 (Merck
1.07748.1000) coated glass plates.

3.2. NMR Spectroscopy

NMR measurements were performed on a Varian VNMRS 400 MHz NMR spectrome-
ter equipped with a 15N-31P{1H-19F} 5 mm OneNMR room temperature probe, a Varian
VNMRS 500 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a 1H {13C/15N} 5 mm PFG Triple
Resonance 13C Enhanced Cold Probe, a Varian VNMRS 800 MHz NMR spectrometer
equipped with a 1H{13C/15N} TripleResonance13C Enhanced Salt Tolerant Cold Probe
(Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA), a Bruker Avance III HDX 500 MHz NMR spectrome-
ter equipped with a 1H {13C/15N} 5 mm TCI CryoProbe, and a Bruker Avance III HDX
500 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a 1H-19F{13C/15N} 5 mm TCI CryoProbe
(Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given on the delta
scale as parts per million (ppm) with tetramethylsilane (TMS) (1H, 13C) or dimethylsulfoxide-
d6(13C) as the internal standard (0.00 ppm and 39.4 ppm, respectively). 1H-1H, direct
1H-13C, and long-range 1H-13C scalar spin–spin connectivity were established from 2D
COSY, TOCSY, HSQC, and HMBC experiments. 1H-1H spatial proximities were deter-
mined using two-dimensional NOESY or ROESY experiments. 15N Chemical shifts are
referenced to nitromethane (0.0 ppm) and are obtained from 1H-15N HMBC measurements.
All pulse sequences were applied by using the standard spectrometer software package.
All experiments were performed at 298 K. NMR spectra were processed using VnmrJ
2.2 Revision C (Varian, Inc. Palo Alto, CA, USA), Bruker TopSpin 3.5 pl 6 (Bruker Cor-
poration, Billerica, MA, USA), and ACD/Spectrus Processor version 2017.1.3 (Advanced
Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada).

3.3. Mass Spectrometry

HRMS and MS-MS analyses were performed on a ThermoVelos Pro Orbitrap Elite
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) system. The ionization method was ESI operated in positive
ion mode. The protonated molecular ion peaks were fragmented by CID at a normalized
collision energy of 35%. For the CID experiment, helium was used as the collision gas. The
samples were dissolved in methanol. Data acquisition and analysis were accomplished
with Xcalibur software version 2.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

3.4. General Procedure for the Preparation of 1-(Propane-2-ylidenehydrazono)-4-(p-substituted
phenyl)-2,3-diazaspiro[5.5]undec-3-ene (3a,3b)

The hydrazine monohydrate (0.10 mL, 1.2 mmol) was dissolved in THF (5 mL), and
then the corresponding pyridazinethione derivatives (1a,b) (0.40 mmol) were also dissolved
in THF (15 mL) and added dropwise to the hydrazine solution. The reaction mixture was
stirred at reflux for 12 h, and then the solvent was evaporated. The residue was dissolved
in dichloromethane (20 mL) and washed with distilled water (2 × 10 mL). The organic
layer was dried over MgSO4, filtered and evaporated. The crude productwas purified by
preparative thin-layer chromatography (eluent: heptane:dichloromethane:methanol/5:5:1)
to give by-products and hydrazone derivatives.

1-(Propan-2-ylidenehydrazono)-4-(p-tolyl)-2,3-diazaspiro[5.5]undec-3-ene (3a) Yield:
14%;Rf(heptane:dichloromethane:methanol/5:5:1) = 0.48,1H NMR (499.9 MHz; DMSO-d6)
δ = 1.31–1.71 (m, 10H, cyclohexyl); 1.94 (s, 3H, H-3’); 1.97 (s, 3H, H-1’); 2.37 (s, 3H, C(4”)-
CH3); 2.72 (s, 2H, H-5); 7.22 (m, 2H, H-3”, H-5”); 7.67 (m, 2H, H-2”, H-6”); 9.75 (br s,
1H, NH-2) ppm; 13C NMR (125.7 MHz; DMSO-d6) δ = 17.52 (C-3’); 20.72 (C-4”-CH3);
20.97 (C-8, C-10); 25.51 (C-9); 27.77 (C-1’); 30.75 (C-5); 32.75 (C-7, C-11); 33.31 (C-6); 124.88
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(C-2”, C-6”); 128.98 (C-3”, C-5”); 134.32 (C-1”); 134.32 (C-4”); 145.67 (C-4); 153.55 (C-1),
160.79 (C-2’) ppm; 15N NMR (40.5 MHz; DMSO-d6) δ = −333.48 (N-2’); −306.25 (N-3);
−145.69 (N-2); (N-1) ppm; HRMS: M + H = 311.22313 (delta = 0.3 ppm; C19H27N4). MS-MS
(CID = 35%; rel. int. %): 282(100); 267(31); 255(13); 239(24); 227(8); 212(39); 199(10); 186(3);
138(2).

4-(4-Chlorophenyl)-1-(propan-2-ylidenehydrazono)-2,3-diazaspiro[5.5]undec-3-ene (3b)
Yield: 7%; 1H NMR (499.9 MHz; DMSO-d6) δ = 1.31–1.71 (m, 10H, cyclohexyl); 1.94
(s, 3H, H-3’); 1.97 (s, 3H, H-1’); 2.74 (s, 2H, H-5); 7.46 (m, 2H, H-3”, H-5”); 7.80 (m, 2H, H-2”,
H-6”); 9.90 (s, 1H, NH-2) ppm; 13C NMR (125.7 MHz; DMSO-d6) δ = 17.55 (C-3’); 20.93
(C-8, C-10); 24.77 (C-1’); 25.50 (C-9); 30.68 (C-5); 32.78 (C-7, C-11); 33.20 (C-6); 126.65 (C-2”,
C-6”); 128.40 (C-3”, C-5”); 133.00 (C-4”); 135.93 (C-1”); 144.31 (C-4); 153.10 (C-1), 161.10
(C-2’) ppm; 15N NMR (40.5 MHz; DMSO-d6) δ = −333.80 (N-2’); −309.88 (N-3); −267.65
(N-1’); −147.14 (N-2) ppm; HRMS: M + H = 331.16715 (delta = −3.8 ppm; C18H24N4Cl).
HR-ESI-MS-MS (CID = 45%; rel. int. %): 302(100); 301(17); 287(30); 275(10); 261(12); 259(17);
247(10); 232(33).

4. Conclusions

Reacting spiro[cycloalkane]pyridazinethiones with hydrazine in tetrahydrofuran, the
desired hydrazones and, surprisingly, their Schiff bases with acetone were obtained. The
hydrazones might have reacted with the acetone present in the glassware. The structures of
the isolated p-substituted 4-aryl-1-(propane-2-ylidenehydrazono)-2,3- diazaspiro[5.5]undec-
3-enes (3a,3b) have been fully characterized by 1H, 13C, 15N NMR and HRMS.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: HRMS, 1H, and 13C NMR spectra of 3a,b.
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Abstract: With the aim of obtaining different derivatives belonging to the isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline fam-
ily, we have synthesized a novel N-{2-[(3-oxo-1,3-dihydro-2-benzofuran-1-yl)acetyl]phenyl}acetamide
derivative by a Claisen–Smichdt-type condensation reaction in 75% yield.

Keywords: phthalides; isobenzofuranones; Fischer indole synthesis; Claisen–Schmidt reaction;
Witkop reaction

1. Introduction

2-Benzofuran-1(3H)-ones or isobenzofuranones (also known as phthalides) are con-
sidered privileged scaffolds, owing to their wide range of biological properties. More
precisely, some phthalide derivatives have been evaluated as antioxidant 1 [1], anti-HIV-1
2 [2], antileishmanial 3 [3] and antifungal 4 [4] while other phthalides are known for their
herbicidal properties 5 [5] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Some examples of phthalide derivatives with outstanding biological activities.

Additionally, phthalide derivatives are important intermediates in the synthesis of
other relevant heterocyclic systems, as is the case for 2,3-dihydro-1H-isoindol-1-one deriva-
tives, which are another type of unique molecules [6–9] (Scheme 1).

Molbank 2021, 2021, M1244. https://doi.org/10.3390/M1244 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/molbank
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2,3-dihydro-1H-isoindol-1-one derivatives 8 from pthalides 6.

Herein, we carried out the synthesis of a phtalide derivatives based on a Claisen–
Smichdt reaction. We surmise that the novel synthetic route proposed could be exploited
for the generation of new compounds that belong to the isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline scaffold
9 (Figure 2).

Figure 2. General structure of the target isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline derivatives.

2. Results and Discussion

The synthesis of isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline derivatives 9 (Figure 2) was based on a
first condensation step to obtain product 12 as the key intermediate, mediated by the
Claisen–Schmidt reaction as depicted in Scheme 2.

 
Scheme 2. Attempt of synthesis of compound 12.

However, we were not able to isolate intermediate 12. Instead, we obtained byproduct
13. Normally, compounds such as 12 are obtained in basic or neutral conditions, in a good
yield [10–14]. Therefore, chalcone A should be presumably an intermediate in the synthesis
of compound 12.

In order to overcome the aforementioned drawback, we proposed a new synthetic
route which began with the preparation of 2,3-dimethylindole (14) using a Fischer indole
methodology. Then, the indole 14 was oxidized with a Witkop oxidation reaction to yield
2-(N-acetyl)acetophenone derivative 15 in an 80% yield. Finally, the Claisen–Schmidt-
type reaction between 15 and aldehyde 11 (Scheme 3) generated compound 16 (N-acetyl
derivative of intermediate 12) in a remarkable 75% yield.
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Scheme 3. Synthetic sequence for the target N-acetyl derivative 16.

Compound 16 was characterized by a set of high resolution analytical techniques (IR,
NMR, MS) and by its melting point. In the IR spectrum, at 3313 cm−1 an absorption band
corresponding to N-H of the N-acetylated group was observed. At 1764 cm−1 a strong
absorption band was assigned to the lactone carbonyl group. Another characteristic signal
found at 1692 cm−1 was assigned to the ketone carbonyl group. Finally, the absorption
bands attributed to the C-O and C-N bonds appeared around 1018 cm−1 and 1232 cm−1.
The high-resolution mass spectrum of compound 16 featured an ion peak at m/z = 332.08905
that is in accordance with the [M + Na]+ molecular ion. The spectrum also revealed the
presence of two peaks at m/z = 310.10700 and 348.06267, attributed to ions [M + H]+ and
[M + K]+, respectively.

The 1H NMR spectrum (Supplementary Materials) of the pure compound showed
a set of signals that was in accordance with the proposed structure. Thus, the firs signal
encountered at 11.07 ppm was attributed to NH proton. In the low-field region, we
detected three doublets resonating at 8.22, 7.96 and 7.86 ppm that were assigned to protons
H-14, H-5 and H-17, respectively. Two broad signals centered at 7.78 and 7.61 ppm were
attributed to protons H-7, H-8, H-15 and H-16, respectively. The more shielded aromatic
proton H-6 resonates as a triplet centered at 7.19 ppm. Three sets of signals, which are
related to an ABX system, appear centered at 6.10, 3.85 and 3.70 ppm, respectively. These
signals were assigned to H-11 (HX) and H-10 (HA and HB). Finally, in the high-field region
of the spectrum, we observed only the presence of a singlet, centered at 2.14 ppm, that
corresponded to the methyl group of the N-acetyl portion (H-2).

Additionally, in the 13C NMR spectrum, we observed a total of 18 signals. These
findings are further supported by the APT experiment, in which seven signals for quater-
nary carbons were observed (in agreement with the proposed structure): three belonging
to the carbonyl groups at 200.4 (C-9), 169.9 (C-13) and 169.0 (C-1) ppm, while the others
corresponded to aromatic carbons. In addition, in the high-field region we observed the
presence of a signal resonating at 44.4 ppm that was primarily attributed to the CH2 (C-10)
carbon (methylene and quaternary carbons appear in negative phase in the APT spectrum).
All these findings are in agreement with the proposed structure for compound 16.

In conclusion, we developed a three-step synthetic strategy which comprises a Fischer
indole synthesis, a Witkop indole oxidation and a Claisen–Schmidt condensation reaction
to obtain phthalide 16. We envisage that this synthetic route can prove useful for the
preparation of isoindolo[2,1-a]quinoline 9 derivatives.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General Information

Reagents and solvents used were obtained from commercial sources and were used
without previous purification. The reaction progress was monitored by TLC with 0.2 mm
precoated plates of silica gel 60 F254 (Merck). The melting point was measured using a Stu-
art SMP3 melting point apparatus (Cole-Parmer, Staffordshire, UK) and is uncorrected. The
IR spectrum was recorded on a Shimadzu IR Affinity (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) with ATR
probe. The 1H and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded in a BRUKER DPX 400 spectropho-
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tometer (Bruker, Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) operating at 400 and
100 MHz, respectively, using DMSO-d6 as the solvent. Chemical shifts (δ) are given in ppm
and coupling constants (J) are given in Hz. The following abbreviations are used for multi-
plicities: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, dd = doublet of doublets, and m = multiplet.
The mass spectrum was acquired on a SHIMADZU Quadrupole Time-of-Flight Liquid
Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer (Q-TOF LCMS-9030 using the Nexera Mikros).

3.2. Synthesis of N-{2-[(3-Oxo-1,3-dihydro-2-benzofuran-1-yl)acetyl]phenyl}acetamide 16

A mixture of 2-formylbenzoic acid (2 mmol) and NaOH (4 mmol) was dissolved in
10 mL of MeOH. The mixture was stirred for 5 min at room temperature, then compound
15 (2 mmol) was added. The reaction was stirred at 20 ◦C for 12 h (TLC control). At the
end, the reaction mixture was neutralized with AcOH and poured into 40 mL of water. The
obtained solid was collected and washed with cold acetone yielding compound 16 as a
beige solid.

Yield: 464 mg, 75%. Rf = 0.28 (Hexane:Ethyl acetate (6:4)). M.p. 171–173 ◦C. FT-IR (KBr
disk) (cm−1): 3313 (NH), 2921 (aliphatic CH), 1764, 1692, 1648 (C=O). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) 2.14 (s, 3H, CH3), 3.70 (dd, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 3.85 (dd, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 6.10
(dd, 1H), 7.19 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.58–7.64 (m, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H, H-4), 7.74–7.82 (m, J = 7.3 Hz,
1H), 7.86 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 7.96 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 8.22 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 11.07 (s, 1H,
NH). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) 24.7 (C-2), 44.4 (C-10), 77.2 (C-11), 121.2 (CH),
123.0 (CH), 123.2 (CH), 124.8 (C-17a), 125.0 (C-5), 125.5 (C-3), 129.4 (CH), 130.8 (CH), 134.3
(CH), 134.4 (CH), 138.8 (C-13a), 149.8 (C-4), 169.0 (C-1), 169.9 (C-13), 200.4 (C-9). HR-MS
(ESI+): m/z calculated for [M + H]+: 310.10738, found: 310.10700; calculated for [M + Na]+:
332.08988, found: 332.08905 and calculated for: [M + K]+: 348.06382, found: m/z: 348.06267.

Supplementary Materials: The following materials: Figure S1. 1H-NMR spectrum for compound 16,
Figure S2. 13C-NMR spectrum for compound 16, Figure S3. APT spectrum for compound 16, Figure S4.
High Resolution Mass Spectrum for compound 16 and Figure S5. FT-IR spectrum for compound 16.
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Abstract: Glycosyl monomers for the assembly of multivalent ligands are typically synthesized using
carbohydrates with biological functions and polymerizable functional groups such as acrylamide
or styrene introduced into the carbohydrate aglycon, and monomers polymerized using a radical
initiator. Herein, we report the acryloylation of 6-aminohexyl α-D-mannoside and its conversion into
the glycosyl monomer bearing an acrylamide group. The general acryloylation procedure afforded
the desired N-hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl acrylamide monomer as well as an unexpected compound
with a close Rf value. The compounds were separated and analyzed by nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry, which revealed the unknown compound to be the bivalent
N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl) acrylamide monomer, which contains two hexyl mannose units
and one acrylamide group. To the best of our knowledge, this side reaction has not previously been
disclosed, and may be useful for the construction of multivalent sugar ligands.

Keywords: glycosyl monomer; acryloylation; acrylamide; glycopolymer; bivalent ligand

1. Introduction

Many biological events in organisms are associated with carbohydrates on cell sur-
faces [1–4]. Carbohydrates assemble into clusters in raft domains and on polysaccharides
and proteins to acquire high affinities for carbohydrate-binding proteins (CBMs). The
clusters, as multivalent ligands, interact with CBMs to induce biological events [5–7].
Multivalency, which is important for carbohydrate–protein interactions, has also been
imitated by synthetic polymers that contain carbohydrates; this affinity-enhancing effect
of a multivalent ligand is known as the “cluster effect”. The polymer generally contains
carbohydrates with pendants on the polymer back bones, which are generally chosen to
be acrylamide [8,9], styrene [10,11], or norbornene [12,13]. A polymerizable carbohydrate
monomer consists of a carbohydrate, a linker, and a polymerizable functional group. Car-
bohydrates include monosaccharides as well as oligosaccharides as ligands. The linker
controls the flexibility and the binding space in the carbohydrate—protein interaction,
while polymerizable functional groups modulate solubility and polymer structure, and
these units are chosen to suit the research purpose. Studies into the preparation of gly-
comonomers and glycopolymers has continued to date with the aim of clarifying the
biological mechanism and applying them to devices and biomaterials [14–17].

In this study, a mannosyl monomer was prepared using a general method in which 6-
aminohexyl α-D-acetylmannoside was acryloylated to afford N-hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl
acrylamide. Surprisingly, a previously undocumented side-reaction was observed during
acryloylation, the product of which was separated by silica-gel column chromatography
and identified by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and mass spectrometry
(MS) to be N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl) acrylamide, which is a bivalent monomer
containing two mannose residues. The discovery of this unusual bivalent monomer is
described herein.
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2. Results and Discussion

6-Aminohexyl α-D-mannoside (1) was prepared from D-mannose in five steps, which
included acetylation, 1-deactylation, introduction of the trichloroacetimidate, glycosylation
with 6-aminohexan-1-ol, and deacetylation. Mannoside (1) was converted into a mannosyl
monomer bearing an acrylamide group by treatment with acryloyl chloride and sodium
carbonate in methanol at 0 ◦C for 13 h, followed by acetylation (Scheme 1). The reaction
mixture was evaporated and separated by silica-gel chromatography to provide two
compounds that were subjected to NMR spectroscopy (Figures S1 and S2) and matrix
assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) MS (Figure S3). Their 1H
NMR spectra showed similar peaks; however, integration of the sugar and alkyl peaks of
the compound of higher Rf revealed the presence of two 6-aminohexyl α-D-mannoside
units per acryloyl group. Furthermore, the amide peak was absent in the NMR spectrum
of this compound (Figure 1). In the IR spectrum, the N–H stretching vibration was also
not observed (Figure S4). The mass spectrum of this unknown compound is displayed in
Figure 2.

Scheme 1. Acryloylation of 6-aminohexyl α-D-mannside (1).

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra of (a) N-hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl acrylamide (2) and (b) N,N-bis(hexyl
α-D-acetylmannosyl) acrylamide (3).
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Figure 2. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl) acrylamide (3).

The above-mentioned results suggest that the unexpected compound contains two
hexyl mannose units and one acryloyl group, from which we concluded that the acry-
loylation of 1 gave N-hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl acrylamide (2) and N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-
acetylmannosyl) acrylamide (3), which were isolated as pure syrups in yields of 35%
and 26%, respectively, along with a considerable amount of a mixture of the two. It
is interesting to note that the analogous side reaction that forms the bisamide was not
observed in the case of 2-aminoethyl α-D-mannoside and the acryloylation for N-hexyl α-D-
acetylmannosyl acrylamide (2). Therefore, N,N-bis(hexyl α-D-acetylmannosyl) acrylamide
(3) was given only in the acryloylation for 6-aminohexyl α-D-mannoside (1). To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of such a side reaction using the general acryloylation
procedure. While the reaction mechanism is not clear, the bivalent monomer bearing the
two sugar units may be useful for the preparation of multivalent glycopolymers.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General

All reagents were purchased from FUJIFILM Wako Pure Chemical Corporation (Osaka,
Japan). Methanol was prepared by storage over molecular sieves (3Å) that were activated
under vacuum at 200 ◦C. Analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed
using Merck silica gel 60 F254 plates (layer thickness: 0.25 mm, Darmstadt, Germany).
TLC plates were dipped in 85:10:5 (v/v/v) methanol/resorcinol/concentrated sulfuric acid
and/or 0.7% ninhydrin/ethanol, followed by heating for a few minutes for visualization
purposes. Column chromatography was performed using silica gel (Silica gel 60 N, spher-
ical neutral, particle size 63–210 μm, Kanto Chemical, Tokyo, Japan). 1H and 13C NMR
spectra were acquired on an AVANCE 400 Plus spectrometer (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Ger-
many) in chloroform-d and reported in δ relative to tetramethylsilane (0.00 ppm for 1H and
77.0 ppm for 13C). MALDI-TOF mass spectra were recorded on a Jeol JMS-S3000 spectrom-
eter (Tokyo, Japan) using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as the matrix. The Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra were measured on a Jasco FT-IR 4100 spectrometer (Tokyo, Japan)
and reported as wavenumber (cm–1). Pellet samples for FTIR were fabricated using KBr.

3.2. Acryloylation of 6-Aminohexyl α-D-Mannside (1)

6-Aminohexyl α-D-mannside 1 (976 mg, 3.13 mmol) was dissolved in methanol
(21.0 mL). Sodium carbonate was added to the solution and the mixture was stirred
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at 0 ◦C, after which acryloyl chloride (380 μL, 4.70 mmol) was slowly added dropwise
over 10 min and then stirred at 0 ◦C for 13 h. The mixture was evaporated and acetic
anhydride (11.0 mL, 117 mmol) and pyridine (11.0 mL, 136 mmol) were added at room
temperature, stirred for 20 h, and then evaporated. The residue was extracted with chlo-
roform and washed successively with aqueous 1 M hydrochloric acid, aqueous sodium
hydrogen carbonate, and brine, dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered, and then
evaporated. The residue was purified by silica gel chromatography three times using
5:1 (v/v) toluene/acetone as the eluent to give 2 (553 mg, 35%), 3 (391 mg, 26%), and a
mixture of 2 and 3 (231 mg; 2:3 = 2.7:1).

Analytical data for 2. Rf 0.54 (toluene/acetone, 1:1); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.28
(dd, J-CH=,Htrans = 16.4 Hz, JHtrans,Hcis = 1.6 Hz, 1 H, =CHtransH), 6.11 (dd, J-CH=,Hcis = 10.4 Hz,
1 H, =CH−), 5.90 (s, 1 H, NH), 5.62 (dd, 1 H, =CHHcis), 5.34 (dd, J2,3 = 3.6 Hz, J3,4 = 10.0 Hz,
1 H, H-3), 5.28 (dd, J4,5 = 19.8 Hz, 1 H, H-4), 5.22 (dt, J1,2 = 1.6 Hz, 1 H, H-2), 4.80 (d, 1 H, H-1),
4.28 (dd, J5,6a = 5.6 Hz, J6a,6b = 12.2 Hz, 1 H, H-6a), 4.11 (dd, J5,6b = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, H-6b), 3.98
(dt, 1 H, H-5), 3.69 (dt, JOCHa, 2CH2 = 9.6 Hz, JOCHa, OCHb = 6.4 Hz, 1 H, −OCHaHb−), 3.45
(dt, JOCHa, 2CH2 = 6.4 Hz, 1 H, −OCHaHb−), 3.33 (dq, JCHaNH, CHbNH = 3.2 Hz, JCH2NH, 5CH2
= 7.2 Hz, 2 H, −CH2NH−), 2.16 (s, 3 H, COCH3), 2.11 (s, 3 H, COCH3), 2.05 (s, 3 H, COCH3),
2.00 (s, 3 H, COCH3), 1.65–1.53 (m, 4 H, 2CH2, 5CH2), 1.43–1.38 (m, 4 H, 3CH2, 4CH2); 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.6, 170.1, 170.0, 169.7, 165.5, 130.9, 129.0 (toluene), 128.2
(toluene), 125.2 (toluene), 126.0, 97.5, 69.6, 69.1, 68.4, 66.2, 62.5, 39.4, 30.9 (toluene), 29.4,
29.0, 26.6, 25.9, 20.8, 20.7, 20.7.

Analytical data for 3. Rf 0.64 (toluene/acetone, 1:1); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.55
(dd, J-CH=,Htrans = 16.8 Hz, JHtrans,Hcis = 2.4 Hz, 1 H, =CHtransH), 6.35 (dd, J-CH=,Hcis = 10.4 Hz,
1 H, =CH−), 5.68 (dd, 1 H, =CHHcis), 5.36–5.22 (m, 6 H, H-2, H-3, H-4), 4.80 (s, 2 H, H-1),
4.30 (dd, J5,6a = 5.2 Hz, J6a,6b = 12.0 Hz, 2 H, H-6a), 4.11 (d, 2 H, H-6b), 3.97 (dt, 2 H, H-5),
3.68 (dt, JOCHa, 2CH2 = 9.6 Hz, JOCHa, OCHb = 6.8 Hz, 2 H, −OCHaHb−), 3.48–3.30 (m, 6 H,
−OCHaHb−, −CH2NH-), 2.16 (s, 6 H, COCH3), 2.11 (s, 6 H, COCH3), 2.05 (s, 6 H, COCH3),
2.00 (s, 6 H, COCH3), 1.63–1.60 (m, 8 H, 2CH2, 5CH2), 1.39–1.33 (m, 8 H, 3CH2, 4CH2);
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 170.6, 170.6, 170.1, 169.9, 169.8, 169.7, 169.7, 165.9, 127.8,
129.0 (toluene), 128.2 (toluene), 127.6, 97.5, 69.7, 69.1, 68.4, 68.1, 66.2, 62.5, 48.0, 46.5, 29.6,
29.2, 27.7, 26.8, 26.7, 25.9, 25.9, 20.9, 20.7, 20.7, 20.7; IR (KBr, cm−1): 2937 (C−H), 2862
(C−H), 1751 (C=O), 1647 (C=C), 1611 (C=O), 1433 (C−H), 1373 (C−H); MALDI-TOF-MS
m/z: [M+Na]+ Calcd for C43H65N1Na1O21

+: 954.3941, found: 954.3948; [M+K]+ Calcd for
C43H65K1N1O21

+: 970.3681, found: 970.3675.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. 1H and 13C NMR spectra of 2 and 3

(Figures S1 and S2), and MALDI-TOF-mass and FTIR spectra of 3 (Figures S3 and S4).
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Abstract: The unexpected formation of an oxazole ring has occurred during synthesis of a copper(I)
cyanide network polymer as part of our ongoing studies of the structural chemistry of these networks.
Crystals of the title compound were formed during the synthesis of a previously reported CuCN
network solid containing protonated N-methylethanolamine and have been characterized by single
crystal X-ray structure analysis. The structure shows well-defined oxazole-2-iminium cations sitting
in continuous channels along the short a-axis of the crystal in a new three-dimensional copper(I)
cyanide polymeric network. Evidently, a reaction has occurred between the cyanide ion and the
protonated N-methylethanolamine base.

Keywords: oxazole; iminium; unexpected product; copper cyanide; network; cuprophilic

1. Introduction

We report here the unexpected formation of poly[3-methyl-1,3-oxazolidin-2-imi-
nium[μ3-cyanido-tri-μ2-cyanido-κ9C:N-tricuprate(I)]], (1, Scheme 1) during preparative
studies of NaCN/CuCN/N-methylethanolamine (meoen) mixtures as part of our ongoing
studies of the structural chemistry of copper(I) cyanide networks. The usual product was
[meoenH][Cu2(CN)3], 2, (Scheme 1) obtained as tetragonal crystals after one or two weeks,
with a structure that contains meoenH cations embedded in an anionic three-dimensional
CuCN network [1]. In efforts to obtain more product, we allowed further fractions to
crystallize from the filtrates. The title compound was obtained from such fractions as
crystals with a platelike morphology rather than the rods usually obtained for the expected
compound 2. The crystal structure analysis reported here shows that a reaction between
the cyanide ion and the ethanolamine cation has occurred (Scheme 2) to cause ring closure
and the formation of an N-methylated 1,3-oxazole ring with a 2-iminium group, which
acts as cation guest in a 3D anionic copper(I) cyanide network. Oxazole chemistry is a
mature field [2–5] and oxazoles play an important role in pharmaceutical chemistry [6].
Oxazole synthesis has been achieved in at least fifteen different types of reactions [4], but
we are not aware of a reaction similar to that reported here. There is less literature on
the 2-iminium derivatives, and a search of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7]
indicated only three crystallographic studies of their 2-iminium salts [8–10]. Reference 8
gives the structure of an oxaolidin-2-iminium ring with a seven-membered ring fused at
C4 and C5, whereas the other references refer to the simple ring with various substituents.
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Scheme 1. Structures of the title compound, 1, and of the expected product, 2.

Scheme 2. Reaction of protonated N-methylethanolamine with cyanide ion.

2. Results

2.1. Synthesis

The title compound, 1, is almost always obtained from the second or third crystal frac-
tion from aqueous mixtures of the neutralized N-methylethanolamine and CuCN/NaCN
solutions after two or more weeks. Inevitably the first fraction obtained contains crystals of
2, sometimes mixed with a green powder. Although we have varied concentrations and the
pH, we have not yet developed a procedure that will reliably give 1 as the first fraction. A
typical synthesis involved mixing 0.90 g (10 mmol) of CuCN with 0.78 g (16 mmol) of NaCN
in 60 mL of water until dissolved and adding a solution with volume 95 mL containing
3.00 g (40 mmol) meoen base neutralized with HCl(aq) to a pH of 2. The first precipitated
fraction was filtered off after two weeks, and a second fraction filtered three weeks later
gave 0.17 g of 1 as colorless plates, from which the crystal used for the X-ray analysis was
selected. When air was excluded, no solid precipitated, suggesting that dioxygen from the
air was the oxidant.

Sometimes pale or dark green crystals of 1 were obtained, shown by X-ray analysis to
have the same structure as reported here. The dark green “crystals” shown in Figure 1 were
very irregular in shape, yet diffracted well, and showed no extra diffraction pattern due
to a separate phase. Examination optically at higher magnification (Figure S2) and with
a scanning electron microscope (Figure S3) confirmed the presence of what looks like an
amorphous phase deposited on crystalline material. Some of the sample was ground and
examined by electron spin resonance—separate green and white particles were now visible.
The esr spectrum, recorded as a first derivative absorption curve, (Figure S4) clearly shows
the presence of Cu(II). Cu(II)-N bonding is indicated by the sharp secondary hyperfine lines
that correspond the interaction of 14N with the unpaired electron associated with the Cu(II)
ion. We conclude that the “green” crystals are composed of colorless crystalline plates of
1 capped with deposits of a green amorphous phase that contains Cu(II), probably in the
form of a mixed-valence copper cyanide complex. A similar phenomenon was reported in
the analysis of the meoenH complex, 2 [1].
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Figure 1. Photograph of crystalline samples of 1. (a) Colorless plates; (b) plates coated with green
amorphous material, as text describes.

2.2. X-Ray Structure

The crystal structure is built up from the oxazolidin-2-iminium cations in channels in
a three-dimensional Cu(I)CN network with overall stoichiometry [LH][Cu3(CN)4], where
LH represents the cation. Figure 2a presents the crystallographic asymmetric unit, showing
the thermal ellipsoids and atom numbering. Figure 2b shows geometrical parameters for
the oxazolidin-2-iminium cation. Atom numbering follows the typical convention for these
rings; in the crystal structure, they are O11, C12, N13, C14, etc., to avoid confusion with
the cyanide atom numbers. The bond distances around C2 are essentially equal at 1.30 Å,
indicating resonance between three hybrid structures with the positive charge spread over
O1, N3, and N7. The four atoms O1, C2, N3, N7 are strictly coplanar, but the constraints of
the five-membered ring and its asymmetry force significant deviations from the idealized
120◦ angles: the internal angle is reduced to 114.1(3)◦, while the external angle N7-C2-N3
at 127.2(4)◦ is much larger than the angle N7-C2-O1, at 118.8(4)◦. A similar geometry for
this portion of the cation is seen in the three X-ray structures of similar iminium cations
mentioned earlier [8–10], even in reference [8], where there is no substituent on N3. Other
bond lengths and angles seem normal.

Figure 2. (a) Asymmetric unit for 1, showing thermal ellipsoids with 50% probability. Only one orientation of the disordered
CN groups is shown. The CN groups C2≡N2 and C4≡N4 are each disordered about one of the inversion centers in the unit
cell. (b) Bond lengths in the oxazolidin-2-iminium cation. Estimated standard deviations range from 0.004–0.007 Å.
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Each of the three Cu atoms in the CuCN network is involved in a cuprophilic inter-
action, with Cu1 close to Cu2(x−1,y,z), and Cu3 close to Cu3(2−x,−y,1−z). Such weak
d10-d10 interactions are well known in CuI complexes, and have been explored in a recent
review [11]. They are common in our CuCN network studies. Each Cu atom has a dif-
ferent geometry, as seen in Figure 3. Cu1 has a distorted digonal geometry, with average
Cu-CN distance of 1.864(3) Å and angle at the Cu atom of 154.5(2)◦ and is 2.632(1) Å from
Cu2(x−1,y,z). This cuprophilic interaction is without the bridging group(s) usually found
in such structures, that help bring the Cu atoms close together—in the case of the CuCN
structures, a μ3 CN bridge. The present structure is unusual in this regard, as the cyanide
group C3≡N3 clearly seems to act as a μ2 bridging ligand, not as a μ3 bridge. It could
possibly be regarded as forming a very asymmetric μ3 bridge, with C3-Cu1(1+x,y,z) and
C3-Cu2 distances of 2.631(3) Å and 1.929(3) Å, but 2.631 Å is longer than any Cu-CN dis-
tances seen in a series of 63 μ3CN-Cu2 bridging bonds found in the Cambridge Structural
Database [7], and the extreme asymmetry would lead one to expect a much greater Cu
. . . Cu distance than that found in the present structure [12]. Apart from its cuprophilic
interaction with Cu1, atom Cu2 is trigonally coordinated with average Cu-CN distance of
1.934(3) Å and angles varying from 116.1(1)◦ to 125.6(1)◦. Cu3 is in a rough tetrahedral co-
ordination to cyanide groups, with also a close interaction with Cu3(2−x,−y,1−z), related
by an inversion center. The Cu3 atoms are 2.730(1) Å apart and are bridged asymmetrically
by a pair of symmetry related μ3 C1≡N1 groups, with Cu-CN distances of 2.013(3) Å and
2.397(3) Å. The remaining two Cu-CN distances are shorter, with Cu3-N2 =1.938(3) Å and
Cu3-N3 = 1.964(3) Å.

Figure 3. Coordination of the three copper atoms. Primed atoms are related by symmetry. Cuprophilic interactions are
shown as dashed bonds.

The CuCN 3D network can be considered as made up of roughly planar networks
connected by approximately vertical Cu-CN-Cu linkages which form walls to channels
along the a-axis direction that contain the oxazalone-iminium cations, Figure 4. The planar
networks are made up of 24-membered rings composed of repeated -Cu2-C3N3-Cu3-C1N1-
Cu2-linkages with the Cu3 cuprophilic pairs acting as nodes where four rings meet. A
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Cu1-C4≡N4-Cu1 group forms a belt across the center of each 24-membered ring via the
cuprophilic Cu1 . . . Cu2 interactions. As seen in Figure 4a, the cations pack neatly into
channels in the CuCN network. There are no obvious H-bonding interactions between the
cations and the anionic CuCN network.

Figure 4. CuCN network and packing. (a) View down a-axis, showing the belted 24-membered rings.
Oxazolidin cations shown only in the unit cell outline. (b) View down b-axis, showing the rings edge
on linked by cyanide groups into the 3D structure. Cell outline is not included in this view. Magenta:
Cu; red: O; blue: N; black: C or H.

2.3. Spectroscopy and Analyses

The infrared spectrum of 1 (Figure S5) shows strong absorptions due to C≡N stretch-
ing at 2082, 2106, and 2138 cm−1. The absorption at 2106 cm−1 is probably due to μ2
bridging CN groups 2, 3, and 5, as we see single absorptions close to this value in our
CuCN structures that contain only this type of CN group [13,14] and other unpublished
results]. The absorption at 2082 cm−1 will be due to the μ3 bridging CN group as in
Reference 1. The absorption at the higher energy, 2138 cm−1, is likely due to C4≡N4, which
bridges two digonal low-coordinate Cu1 atoms.

Strong absorptions due to the iminium N-H bonds occur at 3357 and 3461 cm−1 which
may be compared with the absorptions at 3406 and 3497 cm−1 seen in the guanidinium
cation in a CuCN network [14]. There are two other weak bands at 3182 and 3290 cm−1.
Other features of the ir spectrum include very strong absorbances at 1303, 1519, 1596, and
1705 cm−1.

The elemental analysis of 1 gave 24.36%C, 2.12%H and 21.16%N, which are compara-
ble with the values calculated for the new product, 24.27%C, 2.29%H and 21.24%N. The
%Cu of 46.55% found was somewhat lower than the expected value of 48.16%.

3. Experimental Section

Crystal data for C8H9Cu3N6O (M = 395.84 g/mol): crystal was a plate with dimen-
sions 0.36 × 0.20 × 0.09 mm, monoclinic, space group P21/c (no. 14), a = 6.9393(1) Å,
b = 13.4468(3) Å, c = 13.4972(3) Å, β = 95.071(1)◦, V = 1254.55(4) Å3, Z = 4, T = 300(2) K,
μ(MoKα) = 5.03 mm−1, Dcalc = 2.096 g/cm3, Dmeas = 2.08(1) g/cm3, 19,265 reflections
measured (1.0◦ ≤ Θ ≤ 27.48◦, 2867 unique (Rint = 0.046), which were used in all calcula-
tions. The final R1 was 0.0344 (I > 2σ(I)) and wR2 was 0.0790 (all data) for 175 variables.
The structure was solved by the heavy atom method from a Patterson map calculated with
SHELXS and refined with SHELXL Version 2017 [15]. All CN groups were modeled with
disorder in their orientation. CN groups 2 and 4 were given 50% C/N occupancies, as they
bridged an inversion center, and CN group 1 because the refined occupancies did not differ
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significantly from 50%. Occupancies for the major orientation for disordered CN groups 3
and 5 refined to 81(3)% and 78(4)%, respectively. Hydrogen atoms on C were constrained
at idealized positions, riding on the carbon atoms, with C–H distances of 0.96 Å for methyl
groups and 0.97 Å for methylene groups, and isotropic temperature factors 50% larger
than the Ueq of the bonded C atoms. The iminium H atoms were refined independently,
with only a minimum restraint on distance. The cif file for this structure is included in the
Supplementary Materials for this article and has also been deposited with the Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Center as CCDC 2088682. These data can be obtained free of charge
via http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html (accessed date: 15 June 2021) or
from the CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; Fax: +44 1223 336033; E-mail:
deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).

4. Discussion

This work has shown the formation of a 3-methyl-1,3-oxazolidin-2-iminium cation via
the reaction of a cyanide ion and protonated N-methylethanolamine in aqueous solution in
the presence of CuCN/NaCN. In ongoing work on this system, we are attempting to find
reaction conditions and pH levels that favor the formation of the title compound, to isolate
salts of the cation that are independent of the copper cyanide network, and to develop an
understanding of the reaction mechanism.

5. Materials and Methods

Chemicals were used as obtained from suppliers without further purification. The
X-ray structure was determined with diffraction data collected with a Nonius Kappa CCD
system (Bruker Axis LLC, Madison, WI, USA) using graphite monochromated MoKα

radiation with λ = 0.7107 Å. Chemical analysis was performed by Robertson Microlit
(Ledgewood, NJ, USA). FTIR data were obtained with a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA. The SEM image was collected with a Zeiss
Evo MA10 Scanning Electron Microscope and the esr spectrum was obtained with a Bruker
EMXNano spectrometer.

Supplementary Materials: Figure S1: Checkcif Report, Figure S2: Optical photo of green “crystal” at
high magnification; Figure S3: SEM picture of a different green “crystal”; Figure S4: esr spectrum of
green sample; Figure S5: Infrared spectrum of title compound. MOL File, cif file.
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Abstract: Here we describe the functionalization of lupulone natural compound in obtaining
3-Isobutyl-5,5,7-tris(3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl)-1-phenyl-1,7-dihydro-4H-indazole-4,6(5H)-dione. The
lupulone-H-indazole derivative was prepared with 75% yield through the reaction between lupu-
lone and phenyl-hydrazine employing SiO2/ZnCl2 (30% m/m) as a support solid in a solvent-free
condition. Based on the possibilities of products, a complete NMR structural characterization of this
lupulone-H-indazole was performed by 1H, 13C{1H}, COSY, HSQC and HMBC NMR experiments,
showing an important contribution in producing the first results related to lupulone reactivity.

Keywords: soft resin; lupulone-indazole; NMR Spectroscopy; solvent-free

1. Introduction

Biomass is renewable organic material that comes from animals and plants [1]. These
materials are getting the attention of researchers due to the chemical transformation ability,
which can lead to molecules with therapeutic potential or great industrial applicability [1,2].

Humulus lupulus L. has long been used as a medicinal plant, and its benefits include
blood purification, treatment of inflammation, and sedative properties [3]. The compounds
present in the extracts or essential oil of this plant have also been explored regarding their
synthetic potential [4].

Hop is a base material in the brewing process to provide flavor and aroma to beer. Hop
essential oil is present in the glandular cells of the hop plant, Humulus lupulus (Cannabi-
naceae) [5]. Among the vast number of natural compounds in the hop extract [6] are
humulone and lupulone (Figure 1), which exhibit biological activity against some human
cancer cells and have antibiofilm properties [7,8].

Figure 1. Structures of (−)-humulone and lupulone.

Based on our interest in the evaluation of the pharmacological properties of natural
products [9,10], especially structural modification [11–14], we isolated lupulone from
the hop plant. In this sense, the derivation of lupulone containing heterocyclic nitrogen
represents a consolidated strategy to improve the pharmacological properties [11].

On the basis of these recent findings, we report here the first results related to the
derivatization of lupulone through reaction with phenyl-hydrazine. Considering the
lupulone structure and the possibilities of products, a full structural characterization was
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performed, which confirmed the formation of a H-indazole ring through 1H, 13C{1H}, COSY,
HSQC, and HMBC NMR experiments.

2. Results and Discussion

Lupulone was isolated from soft resin fraction of hops in a 3% (m/m) yield after
extraction and chromatographic purification, according to Taniguchi’s method [15,16].
The 3-Isobutyl-5,5,7-tris(3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl)-1-phenyl-1,7-dihydro-4H-indazole-4,6(5H)-
dione was obtained through a solvent-free reaction under conventional heating between
lupulone and phenyl-hydrazine, in the presence of SiO2/ZnCl2 (30% m/m) solid sup-
port [17]. After chromatographic purification of the crude, the lupulone derivative 4 was
isolated in a moderate yield (75%). The structure of the lupulone derivative 4 was supported
by 1D and 2D NMR experiments and HRMS analysis, as can be seen in the characterization
data (Section 3: Materials and Methods).

Initially, the reaction between lupulone and phenyl-hydrazine was optimized. As seen
in Table 1, the presence of an acid support solid was essential to produce the lupulone
derivative, as the presence of the reagents only was not sufficient to detect a product. The
heating of the reaction media increased the yield, with the use of 60 ◦C demonstrating the
best performance (Table 1, entry 5). When an excess of phenyl-hydrazine was employed,
the yield increased to 75% (Table 1, entry 6), although continuing to increase the amount of
the phenyl-hydrazine did not enhance the reaction efficiency (Table 1, entry 6). The product
highlighted in the Table 1 is the expected product in this functionalization.

Table 1. Optimization of the reaction between lupulone and phenyl-hydrazine.

Entry
Catalyst

(56 mol %)
Lupulone: Hydrazine Ratio (mmol)

Temp.
(◦C)

Yield (%) a

1 – (0.5:0.5) 60 –
2 SiO2/ZnCl2 (0.5:0.5) 60 51
3 SiO2/ZnCl2 (0.5:0.5) 25 20
4 SiO2/ZnCl2 (0.5:0.5) 100 31
5 SiO2/ZnCl2 (0.5:0.6) 60 75
6 SiO2/ZnCl2 (0.5:0.7) 60 76

a Yield of the isolated product.

At this moment, the main product was isolated by column chromatography; however,
several small by-products were also detected by thin-layer-chromatography of the crude
reaction. Evaluation using mass spectrometry showed it was not possible to discriminate
the product possibilities, because of mass similarities and the tautomerism effect (Figure 2).
Additionally, when employing 1H and 13C{1H} NMR experiments, it was possible to
eliminate the lupulone derivatives 1, 2, and 5 (Figure 2), due the amount of aliphatic
carbons, but this was not sufficient to clarify the lupulone derivatives 3, 4 and 6 (see
Figure 2). Thus, a full assignment was performed, for which 2D NMR experiments were
also necessary. Based on this structural elucidation, COSY, HSQC and HMBC NMR
experiments were carried out, and the NMR data were interpreted according to the Table 2.
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Figure 2. Possible products and full structural assignment of the lupulone derivative 4.

Table 2. 1H and 13C chemical shifts, coupling constants, and HMBC 2D correlations of lupulone
derivative 4.

Number 1H (ppm) 13C (ppm) 1H-13C HMBC

1 — — —
2 — — —
3 — 153.6 —
4 — 193.1 —
5 — 65.7 —
6 — 210.0 —
7 3.89 (dd, J = 5.0 and 6.3 Hz) 46.8 6, 8, 9 and 14
8 — 147.1 —
9 — 118.6 —
10 2.98 (d, J = 7.2 Hz) 36.3 3 and 9
11 2.25 (n, J = 6.7 Hz) 28.1 3, 10, 12 and 13
12 1.07 (d, J = 6.7 Hz) 22.4 10 and 11
13 1.06 (d, J = 6.7 Hz) 22.3 10 and 11
14 2.10 (ddd, J = 6.3, 6.6 and 14.7 Hz) 30.1 6, 7, 8, 15 and 16
14’ 2.55–2.70 (m) 30.1 6, 7, 8, 15 and 16
15 4.60 (t, J = 7.3 Hz) 118.4 14, 17 and 18
16 — 135.6 —
17 1.26 (s) 25.7 15 and 16
18 1.53 (s) 17.4 15 and 16
19 2.78 (d, J = 7.4 Hz) 33.9 4, 5, 6, 20 and 21
20 4.93 (t, J = 7.4 Hz) 118.1 19, 22 and 23
21 — 134.4 —
22 1.66 (s) 26.0 19, 20 and 21
23 1.72 (s) 18.0 19, 20 and 21
24 2.55–2.70 (m) 39.5 4, 5, 6, 25 and 26
25 4.94 (t, J = 7.3 Hz) 118.6 24, 27 and 28
26 — 135.1 —
27 1.53 (s) 25.9 24, 25 and 26
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Table 2. Cont.

Number 1H (ppm) 13C (ppm) 1H-13C HMBC

28 1.67 (s) 17.7 24, 25 and 26
29 — 139.2 —
30 7.48–7.50 (m) 124.6 29 and 32
31 7.57–7.59 (m) 129.6 29
32 7.53–7.54 (m) 128.7 30

The 2D NMR experiments confirmed the formation of the H-indazole ring, according
to the structural assignment (Figure 2). First, the 1H spectrum (Figure S1) demonstrates
a clear signal profile, with the aliphatic protons being easily identified (Table 2, methyl
groups, numbers: 12, 13, 17, 18, 22, 23, 27 and 28), as well as the aromatic protons (Table 2,
numbers 30, 31, 31’, 32). In a downfield 1H chemical shift, it is possible to detect the vinylic
signals (Table 2, numbers 15, 20 and 25) alongside an additional proton, established by
integral values. This extra 1H NMR signal in 3.9 ppm demonstrates a deshielded chemical
shift due the proximity to nitrogen and carbonyl groups, or it could be derived from
some hydroxyl group of the lupulone derivative 3 [18]. In a upfield region, it is possible
to observe the aliphatic signals, considering the multiplicity standard (Table 2, numbers
10, 11, 14, 19 and 24). It is noteworthy that the protons 14 are diastereotopics with a
distinct multiplicity profile (Table 2, numbers 14 and 14’, confirmed by HSQC), indicating
the lupulone derivative 4 or its tautomer, with the lupulone derivative 6 as the possible
product, due the presence of the aromatic ring near to these protons, which results in
an anisotropic environment. Based on the COSY experiment, stronger correlations were
observed between the protons 14 and 14’ with the deshielded aliphatic proton (number 7),
which confirms the lupulone derivative 4 and excludes the lupulone derivative 6.

According to the 13C{1H} spectrum (Figure S2), all 32 carbons can be visualized once
no overlapping of signals occurred. The amount of aliphatic carbons corroborates with
the H-indazole ring through the presence of an additional aliphatic carbon, differently
from other probable products (Figure 2: lupulone derivatives 1, 2 and 5). Considering the
aromatic region, only two downfield carbons are evident with a typical carbonyl chemical
shift profile (Table 2, numbers 4 and 6, 193.0 and 209.9 ppm, respectively, confirmed by
HMBC), which allows us to discard the lupulone derivative 3 due to the presence of phenol
groups in the main structure [18]. Additionally, the ortho and meta carbons can be identified
from aromatic ring based on the signal intensity. However, no further identifications could
be evidenced without the HSQC and HMBC 2D NMR experiments (see NMR spectra in SI).

Although the 1H and 13C NMR profile can provide good evidence for the lupulone
derivative 4 (Figure 2), more proof is necessary to confirm the main structure. Thus, a full
structural elucidation is necessary to identify all protons and carbons signals, and for this
purpose, 2D NMR experiments were carried out. As can be seen in Table 2, proton-carbon
correlations are valuable for recognizing all NMR signals. Additionally, interpreting the
COSY NMR experiment (Figure 3), the methyl groups 12 and 13 and the proton 10 were
identified by the correlation with proton 11 (2.25 ppm, nonet) containing eight neighbor
protons. In the same NMR region, the diastereotopic protons 14 and 14’ could be detected
by the correlation between them and by a weak correlation with the vinylic proton 15, also
confirming the methyl groups 17 and 18. The other two butene groups were recognized by
the same correlation pattern, although no distinction among these groups was possible.
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Figure 3. COSY and HMBC correlations in the lupulone derivative 4.

Next, the HSQC NMR spectrum was evaluated (Figure S4). Based on the identification
of the protons using proton–proton correlations, the carbons directly attached were detected.
The aliphatic moiety was easily recognized, because there is only one quaternary carbon
(Table 2, number 5). When the downfield region was checked, the vinylic carbons attached
to the protons were identified (Table 2, numbers 15, 20 and 25) as were the ortho, meta and
para carbons in the aromatic ring (Table 2, number 30, 31 and 32).

Finally, the HMBC NMR experiment was carried out to assign the quaternary carbons,
confirming the main core of the lupulone derivative 4 (Figures S5–S7). In this way, to
carry out the 1H-13C HMBC experiment, 10 Hz was used for the long-distance parameter
(SI, CNST13), although this long-range term could be optimized for a proper assignment.
Based on the proximity of protons and carbons, especially considering the stronger 3J1H-13C
scalar coupling, the quaternary carbons were assigned. It is important to mention that the
correlation between the diastereotopic protons 14 and 14’ and the carbons C6, C7, C8, C15
and C16 were also visualized in the HMBC NMR spectrum.

Analysis of HMBC NMR spectrum in the downfield region supports the formation of
the lupulone derivative 4 (Figure 3). The quaternary carbon 3 was assigned by correlations
with the protons 10 and 11, corroborating the typical 13C chemical shift (Table 2; number 3;
153.6 ppm). The carbon 4 (carbonyl) can be confirmed by 3J correlation with the protons
24 and 19 (Figure S7), but it does not have a correlation with the proton 7. The quaternary
carbon-5 does not demonstrate correlation with the proton 7, which supports the lupulone
derivative 4. The carbon 6 demonstrates a similar profile with the 3J correlation with
the protons 7, 19 and 24. When we evaluated the carbon 7, only weak correlations were
observed with the diastereotopic protons 14 and 14’. The carbon 8 was clearly assigned by
the correlation with the proton 7 and a weak correlation with the diastereotopic protons
14 and 14’ (Figure S6). Finally, the carbon 9 was assigned by the correlations with the
protons 7 and 10 (Figure 3).

The NMR experimental data completely support the lupulone derivative 4. Although
the possible tautomers of lupulone derivative 4 (Figure 2; tautomers 1 and 2) can change
the chemical shift profile, their structures were not detected in the NMR spectra. Thus,
to improve the discussion regarding the reactivity of the lupulone starting material, we
propose a plausible mechanism (Figure 4) [19]. Initially, a keto-enol tautomerism justifies
the formation of an aliphatic carbon in the main structure. The first step is the formation
of imine from the reaction between ketone and amine organic functions, eliminating a
water molecule. Afterward, a cyclization is favored, derived from the proximity between
carbonyl and amine groups, followed by the elimination of the hydroxyl group (E1cB type).
Finally, the base present in the media provides the formation of another carbonyl group,
establishing the H-indazole ring and producing another water molecule. The formation of
a heteroaromatic ring by the tautomerism effect affords the product lupulone derivative
4, probably derived from the stability gain by the aromaticity (Figure 4). In addition, the
lupulone derivative 2 was not observed; however, the ring contraction is a possible pathway,
derived from an isomerization process [20]. Based on this mechanism, it is possible to
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visualize the formation of various other products derived from the different pathways in
this reaction (Figure S8, lupulone derivatives 1 and 3), justifying the need to perform a full
structural assignment, as varying the reaction conditions could produce distinct products.

Figure 4. A plausible mechanism to obtain the lupulone derivative 4.

3. Materials and Methods

The reactions were monitored by TLC carried out on pre-coated TLC sheets ALUGRAM®

Xtra SIL G/UV254 by using UV light as the visualization agent and the mixture of 5% vanillin
in 10% H2SO4 under heating conditions as the developing agent. Silica gel (particle size
63–200 μm) was used for flash chromatography. The reagents, solvents and chromatographic
materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® Brazil. The nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) data were collected on a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer (Bruker®, Atibaia,
Brazil) operating at 400.0 MHz for 1H and 100 MHz for 13C. NMR data were recorded at
25 ◦C, with chemical shifts δ reported in parts per million and coupling constants J in Hertz.
The NMR sample was prepared employing 5 mg of the respective lupulone derivative 4

in 600 μL deuterated chloroform. Chemical shifts of 1H and 13C{1H} NMR experiments
were referenced by TMS (tetramethylsilane) at δ = 0.0 ppm. Two-dimensional NMR ex-
periments COSY, HSQC, and HMBC were performed using the standard Bruker pulse
sequence with gradient. The relaxation delay, 90◦ pulse, spectral width, and number of data
points for 1H NMR were 1 s, 9.43 μs, 5580 Hz, and 64 K, respectively. The corresponding
parameters for the 13C NMR experiments were 0.5 s, 10.0 μs, 26,041 Hz, and 64 K, respec-
tively. Two-dimensional experiments, including COSY, HSQC, and HMBC, were performed
with 4 K × 512 (t2 × t1) data points. The long-range coupling time for 1H-13C HMBC
was 10 Hz. All data were analyzed using Bruker software (Topspin 3.6, Bruker®, Atibaia,
Brazil). Low-resolution mass spectra (MS) were obtained with a Shimadzu GC-MS-QP2010
mass spectrometer (São Paulo, Brazil). The HRMS analyses were performed in a Bruker
micrOTOF-QII spectrometer equipped with an APCI source operating in positive mode.
The samples were solubilized in acetonitrile and analyzed by direct infusion at a constant
flow rate of 180 μL/min. The acquisition parameters were capillary: 4000 V, end plate offset:
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−500 V, nebulizer: 1.5 bar, dry gas: 1.5 L min−1, and dry heater: 180 ◦C. The collision cell
energy was set to 5.0 eV. The mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) data were processed and analyzed
using Bruker Daltonics software: Compass Data Analysis and Isotope Pattern.

Experimental Procedure to obtain the Lupulone Derivative 4: The 3-Isobutyl-5,5,7-
tris(3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl)-1-phenyl-1,7-dihydro-4H-indazole-4,6(5H)-dione was obtained
through the reaction between lupulone (0.5 mmol) and phenyl-hydrazine (0.6 mmol)
employing 20 mg (0.277 mmol) of SiO2/ZnCl2 (30% m/m) [17] as a support solid in a
solvent-free condition. The reaction media was heated to 60 ◦C for 20 h. The conventional
heating was removed and the heterogenous catalyst was filtred using a small amount of
ethyl acetate (2.0 mL). Then, the solvent was removed without an extraction step, and the
sample obtained was directly purified by column chromatography. The lupulone derivative
4 was isolated in a moderate yield (75%) by column chromatography, employing a mixture
of n-hexane/ethyl acetate in a 94:04 ratio. The product is a yellow oil with a pleasant smell.

Lupulone Derivative 4 Characterization: Yield 75%, yellow oil. NMR 1H (CDCl3,
400 MHz) δ 0.98 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 3H), 0.99 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 3H), 1.18 (s, 3H), 1.44 (s, 3H),
1.53 (s, 3H); 1.57 (m, 6H); 1.63 (s, 3H); 2.10 (ddd, J = 6.3, 6.6 and 14.7 Hz), 2.13–2.18 (m,
1H), 2.50–2.60 (m, 3H), 2.70 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 2.90 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 3.84–3.79 (m, 1H),
4.51 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 4.86 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.47–7.37 (m, 3H), 7.55–7.47 (m, 2H). 13C
NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 17.36; 17.69; 17.96; 22.34; 22.40; 25.71; 25.90; 25.93; 28.07; 30.11;
33.83; 36.32; 39.50; 46.74; 65.65; 118.12; 118.39; 118.58; 119.72; 124.54; 128.70; 129.59; 134.37;
135.05; 135.61; 139.21; 147.14; 153.56; 193.04; 209.92. MS (relative intensity) m/z: 486 (3);
417(39); 349(100); 333(15); 295(4); 251(2); 207(4); 77(5); 69(26); 41(29). IR (cm−1): 3224, 2988,
2220, 1615, 1463, 942, 962, 784. HRMS (ESI): m/z [M + H]+ calcd for C32H43N2O2: 487.33191;
found: 487.33183.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we synthesized 3-Isobutyl-5,5,7-tris(3-methylbut-2-en-1-yl)-1-phenyl-
1,7-dihydro-4H-indazole-4,6(5H)-dione and performed a full structural elucidation of its
1H and 13C{1H} NMR signals. This is an important contribution to produce the first
results related to lupulone reactivity, which could be used for pharmacological applications.
Considering the lupulone derivative 4 accessed, these results highlight the possibilities for
new derivatizations, especially considering the tautomerism effect.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. Figures S1–S7: 1H, 13C, COSY, HSQC
and HMBC spectra; Figure S8: Mechanism to access the Lupulone Derivative 1 (Expected) and
Lupulone Derivative 3 (not favored).
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Abstract: Cyclic adenosine diphosphate ribose (cADPR) is a cyclic nucleotide involved in the Ca2+

homeostasis. In its structure, the northern ribose, bonded to adenosine through an N1 glycosidic
bond, is connected to the southern ribose through a pyrophosphate bridge. Due to the chemical
instability at the N1 glycosidic bond, new bioactive cADPR derivatives have been synthesized. One
of the most interesting analogues is the cyclic inosine diphosphate ribose (cIDPR), in which the
hypoxanthine replaced adenosine. The efforts for synthesizing new linear and cyclic northern ribose
modified cIDPR analogues led us to study in detail the inosine N1 alkylation reaction. In the last few
years, we have produced new flexible cIDPR analogues, where the northern ribose has been replaced
by alkyl chains. With the aim to obtain the closest flexible cIDPR analogue, we have attached to the
inosine N1 position a 2”,3”-dihydroxypentyl chain, possessing the two OH groups in a ribose-like
fashion. The inosine alkylation reaction afforded also the O6-alkylated regioisomer, which could be a
useful intermediate for the construction of new kinds of cADPR mimics.

Keywords: cADPR; nucleosides; nucleotides; inosine; alkylation; calcium mobilization; ryanodine
receptor; primary cortical neurons

1. Introduction

The design and synthesis of new nucleoside and nucleotide analogues is a frontier
theme in light of the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic that the world is facing [1]. However,
apart from being employed in medicinal chemistry both as antiviral [2] and antitumor
drugs [3], nucleosides, nucleotides, and their analogues can be also used as probes in the
signaling pathways [4–6]. Cyclic nucleotides are important second messengers involved
in signal transduction [7,8]. Among them, cADPR (1, Figure 1), an 18-membered cyclic
nucleotide firstly isolated from sea urchin egg extracts [9], elicits Ca2+ ions from the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to cytosol through the ryanodine receptor (RyR) in several
cellular systems [10]. Alterations in the cADPR biosynthesis and calcium homeostasis
can play pathological roles in diabetes, airway hyper-responsiveness and autism [11].
Unfortunately, the chemical instability at the N1 glycosidic bond in physiological conditions
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hampered the definition of cADPR molecular mechanism of action [12]. In this frame, efforts
have been devoted to the synthesis of stable cADPR analogues [13–16]. In particular, the
replacement of the adenine with hypoxanthine generated the very stable cIDPR analogue 2,
which retained the same Ca2+ mobilizing activity of the endogenous metabolite [17]. In
the last few years, we have produced both in solution [18–21] and on solid phase [22,23]
some cIDPR analogues with alkyl chains in the place of the northern ribose (3–7). As we
have found a promising Ca2+ mobilizing activity in the derivative with a pentyl chain (6,
n = 4) in a neuronal cellular model [18], we have recently prepared a new flexible cIDPR
analogue (8), with a 2”,3”-dihydroxypentyl chain replacing the northern ribose [21].

Figure 1. The structures of cADPR (1), cIDPR (2) and their analogues (3–8).

As the last mimic possesses the two OH groups in a ribose-like fashion, it may be
considered the closest cIDPR flexible analogue. Interestingly, the cyclic compound 8

induced a concentration-dependent increase in [Ca2+]i when perfused to primary cortical
neurons as efficiently as cADPR.

Since 6-substituted purine nucleosides displayed interesting biological activities [24–26],
herein we report on the synthesis and characterization of the O6-alkylated compound 9, obtained
as a side product during the coupling reaction of the protected inosine 10 and the tosylate 11

(Scheme 1). That reaction was revealed to be fundamental for the construction of the new cyclic
analogue (8) scaffold.
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Scheme 1. Reagents and conditions: (i) 11, DBU, DMF, 80 ◦C, 12 h (entry 6, Table 1).

Table 1. Optimization of the reaction between 10 and 11 1.

Entry Base Equivalents 2 Temperature
(◦C)

Yield (%) 9:12

1 K2CO3 1 or 3 r.t. No reaction -
2 K2CO3 3 80 10 20:80
3 Triethylamine 1 or 3 r.t. No reaction -
4 Triethylamine 3 80 No reaction -
5 DBU 1 or 3 r.t. No reaction -
6 DBU 3 80 70 30:70
7 DBU 3 120 30 60:40

1 All the reactions were carried out in anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as solvent. 2 Calculated from 10.

2. Results and Discussion

Scheme 1 shows the convergent synthetic approach that we have used for the prepa-
ration of the cyclic compound 8. The ribose-protected inosine 10, after reaction with the
tosylate 11, afforded as the main product the N1-alkylated derivative 12. The electrophile
11 was prepared as a racemic mixture starting from the commercially available propargyl
alcohol 13 with an overall 63% yield [21].

To obtain the target compound 8, we used the well-known Hata protocol, which
required an I2 mediated cyclopyrophosphorylation reaction among a phosphomonoester
and a phosphorothioate [14]. As a TBDMS group could be selectively removed in the
presence of a TBDPS group [27], we followed the synthetic sequence reported in Scheme 1,
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and compound 14 was readily obtained. The two phosphates in 14 were then deprotected
to give the key intermediate 17. The pyrophosphate bond formation was carried out by
adding compound 17 through a syringe pump to a very diluted solution of I2. The cyclic
compound was isolated from a complex reaction mixture and finally deprotected from both
the acetonides, affording the new cADPR analogue 8 with an overall 1% yield.

The reaction between the protected inosine 10 with the electrophile 11 has been stud-
ied in detail. In principle, as hypoxanthine is an ambident nucleophile [28] at the N1
and O6 purine positions [29,30], the two regioisomers 12 and 9 could be expected. In our
studies focused on the inosine N1 functionalization, we discovered that the Mitsunobu
reaction was not a good method to regioselectivity obtain the N1-alkylated isomer. In fact,
the reaction of inosine with di-tert-butyl (5-hydroxypentyl)phosphonate in the presence
of diethyl azodicarboxylate (DEAD) and triphenylphosphine (PPh3) afforded mainly the
O6-alkylated regioisomer. We attributed the observed regioselectivity to the hard–hard
interaction between the alkoxy-phosphonium cation intermediate and the nucleobase
O6 atom [19]. On the other hand, previous findings demonstrated that inosine could
be efficiently alkylated at the N1 purine position at room temperature (r.t.) when a soft
electrophile was used [31]. Unfortunately, all the attempts to transform both the tosylate
11 and its primary alcohol precursor into the iodide derivative proceeded with very un-
satisfactory yields [21]. As literature data reported on the efficient nucleophilic mediated
displacement of a tosylate flanked by an isopropylidene under mild conditions [32,33], we
reacted the inosine derivative 10 with the electrophile 11 at r.t. in the presence of some
bases (Table 1); unfortunately, no reaction took place. By increasing the temperature, we
noted on TLC (petroleum ether/AcOEt, 6:4) the formation of two spots. 1D/2D NMR
analyses of the purified compounds (see Supplementary Materials) allowed to assign the
N1-alkylated inosine 12 to the spot with Rf = 0.10, whereas the O6-alkylated inosine 9 to
that with Rf = 0.50. In detail, in the 1H NMR spectrum of compound 12 the two 1”-H
protons resonated as two doublets of doublets centered at 4.70 and 4.66 ppm and correlated
with their carbon atom resonating around 47.7 ppm. The HMBC correlation between the
purine 2-H and the C1” carbon atom supported the structure 12 [21]. Conversely, in the
1H NMR spectrum of compound 9 (Figure S1, Supplementary Materials) the 1”-H protons
resonated in the range 4.68–4.54 ppm and correlated with their carbon atom resonating at
65.6 ppm (Figure S4). The HMBC correlation between the two 1”-H protons and the C6
purine carbon atom resonating at 160.3 ppm and the absence of HMBC correlation between
the purine 2-H (8.43 ppm) and the C1” carbon atom supported the structure 9 (Figure S5).

Careful tuning of the reaction conditions allowed to recover the N1-alkylated regioiso-
mer 12 as the main product. In particular, 3.0 equiv. of 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene
(DBU) and 80 ◦C for 12 h were the best conditions to recover the N1 and O6 regioisomers
with a good 70% yield in a 7:3 ratio. (Scheme 2 and Table 1) Higher temperatures were detri-
mental to the reaction yield and increased the ratio 9:12. The last experimental evidence
could be explained assuming that compound 9 is the thermodynamic regioisomer.

 
Scheme 2. The reaction of the nucleoside 10 with the tosylate 11.
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3. Materials and Methods

All the reagents and solvents were commercially available and used without further
purification. 1H- and 13C-NMR spectra were acquired on the Bruker Avance 600 MHz
spectrometer (Bruker-Biospin, Billerica, MA, USA) using CDCl3 as solvent. NMR chemical
shifts are reported in parts per million (δ) relative to residual solvents signals: CHCl3
7.26 for 1H-NMR and CDCl3 77.0, for 13C-NMR. The 1H NMR chemical shifts were assigned
through 2D NMR experiments. The NMR spectra were processed with the MestReNova
(Mestrelab Research, Santiago de Campostela, Spain) suite. The HRESI-MS spectra were
acquired on a Thermo Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA). Column chromatography was carried out on silica gel-60 (Merck, Readington
Township, NJ, USA, 0.063–0.200 mm). TLC analyses were carried out on F254 silica gel
plates (0.2 mm thick, Merck). TLC spots were detected under UV light (254 nm).

O6-[(2”,3”-O-isopropylidene-5”-O-tert-butyldimethylsilyl)pentyl]-5′-O-tert-butyldiphenylsilyl-
2′,3′-O-isopropylideneinosine 9. To a stirred solution of compound 10 (0.10 g, 0.18 mmol) in
anhydrous DMF (2.0 mL), DBU (80 μL, 0.55 mmol) was added. After 20 min. the tosylate 11

(49 mg, 0.11 mmol) was added and reaction warmed to 80 ◦C for 12 h (TLC monitoring: petroleum
ether/AcOEt, 6:4). The mixture was cooled, and the solvents removed under reduced pressure.
The crude product was purified over a silica gel column eluted with increasing amounts of AcOEt
in petroleum ether (up to 20%), giving the pure 9 as a 1:1 mixture of diastereomers (Rf = 0.50).
Colorless syrup (21% yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD3Cl) δ 8.43 (s, 1H, 2-H), 8.42 (s, 1H, 2-H),
8.07 (s, 1H, 8-H), 8.07 (s, 1H, 8-H), 7.62−7.54 (complex signal, 8H, arom.), 7.43−7.25 (complex
signal, 12H, arom.), 6.15 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H, 2 × 1′-H), 5.32−5.28 (m, 2H, 2 × 2′-H), 4.98−4.95 (m,
2H, 2 × 3′-H), 4.68−4.62 (m, 2H, 2 × 1”-Ha), 4.61−4.54 (complex signal, 4H, 2 × 1”-Hb and 2
× 2”-H), 4.49−4.43 (m, 2H, 2 × 3”-H), 4.42−4.38 (m, 2H, 2 × 4′-H), 3.92−3.85 (m, 2H, 2 × 5′-
Ha), 3.83−3.74 (complex signal, 6H, 2 × 5′-Hb and 2 × 5”-Ha,b), 1.97−1.89 (m, 2H, 2 × 4”-Ha),
1.85−1.75 (m, 2H, 2 × 4”-Hb), 1.62 (s, 6H, 2 × CH3 acetonide), 1.48 (s, 6H, 2 × CH3 acetonide),
1.37 (two overlapped singlets, 12H, 4 × CH3 acetonide), 1.01 (two overlapped singlets, 18H, 2 ×
tBu), 0.88 (s, 18H, 2 × tBu), 0.04 (s, 6H, 2 × SiCH3), 0.05 (s, 6H, 2 × SiCH3). 13C NMR (151 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 160.32 (2 × C6), 152.10 (C2), 152.08 (C2), 151.45 (C4), 151.44 (C4), 141.01 (C8), 140.98
(C8), 135.49, 135.47, 132.82, 132.80, 132.69, 129.85, 127.74, 127.69, 127.62, 122.05 (2 × C5), 114.34 (Cq
ribose acetonide) 114.33 (Cq ribose acetonide), 108.37 (2 × Cq acetonide), 91.19 (C1′), 91.17 (C1′),
87.02 (C4′), 86.97 (C4′), 84.40 (C2′), 84.36 (C2′), 81.36 (C3′), 81.35 (C3′), 75.14 (C2”), 75.12 (C2”), 73.71
(C3”), 73.70 (C3”), 65.60 (2 × C1”), 63.85 (2 × C5′), 60.02 (C5”), 60.00 (C5”), 32.16 (C4”), 32.14 (C4”),
29.66, 28.19, 28.17, 27.19, 26.81, 25.91, 25.86, 25.58, 25.35, 19.15, 18.30, −5.39, −5.44. HRESI-MS m/z
819.4184, ([M + H]+ calcd. for C43H63N4O8Si2 819.4191).

4. Conclusions

Purine bases and nucleosides carrying O-, N- and C-substituents at the C6 position
represent an important class of compounds endowed with important biological activi-
ties. These compounds are generally prepared by nucleophilic aromatic (SNAr) substi-
tutions, [34] metal-mediated cross-coupling reactions [35,36] and by Grignard’s reagents
addition [26] to 6-halopurine ribosides. In our search of new cADPR analogues, we have
obtained the O6-alkylated inosine 9 as a side product during the SN2 reaction between the
nucleoside 10 and the tosylate 11. The O6 reactivity of the ambident nucleophile hypoxan-
thine in 10 was a consequence of the high temperature necessary to perform the coupling
reaction. Product 9 is an interesting intermediate that will be exploited for the synthesis of
unprecedented O6-substituted cADPR derivatives.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. Figures S1–S6: copies of 1H-, 13C-
NMR, COSY, HSQC, HMBC and HRESI-MS spectra of compound 9.
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Abstract: As part of our ongoing scaffold-hopping work on an antiplasmodial 2-trichloromethylquinazoline
scaffold, we aimed to explore the 1-trichloromethylphthalazine scaffold as a potential new antimalar-
ial series. Using previously chlorination conditions described by our lab to obtain a trichloromethyl
group from a methyl group, we did not obtain the target compound; instead, we obtained a dichloro
methylphosphonic dichloride side product 3. The nature of this compound was then characterized
by NMR, HRMS and X-ray crystallography. The same issue was previously reported by Kato et al.,
starting from the 2-methyl-3-nitropyridine. Finally, compound 3, although not cytotoxic, was not
active against P. falciparum, the parasite responsible for human malaria.

Keywords: phthalazine; chlorination; side product; phosphonic dichloride; P. falciparum; HepG2

1. Introduction

Malaria is still the leading cause of mortality in comparison to other parasitic dis-
eases. In 2020, malaria deaths dramatically increased by 12% from 2019 to an estimated
627,000, among which 77% were children under 5 years old: this was mainly due to service
disruptions during the COVID-19 pandemic. [1] To overcome the resistance of the causal
agent Plasmodium to most of the marketed therapies, including the most recent ones such
as artemisinin-combination therapies (ACTs), a huge effort has been made to highlight
new derivatives active against Plasmodium and display original mechanisms of action [2].
With the aim of developing new antiplasmodial compounds, our laboratory explored
different aza-heterocyclic scaffolds bearing a trichloromethyl group, which was mandatory
for providing the antiparasitic activity [3–5]. We previously obtained a hit molecule in the
2-trichloromethylquinazoline series bearing a 4′-chlorophenoxy substituent at position 4,
showing micromolar activity against P. falciparum and a low cytotoxicity against the human
HepG2 cell line [6] (Figure 1).

P. falciparum

 
Figure 1. Previously described antiplasmodial Hit A.
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In order to continue the pharmacomodulation work around this aza-heterocyclic
scaffold, we performed a scaffold-hopping strategy using ring variation, among which
we explored the phthalazine moiety. Indeed, phthalazines have recently gained some
importance as privileged scaffolds in bioactive compounds, such as anticancer drugs,
namely Olaparib [7] and Vatalanib [8], as well as the antihistaminic H1 drug Azelastine [9]
(Figure 2). Numerous other bioactive molecules are currently in development in various
therapeutic areas [10].

 

Figure 2. Some drugs based on phthalazine moiety.

2. Results

To obtain the target compound B, we followed our previously described reaction
condition applied to the phthalazine scaffold (Scheme 1). Starting from the readily ac-
cessible 1-chloro-4-methylphthalazine 1 [11], we first introduced an SNAr reaction to the
4-chlorophenoxy substituent at position 1, using the appropriate phenol and cesium car-
bonate as a base to yield 2 (71%). Then, we performed the chlorination reaction in order to
obtain the 4-trichloromethyl group from the 4-methyl group, using a mixture of PCl5 in
POCl3. This reaction is usually performed under microwave heating, which allows for the
best yields in a short reaction time [12].

 

Scheme 1. Reaction conditions for the synthesis of compound B and structure of compound 3.

A mixture of two compounds was obtained. Usually, the reaction leads to a mix-
ture of the target compound -CCl3 and the dichlorinated intermediate -CHCl2. However,
in our study, we noticed the formation of a new unexpected compound following the
purification step. After complementary unambiguous analyses, we confirmed by NMR,
HRMS and X-ray crystallography (Figure 3) [13] that this compound was dichloro{4-(4-
chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl}methylphosphonic dichloride 3 (Scheme 1) (see Supple-
mentary data).
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Figure 3. X-ray crystallography structure of compound 3.

3. Discussion

After conducting bibliographical research, we noticed that Kato et al. previously
reported the formation of a similar unwanted compound upon the chlorination of 2-
methyl-3-nitropyridine using a mixture of PCl5 in POCl3, leading to dichloro-(3-nitro-2-
pyridyl)methylphosphonic dichloride [14] (Scheme 2).

Finally, we wanted to explore the biological potential of 3: this compound was not
active against P. falciparum (EC50 = 28.9 μM), nor was it cytotoxic on the HepG2 cell line
(CC50 = 62.5 μM).

 
Scheme 2. Similar issue observed by Kato et al. [14] in pyridine series.

Several factors could explain the direct phosphonylation of methylphthalazine 2,
although the mechanism of the reaction is not clearly established:

(1) The substituent effect of the 4-chlorophenoxy group to the nucleophilic behavior of
the 1-methyl group;

(2) The ability of the phthalazine to form a complex with the strongest available
electrophile, i.e., PCl5, if sterically possible.

The chlorination by PCl5 is usually favored, thanks to a lower enthalpy of activation;
however, it is sterically more constrained than phosphonylation by POCl3, because oxygen
atoms are much smaller than chlorine atoms [14]. Thus, PCl5 cannot react due to its size, but
POCl3 can come close enough to react with the nucleophilic carbon, giving the intermediate
phosphonic dichloride. The next step could involve intramolecular chlorination to give
the monochlorophosphonic dichloride. Repeating the chlorination step finally gave the
product 3 (Scheme 3).
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Scheme 3. Hypothesized reaction mechanism.

4. Materials and Methods

Melting points were determined on a Köfler melting point apparatus (Wagner & Munz
GmbH, München, Germany) and were uncorrected. Elemental analyses were carried out at
the Spectropole, Faculté des Sciences de Saint-Jêrome (Marseille) with a Thermo Finnigan
EA1112 analyzer (Thermo Finnigan, San Jose, CA, USA). NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker Avance NEO 400MHz NanoBay spectrometer at the Faculté de Pharmacie
of Marseille (1H NMR: reference CDCl3 δ = 7.26 ppm and 13C NMR: reference CHCl3
δ = 76.9 ppm). The following adsorbent was used for column chromatography: silica
gel 60 (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, particle size 0.063–0.200 mm, 70–230 mesh
ASTM). TLC was performed on 5 cm × 10 cm aluminum plates coated with silica gel
60F-254 (Merck) in an appropriate eluent. Visualization was performed with ultraviolet
light (234 nm). The purity of synthesized compounds was checked by LC/MS analyses,
which were performed at the Faculté de Pharmacie of Marseille with a Thermo Scientific
Accela High Speed LC System® (Waltham, MA, USA), coupled to a single quadrupole mass
spectrometer Thermo MSQ Plus®. The RP-HPLC column was a Thermo Hypersil Gold®

50 × 2.1 mm (C18 bounded), with particles of a diameter of 1.9 mm. The volume of sample
injected on the column was 1 μL. The chromatographic analysis with a total duration of
8 min, was performed on the following solvents’ gradients: t = 0 min, methanol/water
50:50; 0 < t < 4 min, linear increase in the proportion of methanol to a methanol/water ratio
of 95:5; 4 < t < 6 min, methanol/water 95:5; 6 < t < 7 min, linear decrease in the proportion of
methanol to return to a methanol/water ratio of 50:50; 6 < t< 7 min, methanol/water 50:50.
The water used was buffered with ammonium acetate 5 mM. The flow rate of the mobile
phase was 0.3 mL/min. The retention times (tR) of the molecules analyzed were indicated
in min. The microwave reactions were performed using multimode reactor ETHOS Synth
Lab station (Ethos start, MLS GmbH, Leutkirch, Germany) in an open vessel with a power
output of 0 to 800 W. Reagents were purchased and used without further purifications from
Sigma-Aldrich or Fluorochem.

1-(4-Chlorophenoxy)-4-methylphthalazine (2). To a solution of 1-chloro-4-methylphthalazine
(1) [11], (500 mg, 2.8 mmol) and 4-chlorophenol (360 mg, 2.8 mmol, 1.0 equiv) in anhydrous
DMF (5 mL), Cs2CO3 (912 mg, 2.8 mmol, 1.0 equiv) was added under an inert atmosphere.
The mixture was stirred at 70 ◦C for 24 h. After completion of the reaction, water was
added, leading to a precipitate which was separated by filtration. The resulting yellow
precipitate was then thoroughly washed with water. The precipitate was dissolved in
CH2Cl2 and dried with Na2SO4. After filtration and evaporation, the resulting solid was
purified by silica-gel column chromatography (Petroleum ether/CH2Cl2, 1:1 v/v) to afford
the desired compound 2.
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Yield 71% (540 mg). Yellow solid. Mp 132–133 ◦C. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.46–
8.34 (m, 1H), 8.08–8.02 (m, 1H), 8.00–7.93 (m, 2H), 7.39 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 2H), 7.27 (d, J = 8.9 Hz,
2H), 2.93 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 160.7, 155.1, 152.1, 132.9, 132.5, 130.6, 129.7,
129.1, 124.9, 123.6, 123.2, 119.9, 19.5. LC-MS (ESI+) tR 5.42 min; m/z [M+H]+ 271.11/273.12.
HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C15H12ClN2O [M + H]+ 271.0633. Found: 271.0632.

Dichloro(4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl)methyl)phosphonic dichloride (3). To a solution
of 1-(4-Chlorophenoxy)-4-methylphthalazine (2) (500 mg, 1.85 mmol) in POCl3 (10 mL)
PCl5 was added (2.31 g, 11.1 mmol). The reaction mixture was heated by a microwave
reactor at a reflux of POCl3 for 20 min at 800 W. After cooling down, the reaction mixture
was poured into ice, and then the pH was adjusted to neutrality with Na2CO3. The
resulting solution was extracted three times with CH2Cl2. The organic phase was then
washed with brine, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, filtered and concentrated in a vacuum to
afford the crude product, which was purified by silica-gel flash chromatography (using
dichloromethane/petroleum ether from 5/5 to 7/3 v/v) to afford compound 3.

Yield 30% (250 mg). Yellow solid. Mp 250 ◦C (degradation). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 8.75 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 8.55 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 8.10–8.06 (m, 2H), 7.42 (d, J = 8.5 Hz,
2H), 7.27 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 162.3, 151.6, 151.2, 133.4, 133.3,
131.6, 130.0, 126.1, 126.0, 125.2, 124.6, 123.3, 121.5. 31P NMR (162 MHz, CDCl3) δ 35.73.
HRMS (ESI): m/z calcd. for C15H9Cl5N2O2P [M + H]+ 456.8810. Found: 456.8806.

Crystal Data for C15H8Cl5N2O2P (M = 456.45 g/mol): monoclinic, space group P21/n
(no. 14), a = 7.9208(3) Å, b = 23.1270(9) Å, c = 9.9621(5) Å, β = 96.368(4)◦, V = 1813.64(13) Å3,
Z = 4, T = 295 K, μ(MoKα) = 0.900 mm−1, Dcalc = 1.672 g/cm3, 15,418 reflections measured
(6.244◦ ≤ 2Θ ≤ 56.808◦), 3992 unique (Rint = 0.0343, Rsigma = 0.0295), which were used in
all calculations. The final R1 was 0.0400 (I > 2σ(I)) and wR2 was 0.1021 (all data).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: Figure S1, 1H NMR spectra of 1-
(4-Chlorophenoxy)-4-methylphthalazine; Figure S2, 13C NMR spectra of 1-(4-Chlorophenoxy)-4-
methylphthalazine; Figure S3, HRMS (ESI) spectra of 1-(4-Chlorophenoxy)-4-methylphthalazine; Fig-
ure S4, 1H NMR spectra of Dichloro(4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl)methyl)phosphonic dichlo-
ride; Figure S5, 13C NMR spectra of Dichloro(4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl)methyl)phosphonic
dichloride; Figure S6, 31P NMR spectra of Dichloro(4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl)methyl)phosphonic
dichloride; Figure S7, HRMS (ESI) spectra of Dichloro(4-(4-chlorophenoxy)phthalazin-1-yl)methyl)phosphonic
dichloride.
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19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate from Allobetulin
(19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol)

Fulgentius Nelson Lugemwa

Department of Chemistry, Pennsylvania State University-York, 1031 Edgecomb Avenue, York, PA 17403, USA;
ful4@psu.edu; Tel.: +1-717-771-8409

Abstract: The E ring of betulin rearranges and forms a cyclic ether when treated with an acid.
Treatment of betulin with iodine generated hydrogen iodide in situ, which went on to promote the
rearrangement at C-19 and C-20, followed by cyclization to form allobetulin. A reaction of allobetulin
with 2-furoyl chloride yielded 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate.

Keywords: 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate; betulin; allobetulin; iodine; 2-furoyl chloride;
esterification

1. Introduction

Betulin (lup-20(29)-ene-3β,28-diol), a pentacyclic triterpenoid, is an abundant, bio-
logically active secondary metabolite that is found in birch species (Betula ssp.) [1]. The
amount of betulin from different birch species ranges from more than 15% of dry weight in
B. populifolia and B. payrifera to about 30% in B. verrucosa. Betulin is readily extracted from
the bark of Betula ssp. and is an attractive starting material for making different derivatives,
including betulinic acid. Betulinic acid and other betulin derivatives have been shown to
exhibit multiple biological activities [2–17]. In addition to the selective oxidation of betulin
to produce betulinic acid, other modifications have been carried out at C-3 and C-28 of
betulin to make novel compounds for biological testing. Allobetulin (19β,28-Epoxy-18α-
olean-3β-ol), (Scheme 1), is one of the compounds that is readily obtained from betulin.
Acid-catalyzed rearrangement of betulin produces allobetulin in one step and in good
yield, making it a valuable candidate for additional modifications. The ease with which
betulin is converted to allobetulin has led to the syntheses of novel compounds that include
esters, amines, and glycosides by transforming the 3-OH of allobetulin, along with novel
modifications to ring A [18,19]. In our study, allobetulin was obtained from betulin by using
hydrogen iodide as a catalyst for the transformation. The hydrogen iodide was generated
in solution by the reaction of the primary alcohol on the substrate, betulin, with iodine.
The synthesis of 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate was accomplished by reacting
allobetulin with 2-furoyl chloride in dry dichloromethane.

2. Results and Discussion

Allobetulin was synthesized from betulin by using hydrogen iodide (Scheme 1).
The hydrogen iodide was generated in solution by reacting the C-28 hydroxy group
of the substrate with iodine. The intermediate produced was R-O-I [Scheme 2]. Pro-
tonation of a double bond generated a tertiary carbocation that underwent the Wagner–
Meerwein rearrangement.

Molbank 2022, 2022, M1499. https://doi.org/10.3390/M1499 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/molbank
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate (III).

 

Scheme 2. Hydrogen iodide-catalyzed conversion of betulin to allobetulin.
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Green et al. used p-toluenesulfonic acid and proposed a mechanism for the rearrange-
ment and cyclization [20]. Recently, Grymel and Adamek used a tetrafluoroboric acid
diethyl ether complex to accomplish a similar transformation [21]. The iodide produced
during protonation attacks R-O-I, and as the I–I bond is being formed, a new bond develops
between oxygen and the carbocation to complete the cyclization. The reaction of iodine
with different alcohols has previously been reported [22–24]. The coupling of the first step
to the cyclization to produce the final product under mild conditions was not surprising
and was in line with past observations. Allobetulin was reacted with 2-furoyl chloride
to produce 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate (III). The chemical 1H-NMR chemical
shifts for most protons did not change much from those of allobetulin. The 3-Ha chemical
shift moved from 3.22 ppm to 4.79 ppm because of the ester group at that position. The
three additional aromatic protons were centered at 6.51 ppm, 7.15 ppm, and 7.59 ppm, all
as doublets of doublets with small coupling constants, in agreement with the findings of
Abraham et al. [25] and Bardsley et al. [26]. The 13C-spectra consisted of five new carbons
due to the ester -C=O at 158.71, and four aromatic carbons at 111.68 ppm, 117.32 ppm,
145.23 ppm, and 146.13 ppm.

The 13C-DEPT indicated twenty-seven carbon atoms consisting of CH, CH2 and CH3
leaving out C1′, C2′ and six quaternary carbons that are part of the triterpene skeleton.

3. Experimental

Betulin was isolated from white birch bark that was collected from York County,
Pennsylvania. Dichloromethane, iodine, 2-furoyl chloride, and solvents were purchased
from Aldrich. Dichloromethane was dried using molecular sieves (3 Å) that had been
activated at 90 ◦C. 1H and 13C spectra were obtained using a Varian Gemini 500 NMR
and recorded at 500 MHz and 125.74 MHz. The spectra are provided as Supplementary
Materials. Elemental analysis was performed by Robertson Microlit Laboratories Inc.,
Legdewood, NJ, USA. Pulverized dry bark (100 g) was suspended in 375 mL of acetic
acid: ethyl acetate: ethanol: water (1.5:1:0.5 v/v). After 48 h at room temperature, the
mixture was filtered, and the filtrate was concentrated under vacuum. The solid (17.2 g)
was recrystallized from isopropyl alcohol to give pure betulin, m.p. 252–253 ◦C, (lit. m.p.
254 ◦C) [27].

3.1. 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol (II) (Allobetulin)

To the solution of betulin (0.11 g, 0.034 mmol) in dry dichloromethane (10 mL) molec-
ular sieves (2 g) and iodine (0.04 g, 0.16 mmol) were added. The mixture was stirred at
room temperature for 16 h, followed by the addition of a 5% solution of sodium thiosulfate
(10 mL). The colorless dichloromethane layer was washed with 5% sodium bicarbonate
and then water, dried (Na2SO4) and concentrated under vacuum. The solid residue was
re-crystallized from ethyl acetate to give the product (0.79 g, 70%) as white flakes, m.p.
258–260 ◦C, (lit. m.p. 260–261 ◦C) [28]. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, Me2SO-d6) d 0.78 (s, -CH3),
0.81 (s, -CH3), 0.86 (s, -CH3), 0.93 (s, -CH3), 0.95 (s, -CH3), 0.99 (s, -2CH3), 1.25–1.94 (m,
-CH2), 3.22 (dd, J = 5.0 Hz, J = 11.5 Hz, 3-Ha), 3.46 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, H-19), 3.55 (s, 28-H), 3.8
(dd, J = 7.5 Hz, J = 1.5 Hz, H-19). 13C-NMR (125.74 MHz, Me2SO-d6) d 13.52, 15.39, 15.72,
16.49, 18.27, 21.00, 24.56, 26.27, 26.45, 26.46, 27.42, 27.99, 28.82, 32.72, 33.92, 34.16, 36.28,
36.76, 37.27, 38.90, 38.93, 40.62, 40.72, 41.49, 46.84, 51.09, 55.50, 71.28 (C-28), 78.97 (C-3),
87.95 (C-19).

3.2. 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol-2-furoate (III)

2-Furoyl chloride (0.13 g, 1 mmol) was added dropwise over 5 min to a stirred ice-cold
solution of 19β,28-Epoxy-18α-olean-3β-ol (0.22 g, 0.5 mmol) in dry pyridine (4 mL). The
reaction mixture was kept at room temperature for 1 h. Ether (20 mL) was added, followed
by 5 mL of 1 M HCl solution. The organic layer was washed with 5 % sodium bicarbonate,
dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, and the ether was removed under vacuum to
give a white solid (0.22 g, 84%). Pure crystals were obtained after recrystallization from a
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mixture of ethyl acetate and hexane (m.p. 300–302 ◦C). 1H-NMR (500 MHz, Me2SO-d6) d
0.82 (s, -CH3), 0.93 (s, -CH3), 0.94 (s, -CH3), 0.95 (s, -CH3), 0.97 (s, -CH3), 01.01 (s, -CH3),
1.26–1.99 (m, -CH2), 3.46 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, H-28), 3.55 (s, 19-H), 3.80 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, H-28),
4.73 (dd, J = 9.0 Hz, J = 5.5 Hz, 3-Ha), 6.51 (dd, J = 3.5 Hz, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H, aromatic), 7.15
(dd, J = 3.50 Hz, J = 1.0 Hz, 1H, aromatic), 7.594 (dd, J = 1.5 Hz, J = 1.0 Hz, 1H, aromatic).
13C-NMR (125.74 MHz, Me2SO-d6) d 13.51, 15.73, 16.58, 16.63, 18.17, 21.04, 23.82, 24.56,
26.27, 26.44, 26.45, 28.02, 28.82, 32.73, 33.86, 34.17, 36.29, 36.76, 37.21, 38.18, 38.60, 40.66,
40.75, 41.50, 46.84, 51.02, 55.59, 71.30, 81.64, 87.98 (-O-C=O), 111.68 (C-aromatic), 117.32
(C-aromatic), 145.23 (C-aromatic), 146.13 (C-aromatic), 158.71 (C=O). C35H52O4 requires: C,
78.31%; H, 9.76%; O, 11.92%. Found: C, 78.29; H, 9.77%, O, 11.95%.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded online. Copies
of 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra.

Funding: Funds from the Pennsylvania State University–York Advisory Board were used for
this work.

Data Availability Statement: Copies of 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra.
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Abstract: (3-Methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol was unexpectedly achieved
as the main reaction product while applying a standard Johnson–Corey–Chaykovsky procedure to the
2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carbaldehyde, aiming at obtaining the corresponding epoxide.
The structure of the recovered compound was confirmed through NMR and HRMS, the melting point
was measured by DSC, and the organic purity was assessed using HPLC. We hypothesized the possible
mechanism for the obtainment of this side product, which should involve the opening of the dioxane
ring soon after the nucleophilic attack of the ylide to the carbonyl function. The consequent transfer of
the negative charge allows the achievement of the phenolate function. The tautomer further rearranges,
forming the unstable oxirane, which opening is favored by the acidic phenolic function, thus closing into
the more stable six-membered ring compound. We confirmed the hypothesized reaction mechanism
by applying the same reaction conditions while starting from the corresponding methyl ketone. This
undesired compound, easily and quantitatively obtained by standard Johnson–Corey–Chaykovsky
conditions, could pave the way to a new methodology for the obtainment of 2,3-disubstituted 1,4-
naphthodioxanes, further derivatizable.

Keywords: 1,4-naphthodioxane; dioxane ring opening; Corey–Chaykovsky epoxidation; Corey–Chaykovsky
byproducts

1. Introduction

The Johnson–Corey–Chaykovsky reaction, which is often simplified to Corey–Chaykovsky
reaction, is an important tool in organic chemistry to convert alkenes, imines, and aldehydes
or ketones to cyclopropanes, aziridines, and epoxides, respectively, while adding one carbon
atom to the system through the treatment with sulfur ylides [1,2]. Often, these ylides are in
situ formed by treating the corresponding sulfonium (or sulfoxonium) salt with strong bases.
The most exploited application of the Corey–Chaykovsky reaction is the direct obtainment of
epoxides from aldehydes and ketones, with plenty of examples reported in the literature [3,4].
The reaction mechanism involves the initial nucleophilic attack of the sulfur ylide to the
carbonyl of the aldehyde/ketone. Then, the so-formed intermediate undergoes ring closure
via intramolecular nucleophilic substitution due to the good leaving nature of the sulfonium
group [5].

Although Corey–Chaykovsky reactions usually evolve to the desired products, several
other chemical transformations could occur. For instance, the excess of base and high
temperatures were reported to promote Yurchenko diolefination of cyclic ketones while
suppressing oxirane formation [6]. Moreover, Wang and collaborators disclosed the conver-
sion of esters to α-chloroketones through a reaction with dimethylsulfoxonium methylide
in mild conditions, followed by treatment with HCl [7]. Besides these few cases, the Corey–
Chaykovsky reaction is considered a very useful and reliable tool for the insertion of an
additional carbon atom with ring formation while avoiding dangerous reactants such as
diazomethane.
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While developing novel antimicrobials, we recently obtained promising compounds
as FtsZ inhibitors [8] with a naphthodioxane benzamide structure (Figure 1). Since these
derivatives are characterized by an ethylenoxy linker, which could be additionally deriva-
tized through the insertion of specific groups, we decided to apply the Corey–Chaykovsky
reaction to achieve a common epoxydic intermediate (2). Compound 2 could be easily
further converted into the desired compounds by ring opening (Figure 1), thus obtaining a
sub-family of compounds with interesting and exploitable features.

Figure 1. Structure of the epoxydic intermediate 2, starting material for the obtainment of naphthodi-
oxane benzamide derivatives as FtsZ inhibitors (* no defined chiral center).

For the obtainment of compound 2, following what was previously performed on
the benzodioxane derivatives [9], we designed and applied a straightforward synthetic
pathway starting from naphtalen-2,3-diol, where the last step was the Corey–Chaykovsky
epoxidation of the corresponding aldehyde (Scheme 1). In the present work, we report
the completely unexpected evolution of the Corey–Chaykovsky reaction, leading to an
unsaturated alcoholic derivative 1 with good yields and as the main outcome of the reaction.
The unknown compound was exhaustively characterized, and the reaction mechanism
responsible for its formation was first hypothesized and later confirmed.

 
Scheme 1. Synthetic pathway designed for the obtainment of compound 2; as pointed out, also
from the crossed out red arrow, the last reaction failed to give the desired epoxide 2. Reagents and
conditions: (a) Ethyl 2,3-dibromopropionate, K2CO3, DMF, 80 ◦C, 4 h; (b) 2.5 N aqueous NaOH,
MeOH, RT, 18 h; (c) N,O-dimethylhydroxylamine, 1,1′-Carbonyldiimidazole, DMF, RT, 2 h; (d)
LiAlH4, THF, −20 ◦C, 30 min; (e) NaH, trimethylsulfoxonium iodide, DMSO, RT, 30 min. (* no
defined chiral center).

2. Results and Discussion

The synthetic scheme (Scheme 1) for the obtainment of compound 2 was designed
considering our previous work on benzodioxane benzamides as antibacterial agents [10,11]
and other described procedures on benzodioxanes [12] and naphthodioxanes [13–15]. The
route started from the reaction between the commercially available naphthalen-2,3-diol with
the ethyl 2,3-dibromopropionate in basic conditions, thus achieving the naphthodioxane ring
(3). We used DMF as a solvent, differently from what was previously reported [13,14], to
enhance the conversion and let the obtainment of the ester 3 without any further purification
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by flash chromatography on silica gel. This ester intermediate underwent hydrolysis (4),
using milder conditions than previously performed [15], and subsequent conversion to
the corresponding Weinreb amide (5). Then, the aldehyde was quantitatively achieved by
treatment with LiAlH4 at low temperatures (6).

By aiming at the obtainment of 2, 6 was added to a mixture of trimethylsulfoxonium
iodide and NaH in dry DMSO. Surprisingly, immediately after the addition of 6 to the in
situ formed ylide, the complete conversion of the starting material to the main reaction
product was observable through TLC. After the work-up with water and brine and the
purification on silica gel, the 1H-NMR spectrum in CDCl3 of the crude revealed the presence
of a completely unexpected product, not presenting the classical and diagnostic epoxide
signals in the 3 ppm range. On the contrary, four different signals were found in the
3.70–5 ppm range: two coupled doublets with a very tight coupling constant (1.5 Hz) at
4.90 and 4.48 ppm, a double of doublets at 4.69 ppm and a wide signal with an ABX pattern
at 3.92–4.00 ppm.

These peculiar NMR chemical shifts and multiplicities, very similar to a 1,4-benzodioxane
derivative previously described and obtained following a Pd-catalyzed reaction [16], suggested
us to have achieved derivative 1, and our hypothesis was further confirmed by 13C-NMR and
HRMS.

Since compound 1, differently from 6 and 2, is substituted not only in the 2-position but
also in the 3-positions, this large structural difference moved us to hypothesize a mechanism
of the reaction, in which the opening and the re-closing of the 1,4-naphthodioxane ring
must occur (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2. Proposed mechanism for the obtainment of 1 (* no defined chiral center). Green arrows
highlight the observed outcome of the reaction, achieving compound 1, whereas red arrows indicate
the obtainment of a second possible byproduct, which was not achieved in these conditions.

As shown in Scheme 2, our proposed mechanism involves the initial nucleophilic
attack of the ylide to the carbonyl, as also expected for the correct evolution of the Corey–
Chaykovsky reaction. Nonetheless, in this case, the so formed alcoholate (A) does not
proceed through the elimination of the sulfonium cation, giving the desired product.
Instead, the presence of the two oxygens of the naphthodioxane ring should be responsible
for the first deprotonation of the carbon in position 2-, the consequent formation of the
unsaturation, the opening of the 1,4-dioxane ring, and the final formation of the phenate
function (B).
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The prototropic equilibrium (B,C) of this compound could promote the elimination
of the sulfonium group by the alcoholate, achieving the epoxide ring (D). Subsequently,
the acidity of the phenolic function could foster the nucleophilic opening of the oxirane
ring, leading to the observed product 1. In our opinion, both the direct elimination of
the sulfonium group by the phenolic function and the oxirane ring opening on the less
substituted carbon might be disfavored due to the higher ring strain of the 7-membered
ring in such a manner obtained.

We decided to further confirm our hypothetical reaction mechanism by conducting the
reaction with a different starting material, the corresponding methyl ketone 7. The methyl
ketone 7 is characterized by the presence of an additional methyl group and could be easily
achieved by treating Weinreb amide 5 with methylmagnesium bromide, as previously
performed for the benzodioxane derivative [9] (Figure 2). Following our idea, the resulting
derivative should be lacking the double of doublets at 4.56 ppm while showing a simplified
system at the 3.60–3.96 ppm range and an additional methyl singlet around 1.6 ppm.

 
Figure 2. Structure of 8, obtained as the main product while treating 7 with dimethylsulfoxonium
methylide in DMSO at RT (* no defined chiral center).

As expected, the 1H-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture revealed the achievement
of 8 as the main product (Figure 2), even if the TLC and 1H-NMR of the crude showed the
presence of other minor byproducts. Nevertheless, also for this derivative, very few traces
of the Corey–Chaykovsky epoxide products were observed. The obtainment of 8 further
strengthened the hypothesized mechanism presented in Scheme 2.

3. Materials and Methods

All the reagents and solvents were purchased from commercial suppliers (Merck,
Darmstadt, DE, Fluorochem, Hadfield, UK, and TCI Europe N.V., Zwijndrecht, BE) and
used without any further purifications. Silica gel matrix, with fluorescent indicator 254 nm,
was used in analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC on aluminum foils), and silica gel
(particle size 40–63 μm, Merck) was used in flash chromatography on Sepachrom Puriflash
XS 420. Visualizations were accomplished with UV light (λ 254 or 280 nm).

The 1H-NMR spectra were measured by Varian Mercury 300 NMR spectrometer/Oxford
Narrow Bore superconducting magnet operating at 300 MHz. The 13C-NMR spectra were
acquired operating at 75 MHz. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative to residual
solvent as the internal standard. Signal multiplicity is used according to the following
abbreviations: s = singlet, d = doublet, dd = doublet of doublets, t = triplet, m = multiplet, and
bs = broad singlet.

Melting points were measured with a TA Q20 DSC system. IR spectra were recorded
with an FT-IR Spectrum TwoTM Perkin Elmer Spectrometer.

The final product 1 was analyzed by reverse-phase HPLC using a Waters XBridge C-18
column (5 μm, 4.6 mm × 150 mm) on an Elite LaChrom HPLC system with a diode array
detector (Hitachi, San Jose, CA; USA). Mobile phase: A: H2O; B: Acetonitrile; gradient,
90% A to 10% A in 25 min with 35 min run time and a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The
purity was quantified at their λ max, and the relative retention time is reported in the
experimental section. High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) spectra were acquired
on Q-Tof SYNAPT G2-Si HDMS 8K (Waters) coupled with an electrospray ionization (ESI)
source in positive (ES+) ion mode. The complete characterization of 1 and 8, in terms of
NMR (both 1H and 13C), HPLC, HRMS and IR spectra, are reported in the Supplementary
Material.
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Ethyl 2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxylate (3): A solution of 2,3-di
hydroxynaftalene (5.0 g, 31.21 mmol) in DMF (50 mL) was added of potassium carbonate
(10.35 g, 74.90 mmol). The reaction mixture was kept stirring at room temperature for
30 min, then ethyl 2,3-dibromopropionate (8.92 g, 34.33 mmol) was added dropwise, and
the medium was heated at 80 ◦C. The reaction mixture was kept stirring at that temperature
for 4 h. At reaction completion, the DMF was evaporated, the crude was diluted with
ethyl acetate (50 mL) and washed with 10% aqueous NaCl (5 × 20 mL), dried over Na2SO4,
filtered, and concentrated to give 6.16 g of 3 as an orange oil. Yield: 76%. 1H NMR

(300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.78–7.53 (m, 2H), 7.41 (s, 1H), 7.36–7.29 (m, 2H), 7.28 (s, 1H), 4.92 (dd,
J = 4.4, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 4.51 (dd, J = 11.5, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 4.45 (dd, J = 11.5, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 4.28 (q,
J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 1.29 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H).

2,3-Dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxylic acid (4): A solution of 3 (6.16 g,
23.85 mmol) in methanol (60 mL) was slowly added of 18 mL of 2.5 N aqueous NaOH. The
reaction mixture was kept stirring at room temperature for 18 h. Once the reaction was
completed, the methanol was evaporated, and the crude was diluted with ethyl acetate
(50 mL) and washed firstly with 10% aqueous HCl (20 mL) and then with 10% aqueous
NaCl (20 mL). The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated to give
5.29 g of 4 as a brownish solid. Mp: 187 ◦C. Mp from the literature [15]: 186 ◦C. Yield: 96%.
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.66 (dd, J = 9.3, 4.9 Hz, 2H), 7.40 (s, 1H), 7.32 (dd, J = 6.3,
3.2 Hz, 2H), 7.29 (s, 1H), 4.98 (dd, J = 4.4, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 4.54 (dd, J = 11.6, 4.4 Hz, 1H), 4.47
(dd, J = 11.6, 3.0 Hz, 1H).

N-Methoxy-N-methyl-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxamide (5): 1,1′-
Carbonyldiimidazole (5.58 g, 34.46 mmol) was added portion-wise to a solution of 4 (5.29 g,
22.97 mmol) in DMF (50 mL) at 0 ◦C. The reaction mixture was stirred at that temperature
for 30 min, and then N,O-dimethyl hydroxylamine hydrochloride (3.36 g, 34.46 mmol) was
added to one pot. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h, and then the volatile
components were evaporated. The crude was resumed with ethyl acetate (50 mL), washed
with 10% aqueous NaCl (3 × 20 mL), dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated under
vacuum to yield 6.26 g of 5 as a yellowish solid. Mp: 119 ◦C. Yield: 98%. 1H NMR (300 MHz,

CDCl3): 7.65 (dd, J = 9.3, 4.9 Hz, 2H), 7.38 (s, 1H), 7.30 (dd, J = 6.4, 3.4 Hz, 2H), 7.29 (s, 1H),
5.16 (dd, J = 6.5, 2.8 Hz, 1H), 4.50 (dd, J = 11.5, 2.8 Hz, 1H), 4.39 (dd, J = 11.5, 6.5 Hz, 1H), 3.81
(s, 3H), 3.27 (s, 3H).

2,3-Dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carbaldehyde (6): A solution of 5 (1.00 g,
3.66 mmol) in dry THF (15 mL) was added dropwise to a suspension of LiAlH4 (0.18 g,
4.75 mmol) in dry THF (5 mL) at –20 ◦C under N2 atmosphere. The reaction mixture was
stirred at that temperature for 30 min, then diluted with DCM (15 mL), and coldly washed
with 10% aqueous HCl (20 mL) and 10% aqueous NaCl (20 mL). The organic phase was
then dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and partially concentrated to give 7.8 mL of yellowish
crude. Since the aldehyde quickly degrades at room temperature when neat (aldehyde is
itself a yellowish oil), a 10% solution in THF was directly used in the successive reaction.
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 9.84 (s, 1H), 7.65 (m, 2H), 7.43 (s, 1H), 7.35 (m, 2H), 7.29 (s,
1H), 4.74 (t, J = 4.2 Hz, 1H), 4.44 (d, J = 4.2, 2H).

(3-Methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol (1): A solution
of trimethylsulfoxonium iodide (0.93 g, 4.21 mmol) in dry DMSO (10 mL) was added
dropwise to a suspension of NaH (0.115 g, 4.40 mmol) in dry DMSO (5 mL) at RT under N2
atmosphere. After 30 min stirring at that temperature, a solution of 6 (3.66 mmol, 0.78 g,
hypothesizing quantitative yield in the previous step) in dry DMSO and THF (3 mL of
DMSO and around 7.8 mL of the 10% THF solution coming from the previous step) was
added dropwise. The reaction mixture was kept stirring for 1 h at RT and then diluted
with Et2O/AcOEt 9/1 (15 mL) and washed with 10% aqueous NaCl (20 mL) and water
(4 × 20 mL). The organic phase was then dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated to
give a residue that was purified by flash chromatography. Elution with 85/15 cyclohex-
ane/ethyl acetate gave 0.25 g of 1 as a white solid. Yield: 30% (two steps yield). Mp 100 ◦C.
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.71–7.66 (m, 2H), 7.37–7.33 (m, 4H), 4.90 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H),
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4.69 (dd, J = 6.8, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 4.48 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 3.97 (dd, J = 11.7, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 3.71
(d, J = 11.7, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 2.08 (bs, 1H). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): 7.79–7.69 (m, 2H),
7.45 (s, 1H), 7.41 (s, 1H), 7.37–7.29 (m, 2H), 5.17 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 4.83 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H),
4.73 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 4.63 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 3.68 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (75 MHz,

DMSO-d6): 150.5, 142.4, 142.3, 129.9, 129.7, 127.0, 126.8, 125.2, 125.1, 113.1, 111.6, 93.0, 74.3,
61.1. HPLC: Purity = 98.3%, Tr = 16.8 min. HRMS (TOF ES+, Na+-adduct): m/z 251.0695,
252.0728. Calculated mass 251.0684, evaluated mass 251.0695.

1-(2,3-Dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)ethanone (7): Methylmagnesium bro-
mide 3.0 M in diethyl ether (5.9 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of 5 (3.23 g,
11.82 mmol) in dry THF (45 mL) at 0 ◦C under N2 atmosphere. The mixture was stirred at
that temperature for 15 min and then warmed to RT and kept stirring for 1 h. After that
timing, it was slowly poured into 10% aqueous HCl (40 mL) and ethyl acetate (40 mL) at 0
◦C. The organic layer was washed with 10% aqueous NaCl (40 mL), dried over Na2SO4,
filtered, and concentrated under vacuum to yield 2.66 g of 7 as a colorless oil. Yield: 99%.
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.71–7.64 (m, 2H), 7.41 (s, 1H), 7.33 (m, 2H), 7.29 (s, 1H), 4.71
(dd, J = 5.0, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 4.44 (dd, J = 10.2, 5.0 Hz, 1H), 4.39 (dd, J = 10.2, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 2.34 (s,
3H).

(2-Methyl-3-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol (8): A
solution of trimethylsulfoxonium iodide (1.60 g, 7.55 mmol) in dry DMSO (25 mL) was
added dropwise to a suspension of NaH (0.20 g, 7.88 mmol) in dry DMSO (15 mL) at RT
under N2 atmosphere. After 30 min stirring at that temperature, a solution of 7 (1.50 g,
6.57 mmol) in dry DMSO (10 mL) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was kept
stirring for 1 h at RT and then diluted with Et2O/AcOEt 9/1 (100 mL) and washed with
10% aqueous NaCl (50 mL) and water (4 × 50 mL). The organic phase was then dried over
Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated to give a residue that was purified by flash chromatog-
raphy. Elution with 80/20 cyclohexane/ethyl acetate gave 0.24 g of 8 as a yellowish solid.
M.p. 91 ◦C. Yield: 15%. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.71–7.64 (m, 2H), 7.37–7.31 (m, 4H),
4.90 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 4.55 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 3.87 (d, J = 11.9 Hz, 1H), 3.71 (d, J = 11.9 Hz,
1H), 1.93 (bs, 1H), 1.58 (s, 3H). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): 7.72 (dt, J = 17.9, 6.6 Hz,
2H), 7.43 (s, 1H), 7.36 (s, 1H), 7.34–7.29 (m, 2H), 5.22 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H), 4.83 (d, J = 2.2 Hz,
1H), 4.66 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 3.56 (dd, J = 9.9, 4.5 Hz, 1H), 3.51 (dd, J = 9.9, 4.5 Hz, 1H), 1.48
(s, 3H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6): 154.2, 142.2, 142.1, 130.1, 129.6, 127.0, 126.8, 125.0,
124.8, 113.0, 111.1, 92.5, 76.6, 64.7, 21.2. HPLC: Purity= 94.5%, Tr = 10.0 min. HRMS (TOF
ES+, Na+-adduct): m/z 265.0847, 266.0881, 267.0639, 267.0978. Calculated mass 265.0841,
evaluated mass 265.0847.

4. Conclusions

The title compound, (3-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol,
was obtained as the main reaction product and with good yields, treating the 2,3-dih
ydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carbaldehyde with trimethylsulfoxonium iodide, following
the common reaction conditions used in the Johnson–Corey–Chaykovsky reaction. Only
negligible traces of the desired corresponding epoxide were found in the reaction mixture.
The mechanism behind the formation of this side product was firstly hypothesized and then
confirmed by applying the same synthetic protocol starting from the analogous methyl ke-
tone. The (3-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol, as well as the
(2-methyl-3-methylene-2,3-dihydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)methanol, were completely
characterized by NMR (both 1H and 13C), HPLC, DSC and HRMS. This undesired product
could be indeed very useful as a starting material since it bears two differently functionalizable
substituents on the 1,4-naphthodioxane ring, not easily achievable via other methods.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: Compound 1; Figure S1: copy of
1H-NMR spectrum in CDCl3; Figure S2: copy of 1H-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S3: copy
of 13C-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S4: copy of HPLC chromatogram; Figure S5: copy of
HRMS spectrum; Figure S6: copy of Elemental Composition Report; Figure S7: copy of IR spectrum;
Compound 8; Figure S8: copy of 1H-NMR spectrum in CDCl3; Figure S9: copy of 1H-NMR spectrum
in DMSO-d6; Figure S10: copy of 13C-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S11: copy of HPLC
chromatogram; Figure S12: copy of HRMS spectrum; Figure S13: copy of Elemental Composition
Report; Figure S14: copy of IR spectrum.
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Abstract: 2,6-difluorobenzamides have been deeply investigated as antibacterial drugs in the last few
decades. Several 3-substituted-2,6-difluorobenzamides have proved their ability to interfere with
the bacterial cell division cycle by inhibiting the protein FtsZ, the key player of the whole process.
Recently, we developed a novel family of 1,4-tetrahydronaphthodioxane benzamides, having an
ethoxy linker, which reached sub-micromolar MICs towards Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus and
Bacillus subtilis. A further investigation of their mechanism of action should require the development
of a fluorescent probe, and the consequent definition of a synthetic pathway for its obtainment. In the
present work, we report the obtainment of an unexpected bicyclic side product, 6-fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-
hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamide, coming
from the substitution of one aromatic fluorine by the in situ formed alkoxy group, in the final opening
of an epoxide intermediate. This side product was similarly achieved, in good yields, by opening
the ring of both erythro and threo epoxides, and the two compounds were fully characterized using
HRMS, 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, HPLC and DSC.

Keywords: 2,6-difluorobenzamide; FtsZ inhibitors; nucleophilic aromatic substitution; side product

1. Introduction

The development of novel antibiotics able to modulate innovative targets represents
one of the main pursued strategies to fight the worrying problem of antimicrobial resis-
tance [1]. This phenomenon is caused by several human-related factors, such as over-
prescription of antibiotics and low investments in the antibiotic resistance field [2].

With the aim of combatting this threat, one of the most exploited and promising
bacterial targets is FtsZ (Filamenting temperature sensitive Z) [3], the main protein actor
of the bacterial division process, the inhibition of which leads to cell filamentation and
lysis [4–7]. Physiologically, GTP-dependent FtsZ polymerization represents the first step
of the whole division process, leading to the formation of the Z-ring, a polymeric circular
structure, at the site partition. Other division proteins then intervene, forming the mature
divisome that allows cytokinesis and cellular division [8].

In the last years, a huge number of FtsZ inhibitors have been developed, belonging to
different chemical classes and interacting with the protein on two different binding sites:
the GTP-binding site or the Interdomain Cleft (IDC) [4,9–11].

Considering the high variety of FtsZ inhibitors, in terms of chemical structure, origin
and interaction site, they are able to inhibit the FtsZ functionality through several mecha-
nisms of actions. For instance, PC190723 (Figure 1), one of the most studied S. aureus and
B. subtilis FtsZ inhibitors, is able to stabilize a high-affinity FtsZ conformation responsible
for the assembly, thus exerting antimicrobial activity [12], while other derivatives can
interfere with the GTPase activity of FtsZ polymers, evoking again their antimicrobial
activity [13].
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Figure 1. Structures of PC190723, derivatives I and II.

Recently, our research group reported a novel class of 1,4-naphthodioxane- or 1,4-
tetrahydronaphthodioxane-benzamides as strong antimicrobials [14], acting through the
inhibition of FtsZ, which resulted to be more potent than other benzamides previously
reported [5,15–18]. In particular, I and II (Figure 1) possess MIC values of 0.25 μg/mL and
0.1 μg/mL versus both Methicillin-sensitive and Methicillin-resistant S. Aureus, respectively.
Moreover, I and II are both active vs. B. subtilis with MICs under 0.1 μg/mL [14].

After having proved their capability to interact and inhibit both S. aureus and B. subtilis
FtsZ, the need of having a fluorescent analogue (Figure 2) of compound II, the strongest
one, arose. An appropriate probe could indeed help to elucidate FtsZ inhibitors’ mecha-
nism of action, as well as to understand any possible off-target interaction, to screen for
novel antibiotics, to track antibiotic uptake throughout cells and organisms, and also to
detect bacterial infections. Nonetheless, despite the clear and broad utility, the number of
fluorescent FZ-probes so far available [19,20] is, to the best of our knowledge, now limited
to only a couple of examples.

 
Figure 2. Structures of II and of the desired fluorescent analogue.

When thinking how to properly introduce a fluorescent dye, a hydroxylated analogue
of II, compound 1a, was designed (Scheme 1), taking inspiration from the work of Stokes
and collaborators [21,22]. The introduction of the -OH was intended as a possible anchor
point for the binding of a proper linker, and thus a fluorescent dye.

This substituent generates a second stereocenter, and the consequent formation of both
erythro and threo isomers. The obtainment of 1a, for which we followed Scheme 1, involves
the final ring opening of isolated erythro and threo epoxides. In the present work, we report
how both these ring openings could surprisingly allow the achievement, in significant
quantities, of the bicyclic side products 1b, the 6-fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-
b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamides.

We further confirmed how the obtainment of these byproducts 1b erythro and threo is
favored during the epoxide opening at quite high temperatures and keeping long reaction
times, which are the usual conditions adopted in the final condensation for the preparation
of FtsZ inhibitors [14,17,18]. On the contrary, the formation of these side products is
partially retarded, keeping milder reaction conditions.
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Scheme 1. Synthetic pathway for the obtainment of both 1a and 1b. Reagents and conditions:
(a) Ethyl 2,3-dibromopropionate, K2CO3, DMF, 70 ◦C, 1 h; (b) 10% aqueous NaOH, MeOH, RT,
30 min; (c) CDI, N,O-Dimethyl hydroxylamine hydrochloride, DMF, RT, 2 h; (d) CH3MgBr, THF, RT,
1.5 h; (e) Br2, diethyl ether, −5 ◦C, 3 h; (f) (I) NaBH4, MeOH, 0–5 ◦C, 30 min; (II) NaH, THF, RT, 18 h;
(g) 2,6-difluoro-3-hydroxybenzamide, K2CO3, DMF, 70 ◦C, 18 h.

2. Results and Discussion

The synthetic scheme developed for achieving 1a is shown in Scheme 1 and started
from the 5,6,7,8-tetrahydronaphthalene-2,3-diol, obtained as previously described [14],
which was treated with freshly prepared ethyl 2,3-dibromopropionate [23], giving racemic
compound 2. The ester underwent basic hydrolysis, and the resulting carboxylic acid 3 was
then converted into the Weinreb amide (4). Amide 4 was then quantitatively transformed
into the corresponding methyl ketone 5, by treatment with methylmagnesium bromide,
similarly to what was successfully done by our research group on structurally similar
derivatives [24,25].

The bromination of methyl ketone 5 was conducted with a single equivalent of bromine
at low temperature, to limit the formation of polybrominated side products, and to max-
imize the conversion into the bromoketone 6. Then, compound 6 underwent a tandem
reaction: the first reduction of the carboxylic function with NaBH4, achieving the instable
halohydrin that was soon treated with sodium hydride, affording the two epoxides 7, both
erythro and threo isomers. The two spots of oxiranes 7 were easily distinguishable through
TLC, and the two isomers were thus isolated by flash chromatography on silica gel. Their
1H-NMR spectra in CDCl3 revealed significant differences in terms of chemical shifts and
multiplicity (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. 1H-NMR Spectra extracts of 7 erythro and 7 threo.

In particular, the first eluted epoxide showed six different signals, with a very clear and
defined multiplicity: four doublets of doublets (two at 4.29 and 4.12 ppm, referring to the
CH2 the 1,4-dioxane portion, and two at 2.90 and 2.80 ppm, which are the two hydrogens
of the epoxidic CH2), a doublet of triplets (at 3.91 ppm, diagnostic of the hydrogen of the
dioxane CH), and a double of doublets of doublets (3.13 ppm, characteristic for the epoxidic
CH). The second eluted oxirane, on the contrary, showed only four multiplets: at 4.26 (1H),
4.07 (2H), 3.19 (1H) and 2.85 (2H) ppm. Moreover, the two appearances were completely
different: the first eluted compound was a wax, whereas the second one was a colorless
oil. The absence of any literature data on tetrahydronaphthodioxane epoxides moved us to
consider the scarce and quite old data on 1,4-dioxane oxiranes [26,27].

Indeed, the peculiar NMR data of the first eluted oxirane were completely in line with
what was observed by Clark and coworkers when preparing the enantiopure erythro-2-
oxiranyl-1,4-benzodioxanes (2R, 1′S) and (2S, 1′R). Moreover, also 1,4-benzodioxane threo
and erythro epoxide isomers were strongly different in terms of physic state: enantiopure
erythro was a solid with a defined melting point (63–64 ◦C [27]), while the racemic one was
defined as oil or with a lower melting point [26,27]. The perfect NMR overlapping, and
comparable physical state difference let us define, without doubts, the diastereoisomeric
identity of the two epoxides 7.

The two 7 isomers were parallelly treated at 70 ◦C for 18 h in basic conditions, in
the presence of 2,6-difluoro-3-hydroxybenzamide, to achieve the two final products 1a.
Unexpectedly, the TLC of the two reaction mixtures revealed the presence of two main
products, different in terms of chromatographic run. In addition to the one that should
refer to the desired compound 1a, a higher spot was clearly visible in both the reactions,
suggesting the formation of a more lipophilic side product.

The two reaction mixtures were worked up and the crudes purified by flash chro-
matography, letting the isolation, similarly in the two cases, of an undesired compound.
Their 1H-NMR spectra showed a surprising pattern for the aromatic signals of the benza-
mide. We indeed expected to observe the two doublets of triplets, which were diagnostic
of the presence of two different fluorine atoms. On the contrary, both the NMR spectra
revealed a triplet and a doublet of doublets, suggesting us the absence of one of the two
fluorine atoms. Considering the basic reaction conditions and the prolonged reaction times,
we hypothesize the formation of the two 1b side products, in which the epoxide ring
opening was soon followed by the in situ generation of the alcoholate, and the subsequent
benzodioxane ring closure, achieving the bicyclic derivatives 1b erythro and 1b threo.

We further confirmed the identity of the two side products by evaluating their 13C-
NMR spectra and their HRMS spectra. The presence of six doublets, instead of six doublets
of doublets, was indeed the clear sign of the presence of a single fluorine atom. Moreover,
the mass analysis confirmed the hypothesis and the elemental compositions.
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We also repeated the final steps, by decreasing the reaction temperature or the reaction
times, and we noticed how the side products yields were a little lower, further confirming
the importance of the reaction conditions.

Finally, we also treated both 1a erythro and 1a threo while keeping the same reaction
conditions used in the ring openings, and we noticed the formation of both 1b erythro and
1b threo, even with low yields.

The partial obtainment of these side products, directly from 1a erythro and 1a threo,
suggests how these byproducts are most favored during the epoxides opening. In our
opinion, the side products formation could be promoted by a concerted mechanism, in
which the ring opening by the phenate is simultaneous to the cyclization due to nucleophilic
substitution of the fluorine atom in phenate ortho position.

3. Materials and Methods

Starting materials and solvents were purchased from commercial suppliers (Merck,
Darmstadt, DE, Fluorochem, Hadfield, UK, and TCI Europe N.V., Zwijndrecht, BE) and
were used without further purification.

1H- and 13C-NMR spectra were acquired on a Varian 300 Mercury NMR spectrometer
operating at 300 MHz for 1H-NMR, and 75 MHz for 13C-NMR; the chemical shifts are
reported in ppm. Signal multiplicity is used according to the following abbreviations:
s = singlet, bs = broad singlet, d = doublet, dd = doublet of doublets, ddd = doublet of
doublets of doublets, td = triplet of doublets, t = triplet and m = multiplet.

Melting points were measured with a TA Q20 DSC system. TLC were performed
on standard analytical silica gel layers (thickness 200 μm; aluminum support silica gel
60 matrix with fluorescent indicator 254 nm, Sigma-Aldrich/Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany). Chromatographic purifications were performed, in normal phase, using flash
chromatography on Puriflash XS 420 (Sepachrom, Rho (Milan), Italy), and over different
flash chromatography cartridges, filled with Merck high purity grade Silica Gel, 70–230 or
230–400 mesh particle size.

The final side products 1b erythro and 1b threo, as well as the benzamide derivatives
1a erythro and 1a threo, were analyzed by reverse-phase HPLC using a Waters XBridge
C-18 column (5 μm, 4.6 mm × 150 mm) on an Elite LaChrom HPLC system with a diode
array detector (Hitachi, San Jose, CA; USA). Mobile phase: A: H2O; B: acetonitrile; gradient,
90% A to 10% A in 25 min with 35 min run time and a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The purity
was quantified at their λ max (289 nm) and was found to be >90% for all the compounds,
and the relative retention time is reported in the experimental section. High-resolution
mass spectrometry (HRMS) spectra were acquired on Q-Tof SYNAPT G2-Si HDMS 8K
(Waters) coupled with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source in positive (ES+) ion mode.
The characterization spectra of 1b erythro and 1b threo, in terms of NMR (both 1H and
13C) and HRMS, is reported in the Supplementary Material.

Ethyl 2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxylate (2): A suspen-
sion of 5,6,7,8-tetrahydronaphthalene-2,3-diol (1.50 g, 9.14 mmol) and K2CO3 (2.78 g,
20.1 mmol) in DMF (15 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 30 min. Ethyl 2,3-
dibromoproprionate (2.61 g, 10.05 mmol) was added dropwise and the reaction mixture
was stirred at 70 ◦C for 1 h, the volatile solvent evaporated under vacuum, the residue
diluted with ethyl acetate (20 mL), washed with 10% aqueous NaCl (5 × 15 mL), dried with
Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated under vacuum to give 1.86 g (78 %) of 2 as a yellowish
oil. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.70 (s, 1H), 6.56 (s, 1H), 4.77 (t, J = 3.8 Hz, 1H), 4.34 (m,
2H), 4.27 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 2.67 (m, 4H), 1.75 (m, 4H), and 1.29 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H).

2,3,6,7,8,9-Hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxylic acid (3): 10% aqueous
NaOH (5.7 mL) was added to a solution of 2 (1.86 g, 7.09 mmol) in methanol (20 mL). The
reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min at RT, volatile solvents were evaporated, and the
residue was diluted with ethyl acetate. The organic layer was washed with 10% aqueous
HCl then with brine, dried over Na2SO4, then filtered and concentrated under vacuum to
yield 1.58 g (95%) of 3 as a yellow oil. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.70 (s, 1H), 6.59 (s,
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1H), 4.85 (dd, J = 5.1, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 4.41 (dd, J = 11.0, 5.1 Hz, 1H), 4.34 (dd, J = 11.0, 3.0 Hz,
1H), 2.66 (m, 4H), and 1.74 (m, 4H).

N-Methoxy-N-methyl-2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine-2-carboxamide (4):

1,1′-Carbonyldiimidazole (1.64 g, 10.1 mmol) was added to a solution of 3 (1.58 g, 6.74 mmol)
in DMF (16 mL). After stirring for 30 min, N,O-dimethyl hydroxylamine hydrochloride
(0.99 g, 10 mmol) was added in portions, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h. At
completion, the DMF was evaporated, and the crude was diluted with ethyl acetate. The
organic phase was washed with 10% aqueous NaHCO3, 10% aqueous HCl and finally with
brine and then dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum to yield 1.76 g
(95%) of 4 as a brownish oil. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, δ): δ 6.68 (s, 1H), 6.59 (s, 1H), 5.01
(dd, J = 6.7, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 4.37 (dd, J = 11.4, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 4.24 (dd, J = 11.4, 6.7 Hz, 1H), 3.78 (s,
3H), 3.26 (s, 3H), 2.66 (m, 4H), 1.74 (m, 4H).

1-(2,3,6,7,8,9-Hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)ethanone (5): 3.0 M Methyl
magnesium bromide in diethyl ether (3.2 mL) was added dropwise to a solution of 4 (1.76 g,
6.35 mmol) in dry THF (65 mL) at 0 ◦C under N2. The reaction mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 1.5 h and poured into a 1/1 mixture of ethyl acetate and 10% aqueous HCl
(50 + 50 mL). The organic phase was then washed twice with 10% aqueous NaCl, dried over
Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum to yield 1.34 g (92%) of 5 as a yellowish
oil. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.69 (s, 1H), 6.58 (s, 1H), 4.56 (dd, J = 4.9, 3.5 Hz, 1H),
4.28 (dd, J = 11.4, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 4.25 (dd, J = 11.4, 4.9 Hz, 1H), 2.68 (m, 4H), 2.29 (s, 3H), and
1.75 (m, 4H).

2-Bromo-1-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)ethanone (6): Bromine
(0.30 mL, 5.8 mmol) was added dropwise to a solution of 5 (1.34 g, 5.77 mmol) in diethyl
ether (40 mL) at −5.0 ◦C. The mixture was stirred at that temperature for 3 h, washed
Na2S2O5 (10 mL), dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum, to obtain
1.80 g of 6 as a yellowish oil (quantitative yield). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.72 (s,
1H), 6.62 (s, 1H), 4.86 (dd, J = 4.7, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 4.40 (m, 2H), 4.33 (d, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H), 4.10
(d, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H), 2.70 (m, 4H), and 1.76 (m, 4H).

Erythro- and Threo- 2-(Oxiran-2-yl)-2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxine (7):

NaBH4 (0.11 g, 2.9 mmol) was added in portions to a solution of 6 (1.80 g, 5.77 mmol) in
MeOH (36 mL) at 0 ◦C. The reaction mixture was stirred at 0 ◦C for 30 min, then volatile
solvents were removed under vacuum. The crude was diluted with THF (15 mL) and added
dropwise to a suspension of 60% NaH (0.28 g, 6.92 mmol) in THF (5 mL) at 0◦C under
nitrogen atmosphere. After 30 min, the reaction mixture was warmed to RT and stirred
for 18 h, then THF was evaporated, and the crude resumed with ethyl acetate (20 mL)
and phosphate buffer pH = 7 (15 mL). The organic phase was washed with 10% aqueous
NaCl, dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum to yield 1.40 g of a
mixture of 7 isomers as a brown oil. Elution with 9/1 cyclohexane/ethyl acetate on silica
gel gave 0.47 g of 7 erythro (first eluted) as white wax and 0.32 g of 7 threo (second eluted)
as colorless oil (Cumulative yield of erythro and threo isomers = 59%).

7 Erythro: 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.60 (s, 2H), 4.29 (dd, J = 11.4, 2.4 Hz, 1H),
4.12 (dd, J = 11.4, 6.6 Hz, 1H), 3.91 (td, J = 6.6, 2.4 Hz, 1H), 3.13 (ddd, J = 6.6, 4.1, 2.6 Hz, 1H),
2.90 (dd, J = 4.9, 4.1 Hz, 1H), 2.80 (dd, J = 4.9, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 2.67 (m, 4H), and 1.73 (m, 4H).

7 Threo:1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.63 (s, 1H), 6.58 (s, 1H), 4.26 (m, 1H), 4.07 (m,
2H), 3.19 (m, 1H), 2.85 (m, 2H), 2.66 (m, 4H), and 1.74 (m, 4H).

Erythro 2,6-Difluoro-3-(2-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2-

hydroxyethoxy)benzamide (1a erythro) and erythro 6-Fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-

hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamide

(1b erythro): A solution of 3-Hydroxy-2,6-difluorobenzamide (0.37 g, 2.1 mmol) in DMF
(3 mL) was added to a solution of 7 erythro (0.47 g, 2.0 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.31 g, 2.2 mmol)
in DMF (2 mL) at RT. Heating and stirring at 70 ◦C for 18 h led to the obtainment of the
side product 1b erythro in 24% yield. DMF evaporation under vacuum, dilution with
ethyl acetate (20 mL), washing with 10% aqueous NaCl (5 × 10 mL), drying over Na2SO4,
filtering and concentration under vacuum gave a brown residue. Elution with 6/4 to 4/6
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cyclohexane/ethyl acetate on silica gel allowed the isolation of 0.32 g (Yield = 39%) of 1a

erythro and of 0.19 g (Yield = 24%) of 1b erythro as white solids.
1a erythro: HPLC: Tr = 14.9 min. Mp = 155 ◦C.
1H-NMR (300 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 8.10 (s, 1H), 7.81 (s, 1H), 7.24 (dt, J = 9.3, 5.3 Hz,

1H), 7.04 (dt, J = 9.0, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 6.52 (s, 1H), 6.51 (s, 1H), 5.68 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H), 4.32 (d,
J = 9.5 Hz, 1H), 4.15 (m, 4H), 3.94 (m, 1H), 2.55 (m, 4H), and 1.64 (m, 4H)

13C-NMR (75 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 161.8, 152.3 (dd, J = 239.3, 6.7 Hz), 148.3 (dd, J = 246.8,
8.2 Hz), 143.7 (dd, J = 10.5, 3.0 Hz), 143.3, 140.8, 129.9, 129.7, 117.0 (dd, J = 24.6, 20.3 Hz),
117.0, 116.9, 116.8, 116.7, 116.0 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.7 Hz), 111.3 (dd, J = 23.1, 3.0 Hz), 73.1, 71.4,
67.8, 64.9, 28.5, and 23.2.

1b erythro: HPLC: Tr = 15.3 min. Mp = 266 ◦C. HRMS (TOF ES+, Na+-adduct): m/z
408.1229, 409.1263, and 410.1289. Calculated mass 408.1218, evaluated mass 408.1229.

1H-NMR (300 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 7.91 (s, 1H), 7.63 (s, 1H), 6.92 (d, J = 9.0, 5.4 Hz, 1H),
6.73 (t, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 6.58 (s, 1H), 6.55 (s, 1H), 4.44 (dd, J = 11.6, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 4.33–4.28 (m,
4H), 4.17 (dd, J = 12.1, 6.5 Hz, 1H), 2.57 (m, 4H), and 1.64 (m, 4H).

13C-NMR (75 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 163.4, 153.1 (d, J = 237.0 Hz), 141.1, 140.1, 139.7
(d, J = 3.0 Hz), 139.5 (d, J = 9.0 Hz), 130.24, 130.17, 117.6 (d, J = 9.0 Hz), 117.03, 117.01, 116.9
(d, J = 27.0 Hz), 108.3 (d, J = 25.5 Hz), 70.1, 70.0, 64.3, 63.6, 28.5, and 23.2.

Threo 2,6-Difluoro-3-(2-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2-

hydroxyethoxy)benzamide (1a threo) and threo 6-Fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho

[1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamide (1b threo): 1a and 1b

threo were obtained from 7 threo (0.30 g, 1.3 mmol), following the same procedure of 1a

erythro and 1b erythro, achieving 0.16 g (Yield = 31%) of 1a threo and 80 mg (Yield = 16%)
of 1b threo as white solids.

1a threo: HPLC Tr = 14.5 min. Mp = 147 ◦C.
1H-NMR (300 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 8.09 (s, 1H), 7.81 (s, 1H), 7.27 (dt, J = 9.4, 5.3 Hz,

1H), 7.05 (dt, J = 9.0, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.53 (s, 1H), 6.52 (s, 1H), 5.49 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 1H), 4.33 (dd,
J = 11.2, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 4.09 (m, 5H), 2.56 (m, 4H), and 1.64 (m, 4H).

13C-NMR (75 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 161.8, 152.3 (dd, J = 239.3, 6.7 Hz), 148.3 (dd, J = 246.8,
8.2 Hz), 143.7 (dd, J = 10.5, 3.0 Hz), 143.3, 140.8, 129.9, 129.7, 117.0 (dd, J = 24.6, 20.3 Hz),
117.0, 116.9, 116.8, 116.7, 116.0 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.7 Hz), 111.3 (dd, J = 23.1, 3.0 Hz), 73.1, 71.4,
67.8, 64.9, 28.5, and 23.2.

1b threo: HPLC Tr = 13.3 min. Mp = 290 ◦C with decomposition. HRMS (TOF ES+,
Na+-adduct): m/z 408.1222, 409.1253, and 410.1277. Calculated mass 408.1218, evaluated
mass 408.1222.

1H-NMR (300 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 7.75 (s, 1H), 7.56 (s, 1H), 6.91 (d, J = 8.9, 5.5 Hz, 1H),
6.71 (t, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 6.55 (s, 1H), 6.52 (s, 1H), 4.48-4.37 (m, 4H), 4.21 (dd, J = 11.9, 8.1 Hz,
1H), 4.08 (dd, J = 11.9, 8.3 Hz, 1H), 2.56 (m, 4H), and 1.64 (m, 4H).

13C-NMR (75 MHz, d6-DMSO): δ 163.4, 153.2 (d, J = 236.8 Hz), 141.0, 140.8 (d,
J = 3.0 Hz), 140.4 (d, J = 10.1 Hz), 139.7, 130.1, 130.0, 117.61 (d, J = 9.0 Hz), 117.59, 117.5,
117.0 (d, J = 21.1 Hz), 108.2 (d, J = 22.3 Hz), 72.1, 71.7, 64.5, 64.2, 28.5, and 23.2.

Conversion of 1a erythro to 1b erythro: A solution of 1a erythro (0.10 g, 0.25 mmol)
in DMF (1 mL) was added to a suspension of K2CO3 (0.070 g, 0.50 mmol) in DMF (1 mL)
at RT. The mixture was heated at 70 ◦C and stirred for 18 h, then DMF was evaporated
under vacuum. The residue was diluted with ethyl acetate (10 mL), washed with 10%
aqueous NaCl (5 × 5 mL), dried over Na2SO4, then filtered and concentrated under vacuum,
yielding a brown residue. Elution with 1/1 cyclohexane/ethyl acetate on silica gel allowed
the isolation of 34 mg (35%) of 1b erythro as a white solid.

Conversion of 1a threo to 1b threo: 1b threo was obtained from 1a threo (0.10 g,
0.25 mmol), following the same procedure seen for 1b erythro, achieving 29 mg (30%) of
1b threo as a white solid.
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4. Conclusions

The two threo and erythro isomers of the 6-fluoro-3-(2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-
b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl)-2,3-dihydrobenzo[b][1,4]dioxine-5-carboxamide were obtained as a sig-
nificant and abundant side product, when opening the two isomers of the 2-(oxiran-2-
yl)-2,3,6,7,8,9-hexahydronaphtho[2,3-b][1,4]dioxines with a 2,6-difluorophenate, stirring at
70 ◦C and keeping overnight reaction times.

The structure of these two side products was firstly hypothesized by carefully evaluat-
ing the 1H-NMR spectra, which revealed the absence of a fluorine atom, and then confirmed
by both 13C-NMR and HRMS spectra. The diastereoisomeric identity was defined after
having characterized the isomer nature of the starting epoxides, by NMR comparison
with literature enantiopure 1,4-benzodixoane oxiranes. The side products were further
characterized by HPLC and DSC, fully detailing these novel and unexpected byproducts.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: Compound 1b erythro; Figure S1:
Copy of 1H-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S2: Copy of 13C-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6;
Figure S3: Copy of HRMS spectrum; Figure S4: Copy of Elemental Composition Report; Com-
pound 1b threo; Figure S5: Copy of 1H-NMR spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S6: Copy of 13C-NMR
spectrum in DMSO-d6; Figure S7: Copy of HRMS spectrum; and Figure S8: Copy of Elemental
Composition Report.
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Abstract: In this work, we report the unexpected conversion of a pyridine derivative into the
corresponding N-benzylated pyridinium salt due to the presence of unreacted benzyl bromide in the
crude product. This transformation was observed at room temperature in a solvent-free environment
and without any stirring. These interesting data show how pyridinium salts can be formed in mild
conditions, avoiding high temperatures that could promote the degradation of the desired product.

Keywords: quaternary ammonium salts; α-carbon benzylation; N-benzylation

1. Introduction

Quaternary ammonium cations are known as versatile functional groups with vari-
ous applications in many branches of chemistry. Within organic chemistry, ammonium
cations are widely present in structures of phase-transfer compounds [1] (for instance,
tetrabutylammonium bromide), drugs (neuromuscular-blocking drugs, cholinergic drugs,
antimicrobials [2]), surfactants (phosphatidylcholines) and many others. In synthesis, due
to their electrophilic nature, quaternary ammonium cations are also exploited as leaving
groups in nucleophilic substitutions [3,4]. The most common method of synthesizing
quaternary pyridinium or ammonium salts is the Menšutkin reaction, i.e., simple alkylation
with alkyl halides, which often requires heat [5–7]. Pyridinium salts are often formed in
toluene, acetone or acetonitrile, always at high temperatures [8,9]. While designing the syn-
thesis of a second family of derivatives acting as disease-modifying agents in Parkinson’s
disease [10–12], we planned as a first step the α-benzylation of commercially available
methyl 2-pyridilacetate with benzyl bromide, in basic conditions, giving compound I

(Figure 1).

Figure 1. α-benzylation of methyl 2-pyridylacetate, the central reaction of the present work.

The main criticisms of this reaction, which affects both the overall yield and product
purification, are twofold: the potential double alkylation of the α-carbon, yielding the
undesired di-benzylated by-product II, and the benzylation of the pyridine nitrogen, with
the resulting formation of the quaternary pyridinium salt III. The latter is particularly
likely if the reaction is conducted at high temperatures. Moreover, another possibility is
the initial obtainment of the desired compound I, followed by N-alkylation with unreacted
benzyl bromide present in the reaction mixture, giving the by-product IV (Figure 2). Our

Molbank 2023, 2023, M1738. https://doi.org/10.3390/M1738 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/molbank
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goals were to find acceptable conditions to achieve I with the highest possible yields while
avoiding as much as possible the formation of any potential impurity, like II, III and/or IV.

 

Figure 2. Structures of by-products II–IV.

While looking for the best conditions to obtain I, avoiding as much as possible the
formation of any by-product, we noticed how the reaction’s crude product, containing only
I and unreacted benzyl bromide, spontaneously evolved to the quantitative formation of
IV, in a complete solvent-free environment and at room temperature, upon standing.

2. Results

To obtain compound I, we decided to perform the reaction between methyl 2-pyridil
acetate and benzyl bromide using diisopropylethyl amine (DIPEA) as a base instead of
K2CO3, alcoholates, LDA or sodium hexamethyldisilazane, which are more commonly
used as α-alkylate esters. This choice forced us to conduct the reaction at high temperatures,
due to the lower basicity of DIPEA compared to the other bases, to observe reactivity. In
this regard, we found that 90 ◦C was the temperature at which complete consumption
of methyl 2-pyridilacetate could be observed in around 7 h, although we used a double
amount of benzyl bromide. In these conditions, as is typical of pyridinium salt syntheses,
we expected the formation of III and/or IV as by-products. Surprisingly, no traces of III or
IV were found in the 1H-NMR spectrum of the crude product (Figure 3), in which only I

and an almost equimolar amount of unreacted excess of benzyl bromide were present.

Figure 3. NMR spectrum of the crude product. NMR signals of compound I are highlighted in yellow,
while unreacted benzyl bromide signals are marked in blue.
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Thus, we decided to maintain and use these conditions to perform the reaction and, in
particular, to continue along the synthetic pathway without further purification or removal
of the unreacted benzyl bromide, since the following reaction should not be influenced by
its presence.

Unfortunately, after 72 h, we noticed that the crude product’s appearance changed
from an oil to a wax and thus decided to re-check the crude product’s quality via NMR.
Surprisingly, we noticed how, simply upon standing at room temperature, the crude
product I completely evolved to the formation of IV, which was caused by the N-alkylation
of I with unreacted benzyl bromide (Figure 4).

 

Figure 4. Conversion of I to IV in neat conditions at room temperature (RT).

The nature of the formed by-product could be easily identified by observing the
number of aromatic hydrogens, the peculiar doublets of the benzyl CH2 signal, at 6.40 and
6.17 ppm, and a shift of pyridine aromatic hydrogen signals to a higher ppm due to the
EWG nature of the charged nitrogen was observed (Figure S2).

Interestingly, this quantitative conversion happened in a completely solvent-free
environment and at room temperature, in reaction conditions that significantly differ
from the “standard” ones employed to obtain quaternary ammonium and pyridinium
salts. Then, we further confirmed compound IV’s nature using High-Resolution Mass
Spectrometry (HRMS) analysis, which identified the expected exact mass as well as the
elemental composition (Figure S4), and 13C-NMR (Figure S3).

3. Material and Methods

All the reagents and solvents were acquired from commercial suppliers (Merck, Darm-
stadt, DE, Fluorochem, Hadfield, UK, and TCI Europe N.V., Zwijndrecht, BE) and used
without further purifications. Silica gel matrix, with a fluorescent indicator of 254 nm,
was used in analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC on aluminum foils), and silica gel
(particle size 40–63 μm, Merck) was used in flash chromatography with a Puriflash XS 420
(Sepachrom, Rho (Milan), Italy). Visualizations were accomplished with UV light (λ 254 or
280 nm).

The 1H-NMR spectra were measured with a Varian Mercury 300 NMR spectrome-
ter/Oxford Narrow Bore superconducting magnet operating at 300 MHz. The 13C-NMR
spectra were acquired at 75 MHz. Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative to
residual solvent as an internal standard. Signal multiplicity is described according to the
following abbreviations: s = singlet, d = doublet, dd = doublet of doublets, ddd = doublet
of doublets of doublets, dt = doublet of triplets, t = triplet and m = multiplet.

HRMS spectra were acquired with a Q-tof SYNAPT G2-Si HDMS 8K (Waters) coupled
with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source in positive (ES+) ion mode.

Methyl 3-phenyl-2-(pyridin-2-yl)propanoate (I): DIPEA (1.38 mL, 7.94 mmol) and
benzyl bromide (1.57 mL, 13.24 mmol) were added to a solution of methyl 2-pyridilacetate
(0.89 mL, 6.62 mmol) in toluene (10 mL). The reaction mixture was heated at 90 ◦C and
stirred for 7 h. Then, the reaction was diluted with ethyl acetate (10 mL), washed once with
10 % aqueous NaCl (20 mL), dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum
to give 1.40 g of an orange oil corresponding to a mixture of I and an almost equimolar
amount of unreacted benzyl bromide. 1H-NMR (CDCl3): δ 8.59 (ddd, J = 4.9, 1.8, 0.9 Hz,
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1H), 7.61 (dt, J = 7.7, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.25–7.08 (m, 7H), 4.12 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 3.64 (s, 3H), 3.46
(dd, J = 13.8, 8.0 Hz, 1H), 3.24 (dd, J = 13.8, 7.8 Hz, 1H) ppm.

2-(1-methoxycarbonyl-2-phenyleth-1-yl)-1-benzylpyridin-1-ium bromide (IV): 1.40
g of compound IV was obtained from the crude derivative I, obtained as mentioned above,
upon standing in neat conditions as a yellowish oil. 1H-NMR (CDCl3): δ 10.20 (dd, J = 6.2,
1.1 Hz, 1H), 8.54 (dt, J = 7.9, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 8.19–8.09 (m, 2H), 7.42–7.34 (m, 3H), 7.20 (m, 3H),
7.15–7.09 (m, 2H), 6.85–6.78 (m, 2H), 6.40 (d, J = 15.6 Hz, 1H), 6.17 (d, J = 15.6 Hz, 1H), 4.60
(dd, J = 8.1, 6.9 Hz, 1H), 3.58 (s, 3H), 3.49–3.39 (m, 1H), 3.09 (dd, J = 13.7, 6.7 Hz, 1H) ppm.
13C-NMR (CDCl3): 168.8, 153.9, 148.5, 146.5, 135.4, 132.3, 129.7, 129.4, 129.1, 128.9, 128.8,
128.7, 127.6, 127.5, 127.2 ppm. HRMS (TOF ES+, Na+-adduct): m/z 332.1650, 333.1682.
Calculated mass 332.1645, evaluated mass 332.1650.

4. Conclusions

Within this work, we report the complete and unexpected conversion of a pyridine
nitrogen to a quaternary pyridinium salt at room temperature and in neat conditions,
without stirring. These interesting results could be further exploited for the obtainment of
this important class of compounds, avoiding elevated-temperature conditions that could
promote product degradation phenomena.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: Figure S1: 1H-NMR spectrum of I.
Figure S2: 1H-NMR spectrum of IV. Figure S3: 13C-NMR spectrum of IV. Figure S4: HRMS and
elemental composition report of IV.
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(Z)-2′-((Adamantan-1-yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-2′,3′-dihydro-[2,4′-
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Abstract: The title compound, (Z)-2′-((adamantan-1-yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-2′,3′-dihydro-[2,4′-biimid-
azolylidene]-4,5,5′(1H,1′H,3H)-trione, was found to be a by-product of the reaction of 1,3-dehydroada-
mantane with 3-methyl-2-thioxoimidazolidin-4-one and characterized via single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

Keywords: adamantane; thiohydantoin; by-product; X-ray structure

1. Introduction

2-Thioxoimidazolidin-4-one (2-thiohydantoin, Figure 1) is a very promising scaffold
for the creation of biologically active compounds, with the possibility of independent
functionalization in four directions [1–4]. Moreover, thiohydantoins substituted at all
possible positions are available, albeit in low yields, through four-component one-pot
domino-reactions [5]. However, most of the synthesized 2-thiohydantoin derivatives
bear substituents in the position 3 [6,7] or 5 [8,9]. It is not surprising that many recent
works have been published on the study of the biological activity of compounds de-
rived from 2-thiohydantoin. 2-Thiohydantoin derivatives exhibit anticonvulsant [10],
fungicidal [11–13], antiviral [14,15], antimutagenic [16,17], and immunomodulatory [18]
bioactivities, and some of them are also considered in the hormone-independent treatment
of prostate cancer [19–22].

Figure 1. Structure of 2-thiohydantoin with numbered atoms.

The adamantyl fragment, due to its high lipophilicity, is part of many biologically
active compounds [23]. 1,3-Dehydroadamantane (tetracyclo[3.3.1.1.3,7.0.1,3]decane, 1,3-
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DHA, 2, Scheme 1) is a convenient reagent for the direct introduction of the adamantyl
moiety into the molecules of various organic compounds with activated C–H [24] as well
as ordinary N–H bonds [25–28]. In this regard, we carried out the modification of 2-
thiohydantoin and its 3-alkyl- and aryl- derivatives using 1,3-DHA. Herein, we report
a very unusual side compound obtained from the reaction of 1,3-DHA with 3-methyl-2-
thioxoimidazolidin-4-one (1).

Scheme 1. Main route of the reaction of 1,3-dehydroadamantane (2) with 3-methyl-2-thioxoimi-
dazolidin-4-one (1).

2. Results and Discussion

It is known that 2-thiohydanoin and its 3-substituted derivatives undergo a tautomeric
transformation, as is shown in Scheme 1 [29]. Thus, our study intended to establish which
form of 3-methyl-2-thiohydanoin reacts with 1,3-DHA (2). The reaction was carried out
in THF under reflux for 8 h. We discovered that the main product of the reaction is 2-
((adamantan-1-yl)thio)-3-methyl-3,5-dihydro-4H-imidazol-4-one (3), which corresponds to
the involvement of the S–H bond of 1’, instead of the N–H of 1.

However, during the isolation of main reaction product 3, we found a small amount
(3%) of an unidentified by-product, which was insoluble in acetone. Separated by the filtra-
tion of the acetone solution, it was then dissolved in ethanol and left for slow crystallization.
The resulting crystals were of good quality for a single-crystal X-ray diffraction study.
The analysis (see supplementary) showed that the by-product was (Z)-2′-((adamantan-
1-yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-2′,3′-dihydro-[2,4′-biimidazolylidene]-4,5,5′(1H,1′H,3H)-trione (5,
Scheme 2, Figure 2).

 
Scheme 2. Putative route of formation of the (Z)-2′-((adamantan-1-yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-2′,3′-
dihydro-[2,4′-biimidazolylidene]-4,5,5′(1H,1′H,3H)-trione (5).
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Figure 2. Structure of compound 5 in the crystal with thermal ellipsoids at the 80% probability level
for nonhydrogen atoms according to single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Selected interatomic distances
[Å]: S1–C1 1.7274(13), S1–C11 1.8432(13), O2–C2 1.2309(17), O5–C5 1.2087(18), O6–C6 1.2051(17),
N1–C1 1.3038(17), N1–C3 1.3975(16), N2–C1 1.4032(16), N2–C2 1.3843(17), N2–C20 1.4628(17), N3–C4
1.3844(16), N3–C6 1.3734(17), N3–H3 0.86(2), N4–C4 1.3804(16), N4–C5 1.3810(17), N4–C40 1.4603(17),
C2–C3 1.4660(18), C3–C4 1.3563(18), C5–C6 1.531(2).

We assume that, under the reaction conditions, main product 3 was involved in the
interaction with starting compound 1 to produce a small amount of by-product 4 (Scheme 2).
The reaction of 2-thiohydantoins at position 5 with carbonyl-containing compounds is well
known [8,9] and the carbon atom at the position 5 of 3 could act as a potential nucleophile
with respect to the thiocarbonyl group of 1, which is present in the reaction mixture. By-
product 4 could then be oxidized into 5 (Scheme 3). This fact reveals the possibility of the
oligomerization of 2-thiohydanoins and should be noted in further studies as one of the
yield-decreasing factors.
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Scheme 3. Plausible mechanism for formation of compounds 4 and 5.

3. Materials and Methods

Preparation of compound 5. A solution of 1,3-dehydroadamantane (2, 670 mg, 5 mmol)
in 10 mL of DCM was added to the solution of 3-methyl-2-thioxoimidazolidin-4-one (1,
975 mg, 7.5 mmol) in 10 mL of DCM. The reaction mass was refluxed for 2 h and the solvent
was removed in vacuo. Crude product was dissolved in acetone and filtered. Residue from
the filter (35 mg) was dissolved in ethanol (2 mL) and left in a Schlenk flask for the process
of slow crystallization to obtain crystals of compound 5.

Compound 5 crystallized in the P21/m monoclinic space group with half of the
molecule in the asymmetric cell. The molecule was located on the crystallographic mirror
plane. It is interesting to note that a C2–C3 bond length of 1.4660(18) Å was expected for
the C(sp2)–C(sp2) single bond (ca. 1.47 Å), while the C5–C6 bond was noticeably longer
(1.531(2) Å). The C3–C4 bond length of 1.3563(18) Å meant that it was double the expected
length (ca. 1.34 Å was expected). The bond lengths of the carbonyl groups (ca. 1.21 Å was
expected) were in the range from 1.2051(17) to 1.2309(17) Å. The compound was charac-
terized by the intramolecular hydrogen bond N3–H3···O2 with the following parameters:
N3–H3 0.86(2) Å, H3···O2 2.23(2) Å, N3···O2 2.8299(15) Å, and ∠N3–H3···O2 126.6(17)◦.
Basically, due to nonclassical hydrogen bonds C–H···O, the molecules were combined into
a layer parallel to the 0ac plane. Then, the layers were joined together along the shortest
axis 0b of the unit cell due to π···π interactions. The nature of nonclassical hydrogen bonds
and π···π interactions in crystals was previously considered in detail [30].

The deposition number CCDC 2,234,948 contains the supplementary crystallographic
data for this paper. These data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge Crystal-
lographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures service
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Suitable monocrystals of 5 were prepared by slow
crystallization from an ethanol solution. The data set for a single crystal 5 was collected
on a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer with a PHOTON III area detector and an IμS
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DIAMOND microfocus X-ray tube using Mo Kα (0.71073 Å) radiation at 100(2) K. The
data reduction package APEX4 was used for data processing. Data were corrected for
systematic errors and absorption: Numerical absorption correction based on integration
over a multifaceted crystal model and empirical absorption correction based on spherical
harmonics according to the point group symmetry 2/m using equivalent reflections. The
structure was solved using the intrinsic phasing approach and SHELXT-2018/2 [31] and
refined using full-matrix least-squares on F2 using SHELXL-2018/3 [32]. Non-hydrogen
atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were found by difference Fourier
maps and refined isotropically.

Crystallographic data for 5. C18H22N4O3S, yellow prism (0.345 × 0.245 × 0.223 mm3), for-
mula weight 374.45 g mol–1; monoclinic, P21/m (No. 11), a = 11.4315(3) Å, b = 6.6765(2) Å,
c = 11.5969(3) Å, β = 107.8509(5)◦, V = 842.49(4) Å3, Z = 2, Z’ = 0.5, T = 100(2) K,
dcalc = 1.476 g cm−3, μ(Mo Kα) = 0.220 mm−1, F(000) = 396; Tmax/min = 0.9583/0.8697;
66,553 reflections were collected (1.845◦ ≤ θ ≤ 28.304◦, index ranges: –15 ≤ h ≤ 15,
–8 ≤ k ≤ 8, and –15 ≤ l ≤ 15), 2268 of which were unique, Rint = 0.0334, Rσ = 0.0098;
completeness to θ of 28.304◦ was 100.0%. The refinement of 198 parameters with 42 re-
straints converged to R1 = 0.0284 and wR2 = 0.0791 for 2195 reflections with I > 2σ(I) and
R1 = 0.0292 and wR2 = 0.0800 for all data with a goodness-of-fit of S = 1.045 and residual
electron density ρmax/min = 0.407 and –0.215 e Å–3, rms 0.045; max shift/e.s.d. in the last
cycle 0.000.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented the previously unknown compound, (Z)-2′-((adamantan-1-
yl)thio)-1,1′-dimethyl-2′,3′-dihydro-[2,4′-biimidazolylidene]-4,5,5′(1H,1′H,3H)-trione, which
was isolated from a reaction mass and characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded. Single-crystal
X-ray diffraction data (cif).
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Abstract: A heteroleptic binuclear manganese complex was obtained and characterized by single-
crystal X-ray diffraction. Manganese ions coordinate with the target product and by-product of
the condensation reaction between 2-picolylamine and acenaphthenequinone are characterized by
different geometries in the resulting complex.

Keywords: alkyl-BIAN; picolylamine; manganese; condensation reaction; acenaphthenequinone;
X-ray structure

1. Introduction

Transition metal complexes with bis-iminoacenaphthenes (BIANs) are found in ap-
plication in different areas of modern chemistry [1]; for instance, they serve as catalysts
for many types of organic reactions [2–6] and act as magnetoactive [7,8] and optical [9]
materials. Manganese complexes are of special interest because of their potential activity in
small molecule activation [10].

The synthesis of alkyl-BIANs is often complicated by side reactions occurring between
alkyl-substituted primary amines and acenaphthenequinone (AQ) [11–16]. This is the
reason for a limited number of known, well-characterized alkyl-BIANs. Sometimes, the
reaction of primary alkyl amine with AQ leads to a large number of by-products, whereas
the desired product is practically absent. For example, as a result of the reaction of AQ with
benzylamine, the authors identified several by-products, as shown in Scheme 1 [11–16].
This behavior can be explained by a set of isomerization/tautomerization, oxidation, and
hydrolysis reactions during the treatment of primary aliphatic amine and AQ.

 
Scheme 1. Possible by-products of the reaction between aliphatic amine and AQ according to
the literature.

2. Results

In this work, we performed an in situ condensation reaction between 2-picolylamine
and AQ. Our efforts to purify the reaction mixture by column chromatography failed
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because of air sensitivity and the formation of an insoluble resinous precipitate. Therefore,
we carried out an in situ chemical reduction of the crude reaction mixture obtained in the
previous step by metallic sodium (1.1 equiv. per 1 mol of initial AQ) in an inert nitrogen
atmosphere. After sodium was fully dissolved, manganese(II) bromide was added. The
resulting product was crystallized to give manganese complex 1. Isolated complex 1

demonstrated EPR silence at room temperature. The 1H NMR spectrum of complex 1

was also not informative because of the broadening of proton signals (see Supplementary
Materials). We managed to describe the molecular structure of 1 by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. Thus, it was found that neutral binuclear complex 1 contained not only the
target mono-iminoacenaphthene ligand (L1) but also an unexpected 14-(pyridin-2-yl)-14H-
acenaphtho[1,2-b]naphtho[1,8-fg]quinoxalin-14-ol ligand (L2). The overall reaction scheme
and structural formula of the final product are shown in Scheme 2.

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of binuclear manganese complex 1.

Complex 1 crystallized in the triclinic space group P1 with tetrahydrofuran (THF)
solvent molecules. According to X-ray diffraction data, compound 1 was a neutral bin-
uclear complex with the Mn1···Mn2 internuclear distance of 3.2818(7) Å, indicating the
absence of metal–metal bonding, as shown in Figure 1. The manganese atoms differed
in their coordination geometry, namely, the atom Mn1 adopted distorted square pyrami-
dal coordination with geometry index [17] τ5 = 0.19, while the atom Mn2 was close to
octahedral one if the elongated coordination bond Mn2–N3 of 2.493(3) Å was taken into
account. The ligand L1 was coordinated by Mn1 via the atoms O1, N1, and N2, whereas
the ligand L2 bound Mn2 through the atoms N3, N5, and O2 as well as Mn1 through the
oxygen atom O2. Internuclear distances of the coordination sphere are listed in the figure
caption. The positions of the hydrogen atoms of 1 were confirmed by Fourier maps and
corresponded to the skeletal formula in Scheme 2. The analysis of bond lengths within
the ligand L1 in complex 1 showed the migration of double bond from N1–C102 (1.369(5)
Å) to N1–C21 (1.289(5) Å). The charge distribution analysis showed that L2 was an anion
with a formal negative charge of −1 on oxygen atom O2. The ligand L1 also demonstrated
anionic character.
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of 1 in the crystal with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level
according to single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules are omitted for
clarity. Selected interatomic distances [Å]: Br1–Mn1 2.4871(7), Mn1–O1 2.316(3), Mn1–O2 2.031(3),
Mn1–N1 2.191(3), Mn1–N2 2.265(3), Br2–Mn2 2.5335(7), Mn2–O1 2.208(3), Mn2–O2 2.139(3), Mn2–O3
2.199(3), Mn2–N3 2.493(3), Mn2–N5 2.264(4).

3. Materials and Methods

Preparation. All manipulations were carried out under nitrogen, using the standard
Schlenk technique or in a glove box. The solvents (THF and hexane) were distilled from
sodium/benzophenone and stored over 3 Å molecular sieves under nitrogen gas. Acenaph-
thenequinone (95%, CAS—82-86-0), 2-aminomethyl-pyridine (99%, CAS 3731-51-9), and
manganese(II) bromide MnBr2 (98%, CAS 13446-03-2) were purchased and used without
preliminary purification.

Synthesis of manganese complex 1. A solution of 1 equivalent of 2-aminomethyl-pyridine
(5 mmol, 0.54 g) in 3 mL of THF was dropwise added to a solution of 1 equivalent of
acenaphthenequinone (5 mmol, 0.91 g) in 30 mL of THF. The reaction mixture was stirred
at room temperature for about 24 h. Then, metallic sodium (1.1 equiv., 0.0023 g) was added
and the solution was stirred for another 24 h. After that, manganese(II) bromide was added
in one portion to the reaction mixture and, after 3 h of intense stirring, the solution was
filtered. The filtrate was concentrated under a vacuum.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The monocrystal analyzed was obtained by slow
diffusion of n-hexane in THF at −35 ◦C. The diffraction data of 1 were registered on a
Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer with a PHOTON III area detector and an IμS DIAMOND
microfocus X-ray tube using Mo Kα (0.71073 Å) radiation at 105(2) K. The data reduction
package APEX4 was used for data processing. The data collected were corrected for
systematic errors and absorption: empirical absorption correction based on spherical
harmonics according to the Laue symmetry 1 using equivalent reflections. The structure
was solved by the direct methods using SHELXT-2018/2 [18] and refined by the full-
matrix least-squares on F2 using SHELXL-2018/3 [19]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined
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anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were found by Fourier maps, inserted at the calculated
positions, and refined as riding atoms.

Crystallographic data for 1. C58H47Br2Mn2N5O4.5, plate (0.098 × 0.012 × 0.007 mm3),
formula weight 1155.70 g mol−1; triclinic, P1 (No. 2), a = 11.4754(3) Å, b = 13.0017(4) Å,
c = 16.9515(5) Å, α = 90.9576(10)◦, β = 103.9529(10)◦, γ = 90.4510(11)◦, V = 2454.01(12) Å3,
Z = 2, Z’ = 1, T = 105(2) K, dcalc = 1.564 g cm−3, μ(Mo Kα) = 2.199 mm−1, F(000) = 1172;
Tmax/min = 0.9281/0.8469; 64665 reflections were collected (1.945◦ ≤ θ ≤ 25.349◦, index
ranges: −13 ≤ h ≤ 13, −15 ≤ k ≤ 15, and −20 ≤ l ≤ 20), 8993 of which were unique,
Rint = 0.0749, Rσ = 0.0455; completeness to θ of 25.349◦ 100.0%. The refinement of 713 pa-
rameters with 324 restraints converged to R1 = 0.0430 and wR2 = 0.1065 for 6802 reflections
with I > 2σ(I) and R1 = 0.0636 and wR2 = 0.1180 for all data with goodness-of-fit S = 1.057
and residual electron density ρmax/min = 1.091 and −0.565 e Å−3, rms 0.091; max shift/e.s.d.
in the last cycle 0.001.

Deposition number CCDC 2244472 contains the supplementary crystallographic data
for this paper. These data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge Crystallo-
graphic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures service
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures (accessed on 24 February 2023).

4. Conclusions

Thus, a new binuclear manganese complex with two different N,O-ligands was ob-
tained and structurally characterized by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. An interesting
ligand environment near two manganese centers possibly makes this complex promising
for further application in small molecule activation reactions.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded: EPR spec-
trum, 1H NMR spectrum, and crystallographic data in Crystallographic Information File (CIF) format.
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Abstract: This paper presents the discovery and development of antifungal agents against Fusarium
oxysporum (Fox), a devastating plant pathogen. Diethyl 2-((arylamino)methylene)malonates (DAMMs)
were formed as side-products during the synthesis of polysubstituted-2-pyridones through a three-
component domino reaction and seemed to have antifungal activity against Fox. DAMMs are typically
employed as intermediates or precursors to produce further bioactive compounds, but they have never
been examined as antifungals. To confirm this latter characteristic, we employed a single-step procedure
(i.e., the first step of the Gould-Jacobs reaction) to prepare five DAMMs (74–96% yields) which were
subsequently evaluated against Fox in terms of their abilities to inhibit mycelial growth. The antifungal
outcome was promising (0.013 μM < IC50 < 35 μM), involving fungistatic or fungicide effects. This small
group of active compounds showed differences in antifungal activity, constituting the basis of further
studies to expand the DAMM chemical space and look for improved antifungal activity.

Keywords: enamine esters; microwave; antifungals; Fusarium oxysporum

1. Introduction

Plant pathogens are a relevant problem in commercial crops, mainly related to emer-
gence resistance; therefore, discovering and developing new antifungal agents is currently
needed [1]. Among problematic phytopathogens, Fusarium oxysporum (Fox) is a case of
interest as an opportunistic microorganism and devastating plant pathogen [2]. As part
of our research on compounds against fungal phytopathogens, during the synthesis of
polysubstituted-2-pyridones (PS2Ps) using a three-component domino reaction between
diethyl ethoxymethylenemalonate (DEEMM), primary amines, and 1,3-dicarbonyl com-
pounds (1,3-DCs) [3], diethyl 2-((ary(alkyl)lamino)methylene)malonates (DAMMs) were
formed as side-products by varying the electrophilic nature of the 1,3-DC; this phenomenon
was previously unreported for this domino reaction. Notably, amines first reacted with
DEEMM instead of the low-electrophilic 1,3-DC (Scheme 1).

 

Scheme 1. Three-component domino reaction between diethyl ethoxymethylenemalonate (DEEMM),
primary amines, and 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds (1,3-DCs) [3] to produce polysubstituted-2-pyridones
(PS2Ps) (main product) and diethyl 2-((arylamino)methylene)malonates (DAMMs) (side-product).

Apart from the moderate scope involved in forming these side-products, they caught
our attention, since partially depurated target compounds contaminated with DAMMs
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exhibited higher antifungal activity against Fox than entirely-purified PS2Ps. This fact pro-
moted our interest in deepening the antifungal activity of DAMMs as bioactive compounds
against Fox.

DAMMs are chemically characterized as symmetric diesters containing an aromatic-
substituted enamine group. They are part of a relevant group of organic compounds that
have been used as intermediates or precursors for the synthesis of biologically-active com-
pounds such as quinolones [4], β-oxocarboxylic acids [5], 2,2-bis(ethoxycarbonyl)vinylamine
derivatives [6], 4-oxoquinoline-3-carboxamide derivatives [7], amido-esters [8], enamino
esters [9], functionalized malonic acid half ester [10], 3-formyl-4(1H)-pyridones [11], and
pyrimidinones [12].

Various protocols have been developed to synthesize DAMMs. They are primarily
based on the reaction of anilines with in situ or previously generated electron-deficient
olefins, comprising moderate-to-good yields (>50%). For instance, a multicomponent reac-
tion between substituted anilines, diethyl malonate, ethyl orthoformate, acetic anhydride,
and catalytic amounts of ZnCl2 or FeCl3 was reported in the 1980s to afford DAMMs
(50–85% yield) (Scheme A1a) [13,14]. The base-catalyzed trichloromethyl elimination from
diethyl 2-(2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(phenylamino)ethyl)malonate, previously prepared from a two-
step procedure, was also reported to produce DAMMs with good three-step overall yields
(>70%) (Scheme A1b) [9]. However, the first-reported strategy to prepare DAMMs is the
most widely studied procedure, based on the first step of the Gould-Jacobs reaction (re-
ported in the 1930s) and initially performed to obtain quinolines and 4-hydroxyquinoline
derivatives [15]. This Gould-Jacobs-based first step involves the thermal reaction of anilines
with alkoxy methylene malonic esters or acyl malonic esters [16]. DEEMM is commercially
available and is a commonly used electron-deficient olefin. It was used for this reaction
with anilines and other nucleophiles since it is a versatile Michael addition acceptor [17].
This thermal addition-elimination over DEEMM is conventionally performed by reflux
in ethanol, diphenyl ether, or toluene for 1–6 h at 100–160 ◦C, achieving to good yields
(70–85%) (Scheme 2a) [18–20]. However, metal-catalyzed [5,21] reactions could provide
better yields (>95%). Solvent-free microwave (MW)-assisted synthesis has also been de-
veloped and reported as an improved reaction and environmentally friendly approach to
synthesizing DAMSs [22,23] (Scheme 2b), whose main advantages are related to the MW-
mediated reaction rate acceleration owing to the selective heating of more polar reactants
by MW irradiation [24]. Thus, MW-assisted synthesis of DAMMs can offer short reaction
times, excellent compatibility of various substituents, the absence of solvents and catalysts,
low energy consumption, and high yields (>78%).

 
Scheme 2. Synthetic versions for the synthesis of diethyl 2-((arylamino)methylene)malonates
(DAMMs) using the first step of the Gould-Jacobs reaction. (a) reflux-based protocol; (b) MW-assisted
protocol. MW = microwave irradiation; DEEMM = diethyl ethoxymethylenemalonate.

Although DAMMs have mainly been employed as valuable intermediates for synthe-
sizing biologically active compounds, and they are commercially available, their biological
properties have not been deeply studied, even though they have shown bioactivity in certain
studies [19]. In addition, they contain an enamine ester moiety which has been recognized
to exhibit attractive antifungal activity in different enamine-containing compounds [25,26].
With observations of activity as evidenced by the above-mentioned DAMM-contaminated
PS2Ps in mind, these structural features led us to hypothesize that DAMMs exhibit antifun-
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gal activity against Fox, constituting the main contribution and novelty of our study. In this
regard, this paper is intended to report, for the first time, the antifungal activity of a small
set of DAMMs, prepared through the reported, advantageous MW-assisted protocol. In
this study, the DAMM products contained various representative substitutions, allowing
us to explore their influence on antifungal activity preliminarily, through mycelial growth
inhibition against Fox, and contributing to the discovery of bioactive compounds which
may be particularly useful in the plant pathology field.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of the DAMMs 1–5

The target products were synthesized following the reported methodology (Scheme 3)
to prepare DAMMs as intermediates, with some modifications [22]. This methodology
has already been reported under the following reaction conditions: 115 ◦C (300 W) for
10 min. However, in our attempts with the available MW reactor, the reaction time and
temperature were found to be different, i.e., 30 min and 150 ◦C (200 W), respectively.
These variations resulted from a testing temperature ramp performed between 90–150 ◦C
using DEEMM and p-chloroaniline as model reagents to afford DAMM 1 for comparative
purposes (Scheme 3a). Under these conditions, the formation of 1 could be observed
at 150 ◦C, whose TLC band was different from the starting reagents. The reaction was
monitored by TLC every 5 min and, after 20 min, the expected product was formed, as
revealed with iodine vapor, UV (254–366 nm), and Dragendorff’s reagent. After 30 min,
the reagents were entirely consumed, and the reaction was quenched. The resulting crude
product was then purified by column chromatography (n-hexane/ethyl acetate 7:3) to
afford isolated 1 (80% yield).

 
Scheme 3. (a). One-step reaction for the free-solvent synthesis of diethyl 2-(((4-chlorophenyl)amino)
methylene)malonate (DAMM) 1 by a microwave-assisted procedure as the model reaction. (b).
Structures of the synthesized DAMMs 1–5 and their reaction yield in parenthesis. DEEMM = diethyl
ethoxymethylenemalonate.

This reported protocol, experimentally optimized to suit our laboratory conditions,
was used to prepare additional DAMMs 2–5 by employing several primary amines contain-
ing representative moieties in order to examine their influence on the DAMM synthesis,
i.e., o-nitrophenyl, cyclohexyl, 1-naphthyl, and phenyl, whose structures and yields are
shown in Scheme 3b. Although some yield variations were identified between the five
products, the outcome indicated good to excellent yields (74–96%). The results led us
to briefly describe the influence of some precursor amines on the resulting yields. For
instance, product 4, containing a 1-naphthylamine (bulkier substituent), afforded a 74%
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yield. This yield can be compared to that of 5, which includes a phenylamine moiety as a
less bulky substituent and afforded the highest yield (96%). Additionally, it was evidenced
that the product prepared from aniline with an electron-withdrawing group (EWG) at the
ortho position, e.g., 2 (85%), showed a similar yield to the product afforded from aniline
with a weak EWG at the para position, e.g., 1 (80%). This reaction is also facilitated by
using primary amines with an alicyclic substituent, e.g., cyclohexyl amine, which afforded
product 3 in good yield (90%). The NMR data of compounds 1, 2, and 5 have already
been reported in the literature [7,19]; however, in the case of compounds 3 and 4, only
chromatographic data can be found so far and, consequently, the present study provides
such data (Supplementary Material).

2.2. Antifungal Activity of DAMMs 1–5

As mentioned, our aim was based on the discovered antifungal effect of DAMMs
when they were formed as side-products during a three-component domino reaction to
produce PS2Ps. Thus, once the DAMM antifungal activity was noticed, we employed a
known reaction to produce the desired compounds in convenient amounts to validate our
previous findings related to the antifungal activity. Hence, DAMMs 1–5 were synthesized,
isolated to high purity, and evaluated through an in vitro bioassay to assess their capacity
to inhibit the mycelial growth of the phytopathogen Fox for 72 h. Five concentrations
(between 10–0.01 μg/μL) of each test compound were employed for this procedure. Dithane
(active ingredient: mancozeb) and Rovral (active ingredient: iprodione) were used as the
positive controls, and PDA 0.5% was used as the blank. The antifungal activity results for
compounds 1–5 are shown in Figure 1.

 
Figure 1. Antifungal activity against F. oxysporum (Fox) for the diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)
methylene)malonates 1–5 and positive controls (D: Dithane; R: Rovral). Green values over bars
correspond to the mean half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50 in μM), with red error bars
representing the interval confidence. Different blue lowercase letters over bars indicate statistically
significant differences according to the Tukey test (p < 0.05). Pictures over bars correspond to the
observed fungistatic or fungicide effect on Fox.

The antifungal activity of DAMMs 1–5 followed a dose–response behavior to in-
hibit the mycelial growth of Fox. The best antifungal activity was obtained for 2 and 5

(IC50 < 0.5 μM), while 1, 3, and 4 were less active (18 μM < IC50 < 35 μM). The most active
DAMM was compound 5, whose activity was even better than those of the positive controls,
constituting a promising antifungal activity against Fox. Due to compound 5 not having
substitutions in the aromatic ring, and the least active DAMM being 1, we concluded that
the substituent evidenced an unfavorable impact on bioactivity in 1 (e.g., p-Cl). However,
compound 2 also showed important antifungal activity against Fusarium oxysporum, since
the IC50 was less than 1 μM, suggesting that the ortho-substituted nitro group may posi-
tively contribute to the inhibition of Fox. Likewise, compounds 4 and 3 (having 1-naphthyl
and cyclohexyl, respectively, as N-substitution) showed low activity, suggesting that a
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bulky moiety and an aliphatic ring are plausibly related to the reduced antifungal activity
of the tested DAMMs. These observations require further studies, expanding the DAMM
chemical space and providing more insights into the structure-dependent variations of the
antifungal activity. Additionally, the most-active compounds (2 and 5) and positive controls
were classified as fungicides (i.e., fungus could not grow in fresh medium after exposure to
these treatments), whereas compounds 1, 3, and 4 were found to exhibit a fungistatic effect.
This fact is also favorable for compound 5 as a promising antifungal, since its effect on Fox
mycelial growth inhibition was remarkable (IC50 = 13 nM), acting as a fungicide [27].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General

All starting reagents (primary amines and diethyl ethoxymethylenmalonate) were
obtained commercially from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) and Sigma-Aldrich (Burlington,
MA, USA). The reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using Silica
gel 60 F254. The mobile phase was 7:3 ethyl hexane-acetate, and Dragendorff’s reagent,
iodine vapors, UV-254 nm, and 366 nm were used as developers. For the separation and
purification of the reaction crude, column chromatography (CC) was used as the stationary
phase using Merck column silica (0.063–0.200 mm) and as the mobile phase a 7:3 n-hexane-
ethyl acetate mixture. Additionally, preparative chromatography was used for purification
using 0.5 mm thick PLC (preparative layer chromatography) glass chromatographic plates
(Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) on which 100 μL of the reaction crude product was
seeded and eluted in 50 mL of hexane-ethyl acetate 7:3 mixture as a mobile phase for 1 h.
Subsequently, the plate was monitored by UV (254 nm), and the analyte surface to be
separated was labeled. Once the silica/target compound mixture was removed from PLC
plates, it was vacuum filtered in a Pyrex™ borosilicate glass funnel with a sintered glass
disk and eluted with HPLC-grade methanol. Finally, the compound was concentrated in a
rotary evaporator, stored in a clean, dry, and weighed container, and monitored by TLC to
verify its purity. High-resolution mass spectrometry analyses with electrospray ionization
(ESI) were performed using a Bruker micrOTOF–QII mass spectrometer, consisting of two
analytical pumps (model LC-20AD) with SIL-20AHT automatic injector, SPD-20A UV/Vis
detector, CTO-20A column oven, and CBM-20A controller. Each compound analyzed
by this technique was prepared at 1 mg/mL using LCMS grade methanol as solvent.
The column used was a Phenomenex Luna PFP (2) (5 μm, 150 × 2 mm). The flow was
0.2 mL/min, and the mobile phase comprised solvents A (0.1% formic acid in H2O) and
B (0.1% formic acid in MeOH). The employed gradient was 0 min, 5% B, maintained
for 2 min, from 5 to 30 min until 100% B, and maintained 100% B for 25 min. The oven
temperature was 40 ◦C, and the wavelength was 254 and 280 nm. The ESI interface was
operated in a positive mode with 4.5 kV in the capillary and 0.5 kV in the endplate offset.
The nebulization gas pressure was 0.4 Bar; the drying gas was maintained at a flow rate
of 8 L/min at 200 ◦C. The collision and the quadrupole energy were set to 12 and 6 eV,
respectively. RF1 and RF2 funnels were programmed to 150 and 200 Vpp, respectively. The
mass spectra were calibrated using sodium formate. The results were processed in data
analysis software to determine the accurate masses. The 1H NMR spectra were recorded
at 500 MHz on a spectrometer DRX 500 (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) using CDCl3 as a
solvent and tetramethylsilane (TMS, 0.05% v/v) as an internal standard (TMS δ 0.00). Each
spectrum resulted from 128 scans with pulse widths (PW) of 8.0 μs (30 ◦C) and relaxation
delays (RD) of 6.0 s. Chemical shifts were expressed in δ (ppm) involving solvent signals
at δH 7.26 and δC 77.16. Multiplicities were abbreviated as follows: singlet (s), doublet (d),
triplet (t), quartet (q), and multiplet (m). The coupling constants (J) were expressed in Hz.

3.2. General Procedure for the Microwave-Assisted Synthesis of Diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)
methylene)malonates 1–5

The general procedure to synthesize DAMMs was adopted from a reported proto-
col [22] with some modifications. Briefly, diethyl ethoxymethylenemalonate (1.0 mmol)
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(Sigma-Aldrich, Burlington, MA, USA) and primary amines (0.5 mmol) were placed into a
5.0 mL high-pressure reaction tube. The tube was closed and stirred for 1 h at room temper-
ature to mix the raw materials well. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was placed in a
CEM brand Discover SP microwave synthesizer (CEM, Matthews, NC, USA) for 30 min at
150 ◦C. Then, the reaction crude product was monitored by TLC using an n-hexane-ethyl ac-
etate mobile phase (7:3 ratio), followed by purification by column chromatography and/or
preparative plate chromatography. Finally, the products were revealed with Dragendorff’s
reagent, showing red bands as a positive test for nitrogen-containing compounds. The
MS and NMR spectra and spectroscopical data of compounds 1–5 are provided in the
Supplementary Material.

3.3. Antifungal Activity

Antifungal activity evaluation of diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)methylene)malonates
1–5 was performed by measuring the growth halo of the phytopathogen F. oxysporum in the
presence of the test compounds at different concentrations compared to a blank (PDA 0.5%,
without treatment). The culture medium contained 2.4% PDB and 1.5% bacteriological agar
in 100 mL of distilled water. First, the medium was homogenized for 2 min in a microwave
oven and then sterilized in an autoclave for 1 h at 120 ◦C. Next, 20 mL of the sterile medium
was placed in a sterilized Petri dish. Once it cooled and solidified, a 2-mm plug from a
previously prepared monosporic culture was placed onto the central part of the Petri dish
and left to grow at 28 ◦C for 8 days to propagate the fungus.

This antifungal assay involved five concentrations (10, 5, 1, 0.1, and 0.01 μg/μL) of test
diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)methylene)malonates 1–5 as treatments. They were dispersed
in a 0.5% supplemented medium [28]. Subsequently, each treatment was randomly placed
into a well of a 12-well glass plate (79 × 63 × 4 mm). Finally, a 1-mm plug from the
8-day fungal monosporic culture with a diameter proportional to a 32-mm borosilicate
capillary tube was taken and placed onto the central part of each well containing a dispersed
treatment into the medium. The plate was placed in a humid chamber for 72 h at 25 ◦C.
The assessment of each concentration per treatment was performed in triplicate. After
incubation, a photograph of the 12-well plate was taken and analyzed in ImageJ software.
The growth area was then measured. The measured growth areas were employed to
calculate the inhibition percentage compared to the blank as follows: % Inhibition = ((blank
growth area–target compound growth area)/blank growth area). The calculated inhibition
percentages per concentration were used to build a dose–response curve, and the half-
maximal inhibitory concentration was calculated by nonlinear regression in Graph Pad
Prism 5.0 software.

3.3.1. Fungicidal and Fungistatic Effect

For the fungicidal or fungistatic activity classification procedure, the central plug of
the fungus treated with the highest concentration (10 μg/μL) of each test compound 1–5

was placed on a fresh, non-amended PDA medium for 72 h. After this, mycelial growth
was further monitored. The diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)methylene)malonates 1–5 were
classified as fungistatic or fungicidal if mycelial growth or no mycelial growth, respectively,
was observed [29].

3.3.2. Statistical Analysis

A Shapiro-Wilks normality test was performed to assess the normal distribution of the
data (p > 0.05). Once normal data distribution had been verified, an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was carried out, followed by a post hoc Tukey test to establish significant
differences between treatments (p < 0.05). These analyses were performed in Infostat
statistical software [30].
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4. Conclusions

A small set of diethyl 2-((aryl(alkyl)amino)methylene)malonates (1–5), i.e., side-
products of a PS2P-producing domino reaction and prepared by an MW-assisted protocol
(>74% yield), showed antifungal activity at different levels. The resulting IC50 values of
test compounds ranged from 0.013 to 35 μM. The best antifungal outcome was obtained for
the test DAMMs with an ortho-nitro-substituted or non-substituted aromatic ring (i.e., 2

and 5, respectively). These two antifungal DAMMs were classified as fungicidal agents,
having a promising mycelial growth inhibition effect at the nanomolar scale (320 and
13 nM, respectively). Therefore, they can be considered active candidates for fungicide
development to be helpful in plant disease management by controlling the economically
relevant phytopathogen, Fox.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded online, Physi-
cal and spectroscopical data of DAMMs (1–5); Figure S1: High-resolution mass spectra of compound
1; Figure S2: Assignments of 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts of compound 1; Figure S3: 1H NMR
spectrum (CDCl3, 500 MHz) of compound 1; Figure S4: 13C NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 125 MHz) of
compound 1; Figure S5: High-resolution mass spectra of compound 2; Figure S6: Assignments of
1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts of compound 2; Figure S7: 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
of compound 2; Figure S8: 13C NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 125 MHz) of compound 2; Figure S9: High-
resolution mass spectra of compound 3; Figure S10: Assignments of 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts
of compound 3; Figure S11: 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 500 MHz) of compound 3; Figure S12: 13C
NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 125 MHz) of compound 3; Figure S13: High-resolution mass spectra of com-
pound 4; Figure S14: Assignments of 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts of compound 4; Figure S15: 1H
NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 500 MHz) of compound 4; Figure S16: 13C NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 125 MHz)
of compound 4; Figure S17: High-resolution mass spectra of compound 5; Figure S18: Assignments of
1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts of compound 5; Figure S19: 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 500 MHz) of
compound 5; Figure S20: 13C NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 125 MHz) of compound 5; Scheme S1. Reaction
mechanism to produce DAMMs.
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Appendix A

 

Scheme A1. Synthetic strategies for the synthesis of diethyl 2-((arylamino)methylene)malonates
(DAMMs). (a) multicomponent strategy; (b) three-step strategy. DEM = Diethyl malonate; EOF = ethyl
orthoformate; MW = microwave irradiation; DTEM = 2-(2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(phenylamino)
ethyl)malonate; DMF = N,N-dimethylformamide; PEG-400 = polyethylenglycol-400; DBU = 1,8-
diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene.
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Abstract: A new triazol-3-one resulted unexpectedly from the reduction reaction of a heterocyclic
thioketone using sodium borohydride in pyridine containing a small amount of water. The structure of
the new compound was characterised using FT-IR, 1D and 2D NMR, and HRMS spectroscopic methods.

Keywords: triazol-3-one; reduction; heterocyclic ketone; S-alkylation

1. Introduction

Triazoles are a class of five-membered heterocycles that contain three nitrogen and
two carbon atoms. On the basis of the way nitrogen and carbon atoms connect between
each other, there exist two triazole isomers: 1,2,3-triazoles and 1,2,4-triazoles. These
compounds have been extensively studied for more than a century due to their remarkable
properties, making them promising candidates for drug development and treatment of
various diseases [1]. Some of the most known drugs that contain the 1,2,4-triazole moiety
are alprazolam, fluconazole, ribavirin, and posaconazole.

1,2,4-triazoles that contain the sulphanyl functional group directly attached to the hete-
rocyclic core have also been studied for their potential use as bioactive compounds. The first
reported synthesis of 3-sulphanyl-1,2,4-triazole was reported by Freund in 1896 [2]. Some
of the biological activities of 1,2,4-triazole thiols include anticancer [3,4], enzyme inhibition
capacity [5], antioxidant [6], antimicrobial [7], anti-inflammatory [8], antituberculous [9],
and many more.

Several methods are commonly used to synthesise 3-sulphanyl-1,2,4-triazoles, in-
cluding reactions involving the reaction of isothiocyanates with hydrazides [10] and
the reaction of 1,3,4-oxadiazoles with hydrazine [11], by thermal cyclization of acylated
thiosemicarbazides [12] or by reaction between carboxylic acids with hydrazinecarbothio-
hydrazides [13].

S-alkylated compounds can be prepared by reacting the corresponding sulphanyl
compound with a halogenated compound under various reaction conditions. Some of the
reported S-alkylation protocols include the use of potassium carbonate [14], potassium
hydroxide [15], caesium carbonate [16], sodium ethoxide [17], and ultrasound [18].

1,2,4-triazole-3-ones are heterocyclic compounds that have biological activities such as
anticonvulsant [19], anti-inflammatory [20], and antimicrobial [21,22]. In addition, these
compounds can be used as high-energy materials [23].

Taking into account the aforementioned information, our aim was to synthesise novel
sulphanyl-alkylated 1,2,4-triazoles. During an intermediate synthesis step, an unexpected
outcome occurred when the carbonyl intermediate was reduced using sodium borohydride,
leading to the formation of a triazolone through a new, unreported method.
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2. Results and Discussion

2-((4-(4-Ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl)thio)-1-phenylethan-
1-one (2) was synthesized using an S-alkylation reaction of the 4-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-
methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (1). Initially, the scope of the present work was to
synthesise a secondary racemic alcohol from the aforementioned ketone by reduction of
carbonylic functional group using sodium borohydride. Therefore, a modified procedure
from the literature was applied for the reduction reaction. The synthesis followed Scheme 1:

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis scheme for the novel compound (3).

For the S-alkylation reaction, a modified reported protocol was followed [16]. The
caesium carbonate was used in excess in relation to triazole thiol. As an alkylation agent,
2-bromo-1-phenylethan-1-one was used. During the reaction, in the basic medium pro-
vided by caesium carbonate, an intermediate thiolate salt is formed. Due to the conjugation
of the triazole ring and the presence of the sulphur atom with its lone pair of electrons,
the salt possesses a nucleophilic character, so it readily reacts with the α-haloketone. In
addition to the aromatic and ether functional groups, the resulting compound carries a
ketone and thioether functional group. Like other carbonylic compounds, it can be reduced
to an alcohol by using different reduction agents.

For the reduction of the obtained ketone, sodium borohydride was chosen as the reduc-
tion agent, following modified literature procedures [24]. An excess of the borohydride was
used to compensate for the eventual loss of reduction agent by decomposition or secondary
reactions. Surprisingly, the reduction reaction did not produce racemic secondary alcohol,
but rather a different compound (3). First, it possessed an unusually high melting point,
which is not characteristic of similar secondary racemic alcohols. From NMR and later
HRMS data, it was concluded that the obtained compound carries a ketone functional
group but it is directly attached to the triazole ring. At first sight, it appears that the reaction
of heterocyclic thioketones with sodium borohydride in the pyridine/water mixture at
reflux temperature leads to the formation of triazolone (3) instead of the secondary alco-
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hol. A first conclusion is that instead of the reduction of carbonyl group, a nucleophilic
substitution of the alkylsulphanyl functional group by the hydroxyl functional group in
the basic medium took place. More research in this direction is required to elucidate the
real mechanism of the reaction. It is not clear what effect the alkyl substituents or reaction
conditions (temperature, solvent, etc.) have on the triazolone formation rate. In Scheme 2,
the expected and actual reaction paths are represented.

 

Scheme 2. Unexpected formation of (3) by reduction of compound (2).

2.1. Explanation of Experimental NMR Data for Compound (2)

From the 1H-15N HMBC spectrum, the signals corresponding to aromatic protons 2′′-H
and 6′′-H (7.16 ppm) were identified by the long-range coupling with 4-N nitrogen atom
(174.9 ppm). In the 1H-13C HMBC spectrum, the following long-range couplings could
be observed: coupling of the carbonylic carbon (C=O) (193.3 ppm) with aromatic protons
2′ ′ ′-H and 6′ ′ ′-H (8.04 ppm), coupling of carbon atom 3-C (152.2 ppm) with methylene
protons (S-CH2) (4.95 ppm), coupling of carbon atom 5-C (155.1 ppm) with aromatic protons
2′-H and 6′-H (7.36 ppm), coupling of carbon atom 4′-C (160.6 ppm) with methyl protons
(O-CH3) (3.77 ppm), and the coupling of carbon atom 4′′-C (159.9 ppm) with methylene
protons (O-CH2) (4.07 ppm). In Table 1, long-range correlations between protons and
carbon atoms (1H-13C HMBC experiment) and long-range correlation between protons and
nitrogen atom (1H-15N HMBC) are presented.

Table 1. Experimental NMR data * for the compound (2).

HMBC
(1H-15N)

HMBC
(1H-13C)

174.9 → 7.16 193.3 → 8.04
(4-N) (2′′-H, 6′′-H) (C = O) (2′ ′ ′-H, 6′ ′ ′-H)

152.2 → 4.95
(3-C) (S-CH2)
155.1 → 7.36

(5-C) (2′-H, 6′-H)
160.6 → 3.77

(4′-C) (O-CH3)
159.9 → 4.07

(4′′-C) (O-CH2)
*—The values of the chemical shifts are given in ppm.
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2.2. Explanation of Experimental NMR Data for Compound (3)

Using 2D NMR data, we could assign signals to all three nitrogen atoms of 1,2,4-triazole
heterocycle as follows: from the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum, the direct coupling between nitro-
gen atom 2-N (164.5 ppm) and the directly attached proton 2-H (11.98 ppm). In the 1H-15N
HMBC spectrum, long-range couplings between nitrogen atoms 4-N (154.1 ppm) and 1-N
(254.5 ppm) and the proton 2-H (11.98 ppm) could be observed. The chemical shift identifi-
cation of the nitrogen atom 4-N was performed based on its coupling with two aromatic
protons 2′′-H and 6′′-H (7.16 ppm). In the long-range coupling spectrum 1H-13C HMBC, the
couplings of the two triazolic carbon atoms 5-C (145.8 ppm) and 3-C (155.3 ppm) with the
triazolic proton 2-H (11.98 ppm) were observed. The signal at 145.8 ppm was assigned to
the 5-C carbon atom due to the couplings with aromatic protons 2′-H and 6′-H (7.22 ppm).
The signals corresponding to 4′-C carbon (160.6 ppm) and 4′′-C carbon (158.7 ppm) atoms
were assigned based on the long-range couplings with methyl protons (O-CH3) (3.72 ppm)
and with methylene protons (O-CH2) (4.03 ppm). In Table 2, direct bonding of protons to
nitrogen atoms (1H-15N HSQC experiment), long-range correlations between protons and
carbon atoms (1H-13C HMBC experiment), and long-range correlation between protons
and nitrogen atom (1H-15N HMBC) are presented.

Table 2. Experimental NMR data * for the compound (3).

HSQC
(1H-15N)

HMBC
(1H-15N)

HMBC
(1H-13C)

164.4 → 11.98 154.1 → 11.98 145.8 → 11.98
(2-N) (2-H) (4-N) (2-H) (5-C) (2-H)

254.5 → 11.98 155.3 → 11.98
(1-N) (2-H) (3-C) (2-H)

154.1 → 7.16 145.8 → 7.22
(4-N) (2′′-H, 6′′-H) (5-C) (2′-H, 6′-H)

160.6 → 3.72
(4′-C) (O-CH3)
158.7 → 4.03

(4′′-C) (O-CH2)
*—The values of the chemical shifts are given in ppm.

3. Materials and Methods

The reagents used were purchased from commercial sources and used as received.
4-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (1) was synthesized ear-
lier in our laboratory following the modified procedures from the literature [25–27].

The 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, and 15N NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance
III 500 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) have been measured in ppm and coupling
constants (J) in Hz. The samples were dissolved in DMSO-d6 or CDCl3. TMS was used as
an internal standard.

IR spectra were recorded on a Jasco FT/IR-410 spectrophotometer (Jasco Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan) in KBr pellets.

Melting points were measured on a Böetius PHMK apparatus (Veb Analytik, Dresden)
and were uncorrected.

The high-resolution MS (HRMS) spectrum was recorded on a Bruker Maxis II QTOF
spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany) with electrospray ionisation (ESI)
in positive mode. The compound was initially dissolved in DMSO and further diluted
1:100 with acetonitrile. MS spectrum processing and isotope pattern simulations have been
performed with Compass Data Analysis V.4.4 (Bruker Daltonics).
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4. Experimental

4.1. Synthesis of 2-((4-(4-Ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl)thio)-1-
phenylethan-1-one (2)

In a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer, 4-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-
5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol (1 g, 3 mmol) was added together with 20 mL
of DMF.

After complete dissolution of triazole-3-thiol (1), caesium carbonate (0.992 g, 3 mmol)
was added to the solution. A white precipitate formation was observed. The solution
was stirred for 1 h to ensure that the whole triazole-3-thiol quantity was transformed into
caesium 4-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiolate salt.

A solution of 2-bromo-1-phenylethan-1-one (0.642 g, 3.2 mmol) was prepared in
10 mL of 96% ethanol. Then, the obtained solution was added dropwise to the caesium
thiolate salt under stirring. A slightly pink colouration of the solution was observed. After
adding 2-bromo-1-phenylethan-1-one, the reaction mass was left to stir for 24 h. Reaction
completion was monitored using TLC, using a 1:1 (v/v) hexane:ethyl acetate mixture as
an eluent.

After 24 h, a white precipitate was observed in reaction mass, whereas the colour of
the solution changed to a bright yellow one. The reaction mass was added dropwise to
150 mL of distilled water under vigorous stirring. A white precipitate was separated using
vacuum filtration. After separation, the precipitate was dried at room temperature.

The precipitate was recrystallised from 35 mL of 96% ethanol.
920 mg of compound was obtained, and the isolation yield was 68%, melting point:

163–165 ◦C; 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ (ppm): 8.04 (d, 2H, J = 7.2 Hz, 2′′′-H, 6′′′-H),
7.62–7.58 (m, 1H, 4′′′-H), 7.50–7.47 (m, 2H, 3′′′-H, 5′′′-H), 7.36 (d, 2H, J = 8.9 Hz, 2′-H,
6′-H), 7.16 (d, 2H, J = 8.7 Hz, 2′′-H, 6′′-H), 6.95 (d, 2H, J = 8.7 Hz, 3′′-H, 5′′-H), 6.79 (d, 2H,
J = 8.9Hz, 3′-H, 5′-H), 4.95 (s, 2H, -S-CH2-), 4.07 (q, 2H, -CH2-CH3), 3.77 (s, 3H, -CH3),
1.45 (t, 3H, -CH2-CH3); 13C NMR (CDCl3, 125 MHz) δ (ppm): 193.3 (-C=O), 160.6 (4′-C),
159.9 (4′′-C), 155.1 (5-C), 152.2 (3-C), 135.3 (1′′′-C), 133.8 (4′′′-C), 129.5 (2′-C, 6′-C),
128.8 (3′′′, 5′′′-C), 128.6 (2′′′-C, 6′′′-C), 128.5 (2′′-C, 6′′-C), 126.4 (4′′-C), 119.1 (1′-C),
115.6 (2′′-C, 6′′-C), 113.9 (3′-C, 5′-C), 63.9 (-CH2-CH3), 59.2 (-CH3), 41.1 (-S-CH2),
14.7 (-CH2-CH3); 15N NMR (CDCl3, 50 MHz) δ (ppm): 174.9 (4-N); FT-IR (cm−1):
3046 (νCar-H), 3008 (νCar-H), 2951 (νas

CH3), 2933 (νas
CH3), 1679 (νC=O), 1609 (νC=N triazole),

1578 (νsk.ar.), 1510 (νsk.ar.), 1479 (νsk.ar.), 1254 (νas
COC).

4.2. Synthesis of 4-(4-Ethoxyphenyl)-5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2,4-dihydro-3H-1,2,4-triazol-3-one (3)

In a 100 mL round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer, 2-((4-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-
5-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl)thio)-1-phenylethan-1-one (0.72 g, 2 mmol) was
added to 10 mL of pyridine and 1 mL of distilled water, then the heating of the reaction
mixture with stirring was started.

During 30 min, small portions of sodium borohydride (0.302 g, 8 mmol) were added
to the reaction mass. After this, the reaction mass was refluxed for 1 h. Reaction completion
was monitored using TLC, using a 1:1 (v/v) hexane:ethyl acetate mixture as an eluent.

After completion of the reaction, the solution was cooled to room temperature, then
using a 10 % HCl solution, the pH was adjusted to 6.5–7. The solution was added dropwise
to 50 mL of water under vigorous stirring. A white precipitate was formed. The precipitate
was recrystallised from 10 mL of 96% ethanol.

280 mg of crystalline white compound was obtained, and the isolation yield was 45%,
melting point: 229–231 ◦C; 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz) δ (ppm): 11.98 (s, 1H, -NH),
7.22 (d, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz, 2′-H, 6′-H), 7.16 (d, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz, 2′′-H, 6′′-H), 6.97 (d, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz,
3′′-H, 5′′-H), 6.88 (d, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz, 3′-H, 5′-H), 4.03 (q, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, -O-CH2), 3.72 (s,
3H, -O-CH3), 1.33 (t, 3H, -CH2CH3); 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz) δ (ppm): 160.6 (4′-C),
158.7 (4′′-C), 155.3 (3-C), 145.8 (5-C), 129.6 (2′′-C, 6′′-C), 129.5 (2′-C, 6′-C), 126.7 (1′′-C),
119.9 (1′-C), 115.3 (3′′-C, 5′′-C), 114.4 (3′-C, 5′-C), 63.8 (-O-CH2), 55.6 (-O-CH3),
15.0 (-CH2-CH3); 15N NMR (DMSO-d6, 50 MHz) δ (ppm): 254.5 (1-N), 164.5 (2-N),
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154.1 (4-N), FT-IR (cm−1): 2974 (νas
CH3-OR), 1698 (νC=O), 1612 (νsk.ar.), 1513 (νsk.ar.),

1298 (νas
COC), 838 (γ1,4-disubst. phenyl); HRMS-ESI (m/z): [M + Na+] for C17H17N3O3 Na,

calcd. 334.11621, found 334.11619.
All spectra are reported in supplementary materials.

5. Conclusions

A new triazolone (3) was synthesized by a new, unreported method, which probably
followed a nucleophilic substitution of the alkylsulphanyl functional group with hydroxide
anion. The reported method can potentially be used for the synthesis of similar triazolones.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded online. Figure S1.
1H NMR spectrum of the compound (2), Figure S2. 13C NMR spectrum of the compound (2), Figure
S3. 13C DEPT135 spectrum of the compound (2), Figure S4. COSY 1H-1H spectrum of the compound
(2), Figure S5. HSQC 1H-13C spectrum of the compound (2), Figure S6. HMBC 1H-15N spectrum of
the compound (2), Figure S7. HMBC 1H-13C spectrum of the compound (2), Figure S8. 1H NMR
spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S9. 13C NMR spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S10. 13C
DEPT135 spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S11. COSY 1H-1H spectrum of the compound (3),
Figure S12. HSQC 1H-13C spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S13. HSQC 1H-15N spectrum of the
compound (3), Figure S14. HMBC 1H-13C spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S15. HMBC 1H-15N
spectrum of the compound (3), Figure S16. FT-IR spectrum of the compound (2), Figure S17. FT-IR
spectrum of the compound (3), and Figure S18. HRMS spectrum of the compound (3).
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2,8-Dibromo-6H,12H-6,12-epoxydibenzo[b,f ][1,5]dioxocine
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Abstract: The title dibromodisalicylaldehyde, obtained as a by-product in the m-chloroperoxybenzoic
acid oxidation of 5-bromo-2-(methoxymethoxy)benzaldehyde, has been characterised by IR and NMR
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. The structure features two independent molecules with a π–π
stacking interaction between them.

Keywords: X-ray structure; disalicylaldehyde; trioxabicyclo[3.3.1]nonadiene

1. Introduction

Ever since salicylaldehyde 1 was first studied in the mid-19th century, it was observed
to undergo dehydrative dimerisation, particularly under acidic conditions, to give a com-
pound variously described as “parasalicyl” [1,2] and disalicylaldehyde [3]. There were vari-
ous suggestions as to its structure and in a definitive paper of 1922 [4] this was finally shown
by chemical methods to be the interesting dibenzo-fused trioxabicyclo[3.3.1]nonadiene 2

(Scheme 1). The activity of substituted derivatives of 2 as antimicrobial agents has been
reported [5].

 1 2

Scheme 1. Formation and structure of “disalicylaldehyde” 2.

In the course of recent synthetic work, we were carrying out a Baeyer–Villiger oxidation
of the methoxymethyl-ether-protected 5-bromosalicylaldehyde 3 to give the protected
bromocatechol 4 and, in addition to the expected product, obtained a minor by-product in
low yield which turned out to be the dibromo derivative of disalicylaldehyde 5 (Scheme 2).
This has only been mentioned once before in a 1940 paper where it was obtained by
direct bromination of 2 and only a melting point was given [6]. We describe here the full
characterisation of this compound including its IR and NMR spectra and X-ray structure
determination.

m

3 4
5

Scheme 2. Formation of compound 5.

2. Results

The starting compound 3 was prepared according to a literature procedure [7] and
subjected to m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (m-CPBA) oxidation as described in a patent [8].
We faced significant difficulty in separating the desired product 4 from the m-chlorobenzoic
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acid and even after several washings had to subject the residue to column chromatography.
This did give the required product 4 in 75% isolated yield after a further recrystallisation,
but a fast-running minor component was also obtained which proved to be the unexpected
dibromodisalicylaldehyde 5 (4%). In addition to NMR signals for a 1,2,4-trisubstituted
benzene ring (see Supplementary Materials), this had a distinctive singlet at δH 6.28 and
δC 89.4 ppm in agreement with expectation for a benzylic ArCH(OR)2 environment. The
IR spectrum showed no significant signals above 1650 cm–1 confirming the absence of OH
and C=O. The material failed to give any meaningful mass spectrometric data.

Recrystallisation from hexane gave colourless prisms suitable for X-ray diffraction and
the resulting structure (Figure 1) shows two independent but closely similar molecules in
the unit cell. At 1.888(8)–1.892(8) Å the C–Br distances are rather short compared to the
mean value of 1.899 Å for ArC–Br [9]. Two views of the molecule (Figure 2) show that the
central trioxabicyclo[3.3.1] ring system is symmetrical and distinctly angular.

Figure 1. Molecular structure of 5 showing the two independent molecules with anisotropic dis-
placement ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability level (hydrogen atoms are shown as grey spheres of
arbitrary size) and the numbering system used.

Figure 2. Two alternative views of 5 showing the symmetrical and distinctly angular shape of the
molecule (carbon atoms—dark grey, hydrogen atoms—light grey, oxygen atoms—red, bromine
atoms—brown).

As far as we are aware, only six compounds with this core structure have been
previously characterised by X-ray diffraction (Figure 3) and the key geometric parameters
for these are compared with 5 in Table 1. It can be seen that these form a relatively consistent
pattern with the possible exception of the parent compound 2 which has longer bridging
C–O bonds, a larger angle at the ring oxygens and a smaller angle between the mean planes.
This last parameter is the angle between the planes defined by the five atoms making up
each of the three-atom bridges in the bicyclo[3.3.1] system, i.e., CH–O–C=C–CH.
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Figure 3. Crystallographically characterised disalicylaldehyde derivatives with CSD Ref Codes.

Table 1. Comparison of selected geometric parameters for 5 and related compounds (Å, ◦).

Compd
Bridging

C–O Length (s)
Angle at

Bridging O
Angle(s) at

Ring Os
Angle between

Mean Planes
Ref

5 1.404 (10), 1.410 (11) 109.6 (6) 111.6 (6), 112.4 (7) 72.9 This work
5 1.403 (11), 1.407 (11) 109.9 (6) 112.5 (6), 112.7 (6) 73.5 This work

6 FADVOV 1.418 108.6 112.3 (2) 71.7 [10]
2 ZIZSAC 1.549 106.5 117.9 (9) 65.9 [11]

7 TOLDAC 1.415(2), 1.417(2) 108.0(1) 111.4(1), 111.9(1) 73.5 [12]
8 ZOLBOR 1.411(3), 1.416(3) 107.8(2) 111.5(2), 111.7(2) 72.75 [13]
9 UGIPIJ 1.408(5), 1.414(5) 109.3(3) 112.2(2), 112.3(3) 72.75 [14]

10 UGIPEF 1.413(2), 1.417(2) 111.0(1) 112.6(1), 113.1(1) 73.6 [14]

The other main feature of the crystal structure of 5, which is not evident in Figure 1,
is the arrangement of adjacent pairs of independent molecules to allow a favourable π–π
stacking interaction between them (Figure 4, distance between two mean planes 3.384 Å,
centroid···centroid distance 3.602(6) Å). Among the six other structures of Figure 3 this
feature only seems to occur for 2 (distance between two mean planes 3.264 Å). We assume
that the presence of bulky substituents in the other cases prevents this arrangement.

 
Figure 4. Crystal structure of 5 viewed along the crystallographic a axis showing π–π stacking
interactions (arrows) between pairs of independent molecules.

In summary, the dibromodisalicylaldehyde 5 obtained as a minor by-product has been
spectroscopically characterised for the first time and its X-ray crystal structure consist of
pairs of independent molecules in a π–π stacking arrangement.
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3. Experimental

Melting points were recorded on a Reichert hot-stage microscope (Reichert, Vienna,
Austria) and are uncorrected. IR spectra were recorded using the ATR technique on a
Shimadzu IRAffinity 1S instrument. NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker AV300
instrument (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). Spectra were run with internal Me4Si as the
reference and chemical shifts are reported in ppm to high frequency of the reference.

3.1. Reaction Leading to Formation of 5

A solution of 5-bromo-2-methoxymethoxybenzaldehyde 3 [7] (20.0 g, 81.6 mmol) and
m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (28.8 g, 116.7 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (300 mL) was stirred at RT for
18 h. The mixture was filtered and the filtrate was stirred with 2 M aqueous Na2S2O3 for
2 h. The organic layer was separated, dried and evaporated to give a solid (25.3 g). Column
chromatography of this (SiO2, hexane/EtOAc, 4:1) gave, as the first fraction, by-product 5

(0.66 g, 4%) followed by the desired product 4 (14.35 g, 75%) which had data in agreement
with the published values [8].

Data for 5: mp 157–159 ◦C (lit. [6] 168 ◦C); IR: νmax/cm–1 1607, 1477, 1412, 1265, 1221,
1184, 1132, 957, 881, 858, 814; 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ◦C): δ 6.28 (2H, s, OCHO,
H-6,12), 6.79 (2H, d, J 6.6 Hz, H-4,10), 7.36 (2H, dd, J 6.6, 1.8 Hz, H-3,9), 7.42 (2H, d, J 1.8 Hz,
H-1,7); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ◦C): δ 89.4 (2CH, OCHO, C-6,12), 113.9 (2C, C-2,8),
118.6 (2CH, C-4,10), 121.3 (2C, C-6a,12a), 130.1 (2CH, C-1,7), 134.2 (2CH, C-3,9), 149.4 (2C,
C-4a,10a). 13C NMR assignments for CH confirmed by HSQC. Recrystallisation of 5 from
hexane gave crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction.

3.2. X-ray Structure Determination of 5

X-ray diffraction data for compound 5 was collected at 173 K using a Rigaku FR-X
Ultrahigh Brilliance Microfocus RA generator/confocal optics with XtaLAB P200 diffrac-
tometer [Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å)]. Data were collected and processed (including
correction for Lorentz, polarization and absorption) using CrysAlisPro [15]. Structures
were solved by dual-space methods (SHELXT) [16] and refined by full-matrix least-squares
against F2 (SHELXL-2019/3) [17]. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, and
hydrogen atoms were refined using a riding model. All calculations were performed using
the Olex2 [18] interface.

Crystal data for C14H8Br2O3, M = 384.02 g mol–1, colourless prism, crystal dimensions
0.09 × 0.08 × 0.06 mm, triclinic, space group P-1 (No. 2), a = 6.9692(3), b = 9.2930(4),
c = 21.4788(10) Å, α = 97.000(4), β = 97.013(4), γ = 110.805(4) ◦, V = 1270.00(10) Å3, Z = 4,
Dcalc = 2.008 g cm–3, T = 173 K, R1 = 0.0798, wR2 = 0.1442 for 4246 reflections with I > 2σ(I),
and 343 variables, Rint 0.0422, Goodness of fit on F2 1.323. Data have been deposited at the
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as CCDC 2290326. The data can be obtained free
of charge from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.
uk/getstructures.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: 1H and
13C and HSQC NMR and IR data as well as cif and check-cif files for 5.
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and solved the structure; R.A.A. designed the study, analysed the data, and wrote the paper. All
authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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